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Part 1: Taking Stock

1 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
This plan will take Turlock Transit to the next level.
The Short-Range Transit Plan (SRTP) is a five-year roadmap for Turlock Transit.
It identifies strengths, challenges, and opportunities associated with service
today, and uses this information to establish strategies over the next five years.
Underpinning this effort is a series of community engagement activities. These
will help to ensure that the plan balances shared community priorities.
The SRTP is made up of two parts: Part I: Taking Stock and Part II: Taking
Action. Taking Stock examines the current state of Turlock Transit, and sets the
stage for recommended strategies identified in Taking Action.
This chapter explains (1) why we’re undertaking this SRTP effort; (2) why transit
is important in Turlock; and (3) how this report is organized. It also presents (4) a
summary of key findings and opportunities from Part I: Taking Stock, as well as
(5) a summary of recommended strategies from Part II: Taking Action.

WHY AN SRTP?
The purpose of this SRTP is to make Turlock Transit even better. A series of
major changes in 2017 boosted ridership and established a new baseline for the
level of service that Turlock expects. This plan will build on the successes of the
last two years, and set sights on new opportunities.
For example, this SRTP will help to:


Create a more seamless experience for transit riders



Enhance bus routes, schedules, and frequencies



Fine-tune internal workflows, staffing, and operations



Take steps toward better regional integration



Define a plan for future capital investments, including technology and
infrastructure improvements
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WHY IS TRANSIT IMPORTANT?
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HOW IS THIS REPORT ORGANIZED?
Part
Part I:
Taking
Stock

Part II:
Taking
Action

Appendices

Chapter Title

What questions does the chapter answer?

2

Document and
Policy Review

 How does this plan fit into other Turlock and
regional planning efforts?

3

Transit Demand
Analysis

 What conditions create demand for transit?
 Where is transit demand located?
 Are there gaps or redundancies?

4

Fixed-Route
System
Evaluation

 Where and when does the system currently run?
 What patterns does ridership reveal?
 How does Turlock Transit fit into regional transit
systems?

5

Route Profiles

 Where does each route have high ridership? Low
ridership?
 How often are buses on time for each route?

6

Dial-A-Ride
Services
Analysis

 How does on-demand Dial-A-Ride work?
 What patterns does ridership reveal?

7
8

Peer Review

 How does Turlock compare to its peers?

Community
Engagement

 What does the community want to see for
Turlock Transit in the next five years?

9

Service Plan

 What operational changes should be made to
transit service over the next five years?

10

Capital
Improvement
Plan

 What changes should Turlock Transit make to
capital assets over the next five years?

11

Marketing Plan

 How should Turlock Transit encourage
awareness, support, and ridership?

12

Staffing Plan

 What staff capacities and resources are needed
to provide the current and anticipated level and
quality of service?

13

Financial Plan

 What do the next 10 years look like for Turlock
Transit finances?

A

On-Board
Survey

 How do existing riders use and perceive Turlock
Transit?

B

Fare Analysis

 What effects do changes in the fare structure
have on ridership and farebox recovery ratio?
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1. There is broad geographical transit coverage, with some opportunities
for improvement
Most key destinations are located within one-quarter mile of a transit stop.
However, there are some exceptions.


Destinations that are close to or just beyond one-quarter mile from a bus
stop include: Turlock Irrigation District, Turlock Public Library, Village
Fresh Market, and Turlock Sales Yard.



Service to the Amtrak station in Denair is not currently available through
fixed-route transit. However, it is available via Dial-A-Ride service.

2. Service levels don’t always match demand
Route 5 Lander and Route 4 Colorado account for 43% of the system’s ridership
– nearly double that of routes 3 and 6 combined (23%). Yet all routes have the
same spans and frequencies.

3. All routes meet for seamless transfers, but schedules are difficult to
remember because they do not operate on clock face headways
Turlock Transit schedules do not operate on clock face headways, making it
difficult to remember departure times at stops. Clock face headways result in
schedules that are simple to understand and memorize at a glance.

4. All routes have substantial one-way segments
All Turlock Transit routes have major one-way segments. One-way segments
make two-way travel challenging. They can provide a greater level of coverage,
but in reality, they can reduce ridership by adding complexity to return trips.

5. Ridership is low during evenings, but increased spans of service are
widely desired among riders
Turlock Transit must strike a balance between two contradictory findings:


Ridership starts dropping after 4:00 p.m. on weekdays and Saturdays. On
weekdays, 87% of ridership occurs between 7 a.m. and 6 p.m.



The rider survey indicated a clear desire for Sunday service, more
Saturday service, and earlier/later weekday service.

Therefore, while frequency may have a greater effect on ridership, extended
spans are what riders appear to prioritize.
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6. Ridership is growing and rider satisfaction is high, but productivity is
lower than peer agencies
After changing from BLAST to Turlock Transit, ridership increased, and rider
satisfaction is now very high.
However, relative to its peers, Turlock Transit fixed-route service has lower
productivity. This is not related to fare prices, service spans, or operating costs
per revenue hour – each of which is comparable among peers.

7. Reliability is generally good, but early departures at scheduled
timepoints are an issue
On average, routes are on time 91% of the time. However, early departures from
timepoints are an issue on all routes except for Route 1 Countryside.
When riders miss the bus because of an early departure from a timepoint, they
must wait 30 – 35 minutes for the next bus. This is more inconvenient than a late
bus.
It is also worth pointing out that Route 4 Colorado has worse on-time
performance than all other routes.

8. Typical rider: carfree student with a smartphone
According to the rider survey, a typical Turlock Transit rider is a student, with a
smartphone, without access to a private vehicle, traveling to school or shopping.
They make several transit trips per week, and use Facebook and Instagram.
At the same time, just over half of riders are not students, and fewer than one in
five trips are for work trips.

9. Dial-A-Ride service is difficult to understand
Turlock Transit offers generous demand-response service in Turlock, Denair, and
some other surrounding areas. Despite simplifying Dial-A-Ride service in 2018, it
remains challenging to understand exactly who is eligible for which trips, in each
zone.

10. Several important regional transit efforts are underway
Several regional transit planning efforts are underway in and around Turlock.
Examples include Amtrak improvements in Denair and transit planning work in
Stanislaus County.
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Further, some regional initiatives, such as MOVE Stanislaus, have already been
successful at streamlining intra-regional transit services.
Nonetheless, there are certain challenges associated with regional-local transit
planning. For example:


Regional routes that operate in Turlock do not have consistent alignments.
For example, StaRT routes serving Turlock are pervasive and have
different alignments within the city, which are in turn different from that of
the Merced The Bus.



Fares and fare payment systems are largely uncoordinated, which has the
potential to result in a confusing rider transition from local to regional
transit and vice versa.

WHAT ARE THE RECOMMENDED STRATEGIES?
This SRTP recommends several strategies in chapters 9 through 13. This section
provides an overview of the strategies. The individual chapters in question
provide more contextual information and details.

Chapter 9: Service Plan Strategies
Service Goal

Strategy

1. Reliability

1.1 Adjust schedules to better reflect travel times
1.2 Use interlining to accommodate driver breaks without increasing headways
in the public-facing schedule
1.3 Evaluate potential to improve service frequency to 30 minutes while
maintaining on-time performance

2. Ridership

2.1 Maintain current alignment for routes 1, 2, 3, and 5
2.2 Extend Route 6 to Orange St

3. Coverage

3.1 Adjust Route 4 to serve Turlock Public Library
3.2 Evaluate transit-on-demand options to serve key destinations where fixed
route transit is not yet cost-effective

4. Service
Span

4.1 Lengthen the span on more productive routes and shorten it on less
productive routes

Chapter 10: Capital Improvement Plan Strategies


Consider electric vehicle purchase timing with other capital funding needs
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Invest in and test electric bus charging equipment at the maintenance
facility and other locations to facilitate efficient service delivery



Support technology investments with policies such as operations
requirements, service disruption resolution, and customer privacy to
ensure the most efficient and effective use of investments



Continue to invest in bus stop infrastructure and active transportation
infrastructure to ensure safe transit access and egress

Chapter 11: Marketing Plan Strategies
Marketing Priority

Strategy

1. Build
awareness and
support

1.1 Establish regular communication among key stakeholders
1.2 Evaluate the effectiveness of promotional campaign strategies
1.3 Develop specialized transit guides and training
1.4 Further harness utility bill inserts

2. Improve the
Transit Rider
Experience

2.1 Rebuild the Turlock Transit website
2.2 Activate Roger K. Fall Transit Center
Note: “Activate” refers to establishing programmed activities to make the Transit Center
feel safer and more pedestrian friendly, such as a farmers market, food carts, or other
pop-up events/retail. More information is available in Chapter 11.

2.3 Refresh information materials
2.4 Invest in bus and stop amenities

Chapter 12: Staffing Plan Strategies


Develop in-house GIS capacity



Invest pragmatically in design



Invest in technical training and workshops

Chapter 13: Financial Plan Strategies


Consider grant programs for vehicle replacement



Explore new funding sources, including carbon credits



Purchase vehicles off cycle—this means purchasing vehicles
incrementally, when possible and given funding availability



Explore additional partnerships



Extend the useful life of vehicles
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Coordinate paratransit contracting with other Stanislaus County transit
agencies
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2 DOCUMENT AND POLICY REVIEW
This chapter puts this SRTP into context based on other
local and regional planning documents.
The purpose of this review is to identify and summarize planning documents that
relate to transit in the City of Turlock and Stanislaus County at large. It will
ultimately help to inform recommendations for the SRTP.
This review examines the following four documents:


StanCOG Regional Transportation Plan (2018)



Turlock Short Range Transit Plan (2015)



Turlock Active Transportation Plan (2015)



Turlock General Plan (2012)

CHAPTER 2 KEY POINTS


Transit is a central component of the 2018 StanCOG RTP. The RTP
dedicates 35% of its $7.3 billion multimodal transportation expenditures to
transit programs and providers.



This 2019 SRTP builds upon the success of the 2015 SRTP, which when
implemented increased ridership and established a new baseline for local
transit in Turlock.



The 2015 Turlock Active Transportation Plan recommends a series of
pedestrian and bicycle improvements, five of which connect with existing
Turlock Transit routes. This helps to underscore the critical relationship
between active transportation and transit.



The 2012 Turlock General Plan provides transit guidance in its
recommendations related to land use, economic development, circulation,
city design, and the environment.
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STANCOG REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLAN (2018)
The Stanislaus Council of Governments (StanCOG) developed the 2018
Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS) to
identify regional transportation goals and priorities.
Together, the RTP and SCS coordinate transportation and land use decisions
that support the growth of communities across the county. The RTP/SCS
prioritizes $7.3 billion in multimodal transportation expenditures through 2042.
The plan includes 10 overarching goals:


Mobility and accessibility



Social equity



Economic and community vitality



Sustainable development pattern



Environmental quality



Health and safety



System preservation



Smart infrastructure



Reliability and congestion



Project delivery

Relevant Objectives and Policies
The RTP dedicates roughly $2.5 billion (35%) to transit, including expanding
transit and rail services, bus replacement, reducing transit headways (increasing
frequency), and improving transit support facilities (transit stations and parking
facilities). The Tier I rail and transit projects include:
1. Bus Rapid Transit: Install bus rapid transit improvements and increase
transit services and frequencies.
2. Rail: Extend Altamont Corridor Express (ACE) rail services from Ceres to
Modesto with new stations.
3. Rail: Improve Modesto Area Express (MAX) facilities and operations.
The plan describes the funding sources for its investment plan, some of which
directly benefit transit programs and providers. One key source is Measure L
(Local Roads First), a half-cent sales tax referendum, passed in November 2016.
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Approximately $13.4 million (1.4%1) of the measure’s funds are dedicated to
regional transit providers. Transit-specific funds are also included in Senate Bill
1, Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) Improvement Program, State
Transit Assistance, Local Transportation Funds (LTF) and Federal Transit
Funding Programs.
The RTP explicitly discusses transit in three chapters of the plan:


Chapter 3: Regional Transportation System, highlighting the intraregional,
interregional, and transit assistance services.



Chapter 6: System Preservation, emphasizing the need to maintain a state
of good repair, improve travel time reliability, and develop travel demand
management programs.



Chapter 7: Environmental Justice emphasizes the need for transit-oriented
development. Accordingly, it includes transit in a handful of its
performance indicators that look at the percent of low-income
housing/minority population within a half-mile of transit.

TURLOCK SHORT RANGE TRANSIT PLAN (2015)
The 2015 Turlock Short Range Transit Plan (SRTP) reimagined Turlock’s transit
system with the goal of improving local bus service.

Relevant Objectives and Policies
Turlock Transit developed a set of service recommendations for Turlock Transit,
then known as Bus Line Service of Turlock (BLaST), after a comprehensive
service evaluation and community engagement effort. Accordingly, the 2015
SRTP outlined the following strategies to improve transit in Turlock:


Add two additional routes and reduce the number of one-way loop routes.



Provide later service and shorter headways.



Streamline Stanislaus Regional Transit (StaRT) service in Turlock.



Offer discounted rates through passes and encourage the use of fare
cards as opposed to cash.



Redraw Dial-A-Ride boundaries for ADA-compliant services.



Obtain newer vehicles.

1 Roughly 7% of Measure L funds go to transportation programs, of which 7% goes directly to transit providers. This is
equivalent to 1.4% of the overall Measure L funding.
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Add additional amenities at popular bus stops.



Develop a new brand and information materials.
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Since implementation, ridership has increased substantially. A rider survey in
February 2019 revealed a high level of satisfaction with the system.

TURLOCK ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION PLAN (2015)
The Turlock Active Transportation Plan was prepared for the City of Turlock to
improve pedestrian and bicycle connectivity and encourage residents, workers,
and visitors to use non-motorized transportation.

Relevant Objectives and Policies
The plan recommends ten pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure improvements,
five of which connect with transit routes. Since the plan was released in 2015, the
transit network has been restructured. As a result, the connecting transit routes
for the six projects have changed. The list of relevant infrastructure
recommendations below includes the connecting Turlock Transit route(s) as well
as the former BLAST route(s) from the 2015 report.
1. Main Street and Canal Drive Intersection
− Turlock Transit Route 4 Colorado; former BLAST routes A and B
2. Berkeley Avenue, Canal Drive to Golden State Boulevard
− Turlock Transit Route 4 Colorado; former BLAST Route D
3. Berkeley Avenue at Hawkeye Avenue
− Near Turlock Transit Route 4 Colorado; former BLAST routes A, B,
and D
4. Golden State Boulevard
− Roger K. Fall Transit Center and Route 5 Lander; former BLAST
Route B
5. Main Street
− Turlock Transit routes 5 Lander and 6 Soderquist; former BLAST
routes A and D

TURLOCK GENERAL PLAN (2012)
The 2012 Turlock General Plan establishes a long-term vision to guide growth in
the City of Turlock over 20 years. To achieve this vision, the plan puts forth a set
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of policies to foster growth and development, while also maintaining the city’s
agricultural history, and an economically and socially diverse population.

Relevant Objectives and Policies
The Turlock General Plan discusses transit in four of its elements: (1) land use
and economic development, (2) circulation, (3) city design, and (4) air quality and
greenhouse gases. The following sections list the transit-related policies that are
included each of these four elements.

Land Use and Economic Development


Locations for high density development. Maintain the highest
residential development intensities Downtown, along transit corridors, near
transit stops, and in new neighborhood centers.



Transit and pedestrian accessibility from housing. Work with
developers of affordable and multifamily housing to encourage the
construction of transit-oriented and pedestrian-oriented amenities and
appropriate street improvements that encourage walking and transit use.



Incentives for public amenities. Offer added incentives to industrial
projects in the TRIP that contribute to the pedestrian, bicycle, or transit
networks and/or public amenities and open space.

Circulation


Improve local transit operations. Continue the present course of
expanding its fixed route service and improving operations.



Improvements to demand-responsive transit. Improve the City’s dial-aride system. Aggressively pursue transit grant funds in order to continue
funding operations.



Consistency with the Stanislaus Congestion Management System.
Monitor the frequency, routing and coordination of local transit services for
consistency with the requirements of the Stanislaus County Congestion
Management Plan (CMP).



Stop spacing. Transit stops should be spaced no farther than 1,000 feet
apart, if spaced for continuous service on city streets. Spacing may
deviate from the general standard in the Westside Industrial Specific Plan
area where individual businesses occupy large parcels (greater than 20
acres) and where stops should serve employee entrances directly.
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Turlock Regional Transit Center. Continue to pursue the development of
the Turlock Regional Transit Center, located at Dels Lane and Golden
State Boulevard.



Funding for transit services. Continue to pursue federal and state funds
to cover capital and operating costs associated with Turlock’s transit
operation. If federal funds are reduced and capital needs are not being
met, transit may be added to the Capital Facilities Fee (CFF) through a
Nexus Study.



Transit usability. Situate transit stops at locations that are convenient for
transit users, and promote increased transit ridership through the provision
of shelters, benches, bike racks on buses, and other amenities.



Regional rail. Support regional efforts to provide regional passenger train
services, via commuter rail and/or high speed rail. As necessary, engage
in Station Area planning efforts to examine and coordinate land uses
surrounding a future train station in Turlock.



Transit services marketing. Encourage ridership on public transit
systems through marketing and promotional efforts. Provide information to
residents and employees on transit services available for local and
regional trips.



Transportation for seniors. Require new community care facilities and
senior housing projects with over 25 beds to provide accessible
transportation services for the convenience of residents.



Development that supports transit. Ensure that new development is
designed to make transit a viable transportation choice for residents.
Design options include:
− Have neighborhood centers or focal points with sheltered bus stops;
− Locate medium and high density development on or near streets
served by transit wherever feasible; and
− Link neighborhoods to bus stops by continuous sidewalks or
pedestrian paths.



Support existing regional transit services. Continue to support the
StaRT service provided by Stanislaus County and THE BUS service
provided by Merced County.
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Correspondence between local and regional transit. As Turlock’s local
transit system continues to be developed, services should be oriented to
link with potential future commuter and/or high-speed rail.



Regional Transit Agency. Support efforts to improve the coordination
and efficiency of bus service on a regional level and, if appropriate, the
regionalization of transit service delivery.



Denair Amtrak Station. Continue to support the operation of the Amtrak
station in Denair. Expand bus service to serve the train station. It should
be noted that BLAST served Denair from 2002-2003.

City Design


Neighborhood centers. Establish new neighborhood centers as highquality mixed-use pedestrian-friendly environments, without excluding the
automobile. These will be required in new growth areas.



Support transit. Ensure that neighborhoods are designed to support
transit stops in proximity to neighborhood centers and/or clusters of higher
density residences.



Multi-modal access and movement. Require new projects to facilitate
pedestrian and bicycle movement and aid transit.
− Planning should anticipate and provide for future local and regional
transit service even if the service is not feasible at the time of project
plan preparation.

Air Quality and Greenhouse Gases


Establish land use pattern that supports trip reduction. Establish land
use pattern that enables alternatives to automobile use and reduces trip
lengths, including transit-oriented, mixed use development and
neighborhood commercial areas.



Reduce trips by city government. Take the lead in implementing a tripreduction program for City employees. The program may include
carpooling and ridesharing; reimbursement of transit costs;
encouragement of flexible work schedules, telecommuting, and
teleconferencing.



Support employer-based trip reduction. Support the Air District’s
requirement that companies and organizations with 100 or more
employees establish ride-sharing programs, and provide incentives to
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companies with 25 to 100 employees that do the same. Ridesharing
programs may include market-based incentives such as cash for
ridesharing, preferential parking for carpools, transit subsidies, cash
allowances in lieu of parking spaces, telecommuting and flexible work
schedules.


Pedestrian-oriented site design. Orient development to encourage
pedestrian and transit accessibility. Strategies include locating buildings
and primary entrances adjacent to public streets; placing parking at the
rear of sites or in structures above retail; and providing clear and direct
pedestrian paths across parking areas.
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3 TRANSIT DEMAND ANALYSIS
Transit is about getting from A to B. But what are the “A”s
and “B”s, and why are they important?
This chapter focuses on demand for transit trips, and specifically the origins and
destinations that affect this demand. In terms of origins – the “A”s – we focus on
demographics that tend to correlate with increased transit use. In terms of
destinations – the “B”s – we identify employment and other locations, such as
major retail, that tend to attract transit trips.

Data Sources and Geographic Units
Data used in this report is based on US Census 2017 ACS 5-Year Estimates for
most variables and is presented at the block group level. The two exceptions are
disability status, which is presented at the tract level, and employment, which is
based on LEHD data from 2015, and presented at the block level.

It’s All About Density
All demographic variables are described in terms of density per acre, because
higher concentrations of people benefit transit in two ways: (1) density increases
the likelihood of transit use, and (2) transit is able to serve dense areas much
more efficiently than lower density areas. Figure 3-1 illustrates the relationship
between density and the level of transit service that is considered viable.
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Land Use and Transit Demand

How This Chapter Is Organized
Following the summary of key points, this chapter is organized into four sections:


Demographics presents densities of population, employment, low-income
households, university students, youth, older adults, people with
disabilities, renters, and zero-vehicle households.



Transit Propensity combines several demographic characteristics to
identify locations that have a higher combined likelihood of transit usage.



Demographic Trends. This section outlines recent demographic changes
in Turlock.



Major Activity Centers. Major activity centers are important in
understanding what the “B”s are in transit demand: where are transit riders
mostly likely trying to go?
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Turlock Transit serves high-density areas well. There are some gaps in
service east of Berkeley Avenue and at the northern edge of the city.



Turlock Transit serves nearly all major activity centers within a five-minute
walk (one-quarter mile). However, service is not currently available to
certain retail and entertainment destinations west of SR-99, e.g., Costco
and Regal Cinemas 14. In addition, some destinations are either close to
or immediately beyond the limit of a five-minute walk to the nearest stop
on Route 4 Colorado: Turlock Irrigation District, Turlock Public Library,
Village Fresh Market, and the Turlock Sales Yard are each approximately
one-quarter mile from the nearest stop.



The number of zero-vehicle households and older adults grew rapidly
between 2012 and 2017 – 23.7% and 18.7% respectively. The overall
population grew by 4.9% over the same period.

DEMOGRAPHICS
Figure 3-2 provides details on various demographic indicators in Turlock. For
each indicator, the table lists the citywide total number of people, areas with
higher densities, and potential gaps in transit service provision. Maps of each
indicator are available on subsequent pages.
Figure 3-2

Demographic Details

Indicator

City Total

High Density Areas

Potential Service Gaps

Population

71,900

Figure 3-3

Population, 2013-2017
ACS

 Between Canal Drive,
Golden State Boulevard,
Tuolumne Road and
Berkeley Avenue
 North of the CSU
Stanislaus campus

 Both sides of Canal Drive
east of Johnson Road
 Between Pedras Road
and Tuolumne Road
between Geer Road and
Golden State Boulevard

Employment

25,900

Figure 3-4

Employment, 2015
LEHD
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Downtown Turlock
CSU Stanislaus
Lander Avenue
Geer Road
Olive Avenue
Countryside Drive

 East Main Street between
Canal Drive and Golden
State Boulevard
 Canal Drive between Geer
Road and Olive Avenue
 West Main Street west of
CA-99
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Indicator

City Total

High Density Areas

Potential Service Gaps

Low-income
households

20,500

 South of Canal Street and
west of 5th Street
 Between Golden State
Boulevard, Canal Street,
Colorado Avenue, North
Avenue, Geer Road,
Monte Vista Avenue,
Andre Lane and
Tuolumne Road

 No notable gaps

NA

 CSU Stanislaus campus
 Within one-half mile of
campus in all directions
 Northeast of downtown
Turlock, in the area near
Canal Drive and Olive
Avenue

 East of Colorado Avenue


Youth (<18)

18,400

Figure 3-7

People aged 0-17,
2013-2017 ACS

 South of Canal Drive and  East of Berkeley Avenue,
and particularly south of
east of Main Street and
Canal Drive and east of
Lander Avenue
Johnson Road
 North of Christofferson
Parkway
 Several high density areas
between downtown and
CSUS, and west of
Golden State Boulevard

Older adults
(65+)

9,600

Figure 3-5

University
students

Households with
incomes below 150% of
poverty level,
2013-2017 ACS

Figure 3-6

Figure 3-8

People with
disabilities
Figure 3-9

People aged 65+,
2013-2017 ACS

9,400
People with a disability;
2013-2017 ACS

Adoption Date: February 25, 2019

 Between Monte Vista
 East of Quincy Road
Avenue, East Avenue,
between Canal Drive and
Geer Road and Colorado
Hawkeye Avenue
Avenue
 Between Monte Vista
 Between Fulkerth Road
Avenue and Tuolumne
and South Avenue, west
Road east of Colorado
of Golden State Boulevard
Avenue
 Northeast of Canal Drive
and Geer Road
 Between Monte Vista
Avenue, Golden State
Boulevard and Geer Road
 Southwest of Lander
Avenue and Main Street

 No notable gaps
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Indicator

City Total

High Density Areas

Potential Service Gaps

Renters

11,800

 No notable gaps

Figure 3-10

Households in renteroccupied units,
2013-2017 ACS

 Between Golden State
Boulevard, Canal Drive,
Colorado Avenue and
North Avenue/Pedras
Road
 Between Canal Drive,
Soderquist Road, South
Avenue, and Lander
Avenue

Zero-vehicle
households

2,100

 Canal Drive, Colorado
Avenue, Monte Vista
Avenue and Andre
Lane/Geer Avenue
 Between Canal Drive,
Soderquist Road, South
Avenue, and Lander
Avenue

 East of Quincy Road
between Hawkeye
Avenue and Canal Drive

Figure 3-11

Households without
access to a vehicle,
2013-2017 ACS
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Employment Density
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Density of Low-Income Households
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Density of University Students
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Density of People Aged 17 or Younger
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Density of People Aged 65 or over
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Density of People with a Disability
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Density of Renters
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Density of Zero-Vehicle Households
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TRANSIT PROPENSITY
The combination of the demographic variables presented above indicate
locations where transit demand is expected to be highest.1 Certain factors may
play a more dominant role in an individual’s decision to use transit, though the
variables are all weighted equally in this analysis for simplicity.
The areas with highest demand are primarily near CSUS between Christoffersen
Parkway and Monte Vista Avenue west of Geer Road, between Canal Drive,
Golden State Boulevard, Pedras Drive/North Avenue and Colorado Avenue, and
in the southwest part of the city between Canal Drive, Soderquist Road, South
Avenue, and Lander Avenue.
In general, these areas are all served by transit. However, there are areas with
modest levels of transit demand but without transit within a five-minute walk. This
includes the areas east of Berkeley Avenue between Monte Vista Avenue and
Hawkeye Avenue, and east of Johnson Road between Hawkeye Avenue and
East Avenue.

The Transit Propensity Index is based on densities of low-income households, people less than 18 years old, people
aged 65 or over, people with a disability, renters, and zero-vehicle households.

1
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Transit Propensity Index
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DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS
Trends in demographic indicators help to understand changes over time, and
changes to anticipate in the future. Figure 3-13 lists each of the demographic
indicators, with values from 2012 and 2017. All indicators have increased over
the five-year period.
The indicators that increased the most, and at rates higher than the growth in
population, are: zero-vehicle households, older adults, and people with
disabilities. Employment and renter-occupied households also increased more
than the change in population, but these changes were not as large.
Figure 3-13

Change in Demographic Indicators

Indicator

2012

2017

Change

Percent
Change

Average
Annual
Change

Population

68,576

71,906

3,330

4.9%

1.0%

Employment

23,986

25,877[A]

1,891

7.9%

2.6%

Low-income households

18,578

18,837

259

1.4%

0.3%

Youth

18,061

18,426

365

2.0%

0.4%

Older adults

8,057

9,560

1,503

18.7%

3.7%

People with disabilities

8,074

9,384

1,310

16.2%

3.2%

Renter-occupied households

10,451

11,761

1,310

12.5%

2.5%

Zero-vehicle households

1,693

2,095

402

23.7%

4.7%

Note: [A] Employment is based on 2015 values. No data from 2016 or 2017 are available.
Source: 2008-12 and 2013-17 ACS 5-Year Estimates; 2012 and 2015 LEHD

MAJOR ACTIVITY CENTERS
Transit serves as a means for people to access job sites, commercial centers,
medical facilities, schools, recreational sites, and to meet with friends or family.
This section describes where activity centers are located, and the travel patterns
of transit riders.

Activity Centers
These destinations are distributed throughout Turlock, yet some individual
destinations have high levels of demand and tend to be near some of the busiest
transit stops in the city.
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Some of these major destinations include educational facilities like CSUStanislaus, Turlock High School, and Pitman High School, and commercial and
shopping centers like Walmart, Target, Safeway, and Walmart Neighborhood
Market. Downtown Turlock and the Salvation Army are also popular destinations.
Turlock Transit serves most of these major activity centers (see Figure 3-14).
Some destinations, like the public library, Sales Yard, Turlock Irrigation District
(TID), and Village Fresh Market, are located at or immediately beyond onequarter mile of Route 4 Colorado.

Transit Rider Travel Patterns
Based on stated trip origins and destinations from an on-board survey
administered from February 11 through 13, 2019, roughly one-third of responses
provided sufficient information to geocode origins and destinations (84 out of
237, or 35%). Figure 3-15 presents origin-destination pairs. Noteworthy origins
and destinations include:


CSU Stanislaus. There were several trips either to or from CSU
Stanislaus, including Target, the Roger K. Fall Transit Center, downtown
Turlock, and the Walmart on Fulkerth Road.



Turlock High School. Several trips started or ended at Turlock high
School, from a variety of locations in Turlock, including the Roger K. Fall
Transit Center.



Route 5. Several trips began or ended along Route 5 – particularly the
segments along Lander Avenue and Golden State Boulevard.



Target and Walmart. Several trips either started or ended at Walmart on
Fulkerth Road or Target on Countryside Drive.



Roger K. Fall Transit Center.2 Many trips either started or ended at the
Roger K. Fall Transit Center.

2 This is likely the result of a misunderstanding of the intent of the question, which asks where the overall trip begins and ends –
not just the segment of the trip in question. Given that there are very few destinations at or near the transit center, besides
connections to other routes, it is highly unlikely to be a meaningful trip generator in itself.
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Transit Origins and Destinations of Transit Riders, February 11-13, 2019
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4 EXISTING FIXED-ROUTE
TRANSIT SERVICE
This chapter describes Turlock Transit’s existing fixed-route
service: How does it operate and how is it used?
This chapter is organized into four sections, each of which examines a different
aspect of the Turlock Transit system:


System Description. The system description provides a basic overview
of Turlock Transit. It explains what routes are available, at which times,
and how much it costs to ride.



Performance. Performance metrics look at trends of ridership and the
extent to which Turlock Transit delivers service as advertised.



Productivity. This section examines ridership relative to the quantity of
service available.



Regional Connections. This section examines how Turlock Transit fits
into the regional transit context.
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CHAPTER 4 KEY POINTS
Figure 4-1

Chapter 4 Summary of Key Points

Topic

Key Points

System
Description

 Turlock Transit does not operate on clock-faced headways, but instead
every 35 minutes during most of the day.
 All routes have long one-way segments except for the combined Route 1
and Route 2, which only has a small set of one-way segments on
Countryside Drive, W Tuolumne Road, and N Tully Road.

Performance

Ridership:
 Ridership increased gradually between 2009-2010 and 2016-2017, and
then relatively quickly following the service changes in 2017 (+23%).
 Ridership generally increases when school is in session. In 2018 ridership
also spiked in July due to promotional measures during the Stanislaus
County Fair (free transit, more frequent buses, later span of service).
 On weekdays and weekends, ridership drops steadily after 4:00 p.m.
Roughly 9 in 10 boardings occur before 6 p.m.
 Routes 3 and 6 have substantially lower ridership than all other routes, on
weekdays and weekends.
Reliability:
 Route 4 has consistent on-time performance issues (84% on time), with
buses often late or early at timepoints.
 In general, early departures from timepoints (7% systemwide) are a greater
concern than late departures (3% systemwide).

Productivity

 From highest to lowest, average weekday productivity for each route in
2018 was:
− 5 Lander: 4.9 boardings per trip
− 4 Colorado: 4.4 boardings per trip
− 1 Countryside: 3.6 boardings per trip
− 2 Geer: 3.5 boardings per trip
− 3 Olive: 2.7 boardings per trip
− 6 Soderquist: 2.3 boardings per trip
 On weekends, the number of boardings per trip drops for all routes except
for Route 1 Countryside, where it increases, and Route 2 Geer, where it
does not change.
 Farebox recovery ratio has hovered around 15-16% with the help of local
revenue sources
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
This section provides a high-level overview of the Turlock Transit system,
including its routes, span, and fare structure.

Routes
Turlock Transit consists of six fixed routes that each start and end at the Roger
K. Fall Transit Center. All routes are managed by the City of Turlock and
operated by a private contractor, Storer Transit Systems.
Turlock Transit’s six routes are a combination of a bidirectional loop (Route 1 and
Route 2, together), a one-way loop (Route 3), and three bidirectional linear
routes, each with some one-way segments (routes 4, 5, and 6).

System Span
All six routes complete 27 trips on weekdays, from 6:00 a.m. to 8:55 p.m.,
operating every 30 to 35 minutes. All trips, including for bidirectional routes, start
and end at the Roger K. Fall Transit Center.
On Saturdays, all routes run from 9:10 a.m. to 6:55 p.m. with 30 to 35 minute
headways. Turlock Transit does not operate on Sundays. Figure 4-2 summarizes
these system characteristics. A system map is shown in Figure 4-3.
Figure 4-2

System Trips, Span, and Headways

Characteristic

Weekday

Saturday

Number of trips

27

17

Span

6:00 a.m. – 8:55 p.m.

9:10 a.m. – 6:55 p.m.

Headways (8 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.)

35

35

Headways (early/late)

30

NA
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Turlock Transit 2018-2019 System Map
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Fare Structure
Riders can pay for transit using any of the following options:


Single Trip Pass



Day Pass



31-Day Pass



Stored value card



Cash



CSU Stanislaus student ID



Turlock Transit transfer



StaRT transfer



Token Transit (mobile ticketing)

Figure 4-4 outlines Turlock Transit’s fare structure for fixed-route service. For
information on the relative usage of different fare types, see Figure 4-4.
Figure 4-4

Turlock Transit Fare Structure

Rider Category

Single Trip

Day Pass

31-Day Pass

Regular

$1.50

$3.50

$50.00

Discount, applies to:
 Seniors 65 and over
 Persons with disabilities
 Medicare cardholders
 Honorably-discharged military veterans

$0.75

$1.75

$25.00

Student
K-12 students with a valid student ID

$1.50

$3.50

$40.00

Student (purchased via Token Transit)
K-12 students with a valid student ID

$1.20

$2.80

NA

Children
Ages 0-5, limited to two per paid adult

Free

-

-

Transfers
Valid for 60 minutes from time of ticket
purchase

Free

-

-

In addition, 20-trip passes are available through Token Transit for each rider
categories. There is no discount for purchasing a 20-trip pass.
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PERFORMANCE
This section builds on the system description by explaining how Turlock Transit
performs: It covers ridership, reliability—i.e., on-time performance—and average
speeds. Further detail on each individual route is available in Chapter 5: Route
Profiles.

Ridership
The purpose of transit is to help people get where they need to go. This section
explains how people use Turlock Transit, both today and in the past. It presents
ridership information through five different frames of reference: (1) historical
annual ridership, (2) ridership by month, (3) ridership by time of day, (4) ridership
by route, and (5) ridership by stop.

Historical Annual Ridership
Ridership was relatively flat between Fiscal Year (FY) 2009-10 and FY2016-17.
During this period, Turlock Transit was called BLAST and included four one-way
loops. Starting in 2017, Turlock Transit’s routes were restructured to their current
configuration, with a large increase in levels of service. Total annual ridership
increased by 23% between FY2016-17 and FY2017-18. Figure 4-5 presents total
annual ridership for the past ten years.
Figure 4-5

Annual Boardings, FY2009-10 to FY2017-18

160,000
140,000
120,000
100,000
80,000
60,000
40,000
20,000
2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018
Source: Turlock Transit, fiscal year ridership
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Ridership by Month
In general, ridership increases when CSU Stanislaus and high schools are in
session, and decreases when they are not. Figure 4-6 presents total monthly
boardings in 2017 and 2018.
In July 2018, ridership increased dramatically. This was largely due to
promotional measures taken by Turlock Transit during the 2018 Stanislaus
County Fair, when service on Route 2 Geer (yellow) came twice as often
(approximately every 15 minutes), remained running later at night, and was free
to use.
Figure 4-6

Total Monthly Boardings, By Route, Calendar Year 2017 and 2018

20,000
18,000
16,000
14,000
12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
2017

2018
1

2

3

4

5

6

Source: Turlock Transit GenFare boarding data, January 1, 2017 through December 31, 2018

Ridership by Time of Day
During weekdays (Figure 4-7), ridership is highest between 3:00 p.m. and 4:00
p.m. After a brief increase between 7:00 a.m. and 8:00 a.m., it rises gradually
throughout the day, then begins dropping at 4:00 p.m. Nearly to nine out of 10
rides (87%) occur between 7:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
On Saturdays (Figure 4-8), ridership is relatively flat between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00
p.m. Then, as on weekdays, ridership drops in the evening. More than nine out of
10 (94%) boardings occur before 5:00 p.m.
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It is worth pointing out that each hour interval—represented as a bar in the bar
chart below—includes two departures per route (12 total), except for 11:00 a.m.
and 6:00 p.m., which both have one departure per route (6 total).
Figure 4-7

Boardings by Time of Day, Weekdays, 2018

12%
10%

8%

8%
6%
4%

9%
8%

7%

8%

9%

10%

10%
8%

6%

6%

4%

4%

3%
2%

2%

0%

0%
6:00
AM

7:00
AM

8:00
AM

9:00 10:00 11:00 12:00 1:00
AM AM AM PM PM

2:00
PM

3:00
PM

4:00
PM

5:00
PM

6:00
PM

7:00
PM

8:00
PM

9:00
PM

Source: Turlock Transit GenFare boarding data, January 1, 2018 through December 31, 2018
Note: Each hour refers to the full clock hour. For example, “6:00 AM” refers to boardings between 6:00 a.m. and 6:59 a.m.

Figure 4-8

Boardings by Time of Day, Saturdays, 2018
14%
12%
10%

11%

11%
10%

11%

12%

11%

12%
9%
7%

8%
6%

5%

4%
1%

2%
0%
9:00 10:00 11:00 12:00 1:00
AM AM AM PM PM

2:00
PM

3:00
PM

4:00
PM

5:00
PM

6:00
PM

7:00
PM

Source: Turlock Transit GenFare boarding data, January 1, 2018 through December 31, 2018

Ridership by Route
This subsection presents ridership at the route level, for all days combined, as
well as weekdays and Saturdays separately.
In all charts, numbers refer to the 2018 calendar year, excluding July, because of
the special promotional circumstances during the Stanislaus County Fair and
additional revenue hours during that month.
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Total Ridership


Overall, the share of 2018 boardings is highest on Route 5 Lander (23%),
followed by Route 4 Colorado (20%). Together, these two routes make up
nearly half (43%) of systemwide boardings.



Routes 1 and 2 have a mid-range share of total ridership (18% and 17%
respectively).



Routes 3 and 6 capture a relatively low share of overall ridership (12%
and 11% respectively).

Figure 4-9 presents the percent of boardings by route in 2018.
Figure 4-9

Percent of Total Boardings by Route, 2018

Route 5 Lander

23%

Route 4 Colorado

20%

Route 1 Countryside

18%

Route 2 Geer

17%

Route 3 Olive
Route 6 Soderquist

12%
11%

Source: Turlock Transit GenFare boarding data, January 1, 2018 through December 31, 2018, excluding July

Weekdays
On weekdays, of 577 average daily boardings, the routes with the highest ridership
are, in order, Route 5 Lander, Route 4 Colorado, Route 1 Countryside, and Route
2 Geer. Figure 4-10 presents each route’s average daily weekday boardings in
2018.
Figure 4-10

Average Daily Boardings by Route, Weekdays, 2018

Route 5 Lander

132

Route 4 Colorado

118

Route 1 Countryside

97

Route 2 Geer

94

Route 3 Olive
Route 6 Soderquist

73
63

Source: Turlock Transit GenFare boarding data, January 1, 2018 through December 31, 2018, excluding July
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Saturdays
On Saturdays, the number of average boardings is about half (51%) of weekday
boardings, at 294. Route 1 Countryside, the third most popular route on
weekdays is the most popular route on Saturdays. Routes 3 Olive and
6 Soderquist continue to lag behind the all other routes. Figure 4-11 presents
average Saturday boardings for each route in 2018.
Figure 4-11

Average Daily Boardings by Route, Saturdays, 2018

Route 1 Countryside

70

Route 5 Lander

63

Route 2 Geer

59

Route 4 Colorado

52

Route 6 Soderquist
Route 3 Olive

29
22

Source: Turlock Transit GenFare boarding data, January 1, 2018 through December 31, 2018, excluding July

Comparing weekdays with Saturdays, Route 1 and Route 2 maintain higher
levels of Saturday ridership relative to weekdays (72% and 63% respectively). By
contrast, routes 4, 5, and 6 have less than half of their average weekday
ridership on Saturdays. Route 3 Saturday ridership is less than one-third of its
average weekday level. Figure 4-12 presents the percent of average Saturday
boardings relative to average weekday boardings, by route.
Figure 4-12

Percent of Average Saturday Boardings Relative to Average Weekday
Boardings, by Route, 2018

Route 1 Countryside

72%

Route 2 Geer

63%

Route 5 Lander

47%

Route 6 Soderquist

46%

Route 4 Colorado
Route 3 Olive

44%
30%

Source: Turlock Transit GenFare boarding data, January 1, 2018 through December 31, 2018, excluding July
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Ridership by Stop
This subsection presents ridership at the stop level, based on a manual,
systemwide ridership count from February 11 through 13, 2019. Figure 4-13
summarizes ridership hotspots as well as areas with relatively low ridership.1
Figure 4-14 presents a map of average daily boardings by stop.
Further information on ridership by stop, for each route, is available in Chapter 5:
Route Profiles.
Figure 4-13

Ridership Hotspots and Lower Ridership Areas

Route

Ridership Hotspots

Lower Ridership Areas

Route 1 Countryside
and 2 Geer

 On Geer Road, particularly near
Tuolumne Road
 At Monte Vista Avenue and
Dels Lane (CSU Stanislaus)
 Near Countryside Drive and
Monte Vista Avenue (Target)
 Near Tully Road and Fulkerth
Road (Walmart)

 On Tully Road at Tuolumne
Road
 At Geer Road and Monte Vista
Avenue
 at Monte Vista Avenue between
Crowell Road and Golden State
Boulevard

Route 3 Olive

 At Pitman High School
 At Emanuel Medical Center

 All other segments

Route 4 Colorado

 Near Turlock High School
 At Alpha Road and Cottonwood
Street

 Segments north of Main Street
 East Avenue at Alpha Road and
Colorado Avenue

Route 5 Lander

 On Golden State Boulevard
north of Marshall Street
 On Lander Avenue, south of
South Avenue
 On Linwood Avenue
 On 5th Street

 Golden State Boulevard south
of Marshall Street

Route 6 Soderquist

 On West Avenue at and near
South Avenue
 On West Main Street between
Tully Road and Soderquist
Road (including Days Inn stop)

 All other segments

On-board ride check, February 11-13, 2019

1 We do not use a formal definition of “high” and “low” ridership for this analysis. However, in general, ridership hotspots
refer to stops – or groupings of nearby stops – with 10 or more average daily boardings.
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Average Daily Ridership by Stop, February 11-13, 2019
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Reliability: On-Time Performance
Reliability, or “on-time performance”, measures the extent to which buses depart
at the intended time from each scheduled timepoint. Departures (or arrivals for
the end of a trip at Roger K. Fall Transit Center) can be on time, early, or late.


On time refers to instances when a bus departs from a given timepoint
between 1 minute before and 5 minutes after the scheduled time. For the
last timepoint, i.e., the return to Roger K. Fall Transit Center, early arrivals
are considered on time.



Late refers to instances when a bus departs from a given timepoint more
than 5 minutes after the scheduled time. For the last timepoint, (return to
Roger K. Fall Transit Center),“late” refers to arrival time rather than
departure time.



Early refers to instances when a bus departs from a given timepoint more
than 1 minute before the scheduled time. For the last timepoint (return to
Roger K. Fall Transit Center), an early arrival is considered on time, not
early.

The charts in this section present on-time performance, based on a manual time
check at scheduled timepoints on February 11-13, 2019. Route averages are
based on two measurements per trip, over the course of the three days.

On Time
All routes except Route 4 Colorado were on time for 90% of the measured
timepoints (Figure 4-15). Route 1 Countryside had the highest on-time
performance (96%), while Route 4 Colorado had the lowest on-time performance
(84%).
Figure 4-15
100%

Percent On Time, By Route, February 11-13, 2019
96%

92%

91%

91%

Route 6
Soderquist

Route 2 Geer

Systemwide
Average

91%

90%

84%

80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
Route 1
Countryside
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Source: On-board ride check, February 11-13, 2019

Late
Systemwide, the bus was late relative to the schedule 3% of the time (Figure
4-16). For Route 4 Colorado and Route 3 Olive, this number was 7% and 4%
respectively. For all other routes, it was 2% or less.
Figure 4-16

Percent Late, By Route, February 11-13, 2019

10%
8%

7%

6%
4%

4%

3%

2%

2%

2%

2%
0%

0%
Route 4
Colorado

Route 3 Olive

Systemwide
Average

Route 5 Lander

Route 6
Soderquist

Route 1
Countryside

Route 2 Geer

Source: On-board ride check, February 11-13, 2019

Early
Excluding the Roger K. Fall Transit Center, buses departed early from timepoints
7% of the time systemwide (Figure 4-17). Route 4 Colorado was most often early
(9%), followed by Route 5 Lander and Route 2 Geer (8% each).
Figure 4-17
10%

Percent Early, By Route, February 11-13, 2019

9%

8%

8%

8%

7%

6%

6%

5%

4%
2%

2%
0%
Route 4
Colorado

Route 5 Lander Route 2 Geer

Systemwide
Average

Route 6
Soderquist

Route 3 Olive

Route 1
Countryside

Source: On-board ride check, February 11-13, 2019

More detailed on-time performance information is available in Chapter 5: Route
Profiles.
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Average Speeds
Turlock Transit routes achieve average speeds between 11 and 19 mph
according to scheduled times. Figure 4-18 summarizes Turlock Transit route
patterns, lengths, and average speeds, and Figure 4-3 presents the current
system map.
Figure 4-18
Route

Route Patterns, Lengths, and Average Speeds
Pattern

1 Countryside Clockwise loop

Miles

Avg Mph

Avg Mph

Early/Late

8 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.

5.6

13.4

11.2

5.5

13.2

11.0

Bidirectional loop when
combined with Route 2 Geer

2 Geer

Counterclockwise loop
Bidirectional loop when
combined with Route 1
Countryside

3 Olive

Clockwise loop

7.9

19.0

15.8

4 Colorado

Bidirectional with some
one-way segments

6.2

14.9

12.4

5 Lander

Bidirectional with some
one-way segments

6.0

14.4

12.0

6 Soderquist

Bidirectional with some
one-way segments

5.9

14.2

11.8

Spotlight: Travel Delay by Segment
Average speeds are a measure used to contextualize how competitive a transit trip
might be to a car trip. They are also a way to show how external forces impact
service. However, using average speed must be done cautiously.
For example, Turlock Transit strives to serve as many people as possible. This can be
in conflict with individual riders’ goals of getting from point A to point B as quickly as
possible. A route that goes directly from a person’s home to work with no stops could
be fast, but would not serve the general public.
An analysis of travel delay by segment could help Turlock Transit uncover where
routes may be slow due to reasons that can be addressed and fixed. This would help
identify places where:
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Transit signal priority would be most useful
Bus stop placement should be adjusted
Bus stop spacing should be adjusted
Street design could be updated

Example travel-delay-by-segment analysis in Tacoma, WA.
Source: Nelson\Nygaard
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PRODUCTIVITY
Productivity refers to how well utilized transit service is in the service area. There
are multiple ways to measure productivity. Figure 4-19 shows that although
ridership grew between FY2013-14 and FY2017-18, boardings per vehicle
revenue hour and cost per boarding trended negatively. Figure 4-20 illustrates
that with increases in service, ridership has also grown, although at a slower
pace. Ridership is not expected to grow at the same rate as vehicle revenue
hours. However, ridership increases indicate that the public is responding
favorably to the service changes.
Figure 4-19

Summary Performance Statistics

Operating
Cost per
Boarding

Operating
Cost per
Vehicle
Revenue
Hour

Fiscal
Year

Boardings

Revenue
Hours

Operating
Cost

Boardings
per Vehicle
Revenue
Hour

2013-14

106,256

11,495

$741,707

9.2

$6.98

$64.52

2014-15

106,831

12,033

$713,119

8.9

$6.68

$59.26

2015-16

111,040

12,894

$846,490

8.6

$7.62

$65.65

2016-17

117,370

18,653

$916,062

6.3

$7.80

$49.11

2017-18

144,648

24,964

$1,704,210

5.8

$11.78

$68.27

Source: Annual State Controller’s Reports

Figure 4-20

Increase in Ridership and Vehicle Revenue Hours

Fiscal
Year

Vehicle Revenue
Hours

Annual Change in
Hours

Boardings

Annual Change in
Ridership

2013-14

11,495

-

106K

-

2014-15

12,033

4.7%

107K

0.5%

2015-16

12,894

7.2%

111K

3.9%

2016-17

18,653

44.7%

117K

5.7%

2017-18

24,964

33.8%

145K

23.5%

Source: Annual State Controller’s Reports
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Average Boardings per Trip
Because the number of trips and cycle time for each route is identical, we use the
number of boardings per trip to measure productivity of routes against each
other.
On weekdays, routes 5 Lander and 4 Colorado are the most productive with
more than 4 average boardings per trip. Routes 1 Countryside and 2 Geer have
slightly lower boardings per trip (3.6 and 3.5 respectively), and routes 3 Olive and
6 Soderquist have fewer than three average boardings per trip. Figure 4-21
presents average boardings per trip on weekdays.
Figure 4-21

Average Boardings per Trip, By Route, Weekdays, 2018

Route 5 Lander

4.9

Route 4 Colorado

4.4

Route 1 Countryside

3.6

Route 2 Geer

3.5

Route 3 Olive

2.7

Route 6 Soderquist

2.3

Source: Turlock Transit GenFare boarding data, January 1, 2018 through December 31, 2018, excluding July

On Saturdays, productivity increases for Route 1 Countryside, stays the same for
Route 2 Geer, and drops for all other routes. Figure 4-22 presents average
boardings per trip on Saturdays.
Figure 4-22

Average Boardings per Trip, by Route, Saturdays, 2018

Route 1 Countryside

4.1

Route 5 Lander

3.7

Route 2 Geer

3.5

Route 4 Colorado

3.0

Route 6 Soderquist
Route 3 Olive

1.7
1.3

Source: Turlock Transit GenFare boarding data, January 1, 2018 through December 31, 2018, excluding July

Farebox Recovery Ratio
The farebox recovery ratio for Turlock Transit was 16.3% in FY2017-18 (Figure
4-23). Note that this chapter—and all other instances in the SRTP except for
Chapter 7: Peer Review—refers to the farebox recovery ratio as reported to the
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state of California for funding requirements. This is different from the number
reported to the National Transit Database (NTD), which does not factor in local
revenue counted towards farebox recovery, such as advertising revenue and
Measure L.
Figure 4-23

Farebox Recovery Ratio

Fiscal Year

Operating
Cost

Fares
Collected

Farebox
Recovery
Ratio

2013-14

$741,707

$112,855

15.2%

None reported

2014-15

$713,119

$107,184

15.0%

None reported

2015-16

$846,490

$137,527

16.2%

Advertising revenue

2016-17

$916,062

$148,398

16.2%

Advertising revenue

2017-18

$1,704,210

$277,847

16.3%

Advertising revenue, Measure L

Local Revenue Used for
Farebox Recovery

Source: Annual State Controller’s Reports

REGIONAL CONNECTIONS
Turlock Transit provides fixed-route service within Turlock only. Other transit
agencies provide regional services for residents, students and employees who
are traveling between Turlock and other communities.

Stanislaus Regional Transit (StaRT)
StaRT is the regional transit agency for Stanislaus County. Four of StaRT’s fixedroutes serve Turlock (10, 15, 45E and the Commuter Route), and the area is also
served by the Turlock/Modesto Shuttle, a general public demand-response
service that operates at select times each day. All routes provide service Monday
through Friday, with fewer trips on Saturdays, and no service on Sundays.
Figure 4-24

StaRT Service in Turlock

Route

Cities

Monday-Friday

Saturday

Route 10

Turlock – Modesto via CA-99

16 roundtrips

-

Route 15

Turlock – Ceres – Modesto

12 roundtrips

8 roundtrips

Route 45E

Turlock – Patterson

8 roundtrips

4 roundtrips

Commuter

Turlock – Patterson –
Dublin/Pleasanton BART

1 roundtrip

-
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Turlock/Modesto
Shuttle
Figure 4-25

Modesto, Ceres, Keyes, Turlock
and Denair

Fixed-Route System Evaluation

4 roundtrips

3 roundtrips

StaRT System Map

Source: Stanislaus Regional Transit
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Each StaRT route has a different alignment in Turlock. Figure 4-26 displays the
alignments for routes 10, 15, and 45.
Figure 4-26

Turlock Route Alignments, StaRT Routes 10 (Left), 15 (Center), and 45
(Right)

Merced Regional Transit System (Merced The Bus)
The Merced Regional Transit System (“The Bus”) provides regional transit within
Merced County – south of Turlock. In addition to providing local service within
several of the county’s cities, The Bus operates several intercity routes.
One of those routes – known as the Turlock Commuter - provides service
between Merced and Turlock, with service through Atwater, Livingstone and
Delhi. Service operates seven days a week, approximately every hour. On
Saturdays and Sundays, there are four trips to Turlock and three trips to Merced.
The Turlock Commuter serves four stops in Turlock:


Monte Vista Avenue and Countryside Drive (Target)



Monte Vista Avenue and Crowell Road (near CSU Stanislaus)



Roger K. Fall Transit Center



Fulkerth Road and Countryside Drive (Walmart)
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Merced The Bus Turlock Commuter Schedule
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Merced The Bus Turlock Commuter Route Map
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Amtrak – San Joaquins
Amtrak provides passenger train service through the nearby town of Denair with
seven round trips per day between Bakersfield and either Oakland or
Sacramento on the San Joaquins Line. Denair station is served between 7:45
a.m. and 9:37 p.m., with a train approximately every two hours southbound and
more sporadically northbound, from hourly to every 3 hours on weekdays. The
San Joaquins line connects to Stockton, Modesto, Merced, Madera and Fresno.
Trip times were changed in May 2019 to address poor on-time performance.
Figure 4-29

Amtrak San Joaquins Route Map
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Altamont Corridor Express (ACE)
The Altamont Corridor Express is a commuter rail service that operates between
Stockton, Tracy, Pleasanton, Fremont and San José. The service operates
Monday through Friday, with four trips to San José in the morning, and four trips
returning to Stockton in the afternoon/evening. The San Joaquin Regional Rail
Commission is currently studying the expansion of ACE service farther south in
the San Joaquin Valley, including to Modesto, Turlock and Merced. Initial plans
suggest service will be expanded to Modesto and Ceres by 2023 and to Turlock
and Merced by 2027.
Figure 4-30

ACE Extension Lanthrop to Ceres/Merced Map
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5 ROUTE PROFILES
This chapter examines individual routes in more detail, including route profile
information sheets and reliability by route.

ROUTE PROFILE INFORMATION SHEETS
Route profile information sheets are like dashboards for Turlock Transit routes.
Each information sheet includes the indicators listed in Figure 5-1.
Figure 5-1

Information Included in Route Profile Information Sheets

Category

Indicator

Source

Routing
Basics

Route length (mi)

Turlock Transit

Number of turns per trip
Number of stops per trip
Average speed (mph, 30-minute cycles)

February 2019 ride check

Average speed (mph, 35-minute cycles)
Ridership

Average weekday boardings by trip

February 2019 ride check

Average daily weekday boardings
Productivity: Average daily weekday boardings per
trip
Average daily weekday boardings and alightings
by stop (map)
Average Saturday boardings
Productivity: Average Saturday boardings per trip

GenFare farebox records,
2018 calendar year
excluding July
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Category

Indicator

Percent on time
On-Time
Performance Percent of timepoints reached between 1 minute early and 5
Weekday only

Route Profiles

Source
February 2019 ride check

minutes late

Percent late
Percent of timepoint departures more than 5 minutes late,
except for the final stop, which is based on arrival time

Percent early
Percent of timepoint departures more than 1 minute early,
excluding the final stop, for which early departures are
considered on time.

Analysis

Strengths

Nelson\Nygaard

Challenges
The ride check took place over three days between February 11 and 13. It included manual counts of boardings and
alightings for two of each weekday trip, for each route. It also included recordings of the time the bus arrived and
departed from each timepoint.
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ROUTE RELIABILITY SUMMARIES
This section provides detailed on-time performance data for each route, including
reliability for each route overall, as well as for individual timepoints.

Overall Route Reliability
Figure 5-2 summarizes reliability for each route in terms of percent on-time, late,
and early, for all timepoints.
Figure 5-2

On-Time Performance by Route

Route

On-Time

Late

Early

1

96%

2%

2%

2

91%

0%

8%

3

91%

4%

5%

4

84%

7%

9%

5

90%

2%

8%

6

92%

2%

6%

System

91%

3%

7%

Route Timepoint Reliability
Figure 5-3 provides reliability information for each timepoint of each route,
including 30-minute cycles and 35-minute cycles. Bold values indicate timepoints
where buses were either early or late for at least 5% of trips.
Figure 5-3

On-Time Performance by Route and Timepoint
30-minute cycle

Timepoint

35-minute cycle

On-time

Late

Early

On-time

Late

Early

Countryside & Monte Vista

100%

0%

0%

94%

4%

2%

Monte Vista & Dels

100%

0%

0%

94%

4%

2%

Geer & Minnesota

100%

0%

0%

91%

2%

7%

Turlock Transit Center (end)

100%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

Route 1 Countryside
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30-minute cycle
Timepoint

35-minute cycle

On-time

Late

Early

On-time

Late

Early

Geer & Tuolumne

100%

0%

0%

89%

2%

9%

Monte Vista & Dels

94%

0%

6%

87%

0%

13%

Countryside & Monte Vista Crossing

80%

0%

20%

84%

0%

16%

Turlock Transit Center (end)

100%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

Christoffersen & Mountain View

93%

7%

0%

93%

8%

0%

Christoffersen & Village Circle

93%

0%

7%

88%

5%

7%

Delbon at EMC

67%

7%

27%

90%

0%

10%

Turlock Transit Center (end)

93%

7%

0%

98%

2%

0%

Colorado & Lyons

100%

0%

0%

82%

7%

11%

Alpha & Cottonwood

100%

0%

0%

78%

9%

13%

Colorado & Canal

93%

7%

0%

64%

9%

27%

Turlock Transit Center (end)

88%

13%

0%

93%

7%

0%

Central Park

100%

0%

0%

96%

4%

0%

Linwood & Lander

88%

0%

12%

72%

4%

24%

Golden State & Minerva

94%

0%

6%

87%

0%

13%

Turlock Transit Center (end)

100%

0%

0%

98%

2%

0%

Tully & Main

88%

0%

12%

96%
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ROUTE 1: COUNTRYSIDE
Route 1 travels in a one-way clockwise loop along Fulkerth/Hawkeye, Countryside, Monte Vista and Geer. Major
destinations include Countryside Plaza (Walmart), Monte Vista Crossings (Target and Safeway) and CSU-Stanislaus.
Route 2 Geer provides service in the opposite direction.

Ridership
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Analysis
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96% On Time

1 min early to 5 mins late

2% Late

More than 5 mins late

2% Early

More than 1 min early
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AVG SATURDAY
BOARDINGS

• Service available at most stops in reverse
direction via Route 2, so riders do not have to
travel out of direction
• High on-time performance

AVG DAILY WEEKDAY
BOARDINGS PER TRIP

4.0

AVG SATURDAY
BOARDINGS PER TRIP

3.8

CHALLENGES
• Service not available in reverse direction on
Countryside Drive, south of Tuolumne Road
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ROUTE 2: GEER
Route 2 travels in a one-way counterclockwise loop along Hawkeye/ Fulkerth, Geer, Monte Vista, Countryside,
Tuolumne and Tully. Major destinations include CSU-Stanislaus, Monte Vista Crossings (Target and Safeway) and
Countryside Plaza (Walmart). Route 1 Countryside provides service in the opposite direction.

Ridership
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91% On Time

1 min early to 5 mins late

0% Late

More than 5 mins late

8% Early

More than 1 min early
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AVG SATURDAY
BOARDINGS

• Service available at most stops in the reverse
direction via Route 1, so riders do not have to
travel out of direction

AVG DAILY WEEKDAY
BOARDINGS PER TRIP

4.3

AVG SATURDAY
BOARDINGS PER TRIP

3.2

CHALLENGES
• Route is consistently early at second and third
timepoints, which suggests an opportunity to
tighten the schedule
• Ridership at the Walmart stop on Route 2 is
one-third that of Route 1 — 9 vs 26 average
daily boardings — which suggests that the
segments on Tully Road and Tuolumne Road
may not be worth the deviation
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ROUTE 3: OLIVE
Route 3 provides one-way service along Golden State Boulevard, Christoffersen Parkway, Olive Avenue and
Hawkeye Avenue. The route serves John Pitman High School, Turlock Junior High School, CSU-Stanislaus and
Emanuel Medical Center.

Ridership
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AVG DAILY WEEKDAY
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91% On Time

AVG SATURDAY
BOARDINGS

• Only route with service to Emanuel Medical
Center (EMC) and Pitman High School

2.9

1.2

CHALLENGES
• Service in one direction only, resulting in
inconvenient out-of-direction travel
• Low productivity: 2.9 boardings per trip
• Low ridership on Colorado Avenue: deviation
may not be warranted with enhanced
pedestrian crossings on Olive Avenue
• No ridership on Golden State Boulevard
• On-time issues (early), particularly at EMC
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ROUTE 4: COLORADO
Route 4 provides service between Turlock Transit Center and Berkeley Ave and East Ave. It runs along Hawkeye Avenue
and Colorado Avenue, and serves Dutcher Middle School, Turlock High School.

Ridership
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1 min early to 5 mins late

• Higher productivity than systemwide average
(4.6 boardings per trip)
• Bidirectional service on many segments makes
two-way travel easy

9% Early

• Very high level of demand to and from Turlock
High School around school bell times

More than 1 min early
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AVG DAILY WEEKDAY
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CHALLENGES
• Service on different north/south streets
between Hawkeye Avenue and East Avenue
makes two-way service unintuitive
• Service to Dutcher Middle school is always
on the opposite side of the street, requiring
students to cross a street to walk between the
stop and the school
• Most challenging on-time performance, with
service often either late or early at all timepoints
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ROUTE 5: LANDER
Route 5 provides service to southern Turlock with bidirectional service along Golden State Boulevard between Roger
K. Fall Transit Center and Downtown Turlock. It operates a one-way loop south of Downtown along Lander Avenue,
Linwood Avenue, 5th Street and F Street.

Ridership
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90% On Time

1 min early to 5 mins late

2% Late

More than 5 mins late

8% Early

More than 1 min early

• Most productive route in the system
(6.1 boardings per trip)
• Ridership distributed relatively evenly
along the entire route
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AVG DAILY WEEKDAY
BOARDINGS PER TRIP
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3.4

CHALLENGES
• On-time performance is an issue (early trips)
for the second and third timepoints, which
suggests an opportunity to tighten the
schedule
• Limited ridership on one-way segments of
Golden State Boulevard and F Street, indicating
that two-way service on Lander may improve
ridership
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ROUTE 6: SODERQUIST
Route 6 serves southwest Turlock operating in an oddly shaped number eight formation. The route provides service
on Tully Road, Main Street, West Avenue, Soderquist Road and Canal Drive.

Ridership
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92% On Time

1 min early to 5 mins late

2% Late

• High ridership at the two ends of the route,
suggesting a more direct path between them
would benefit most existing passengers
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CHALLENGES
• More than two minutes of slack time per
trip, during both 30- and 35-minute cycles,
indicating the potential to tighten schedules

More than 5 mins late

• Lowest productivity of all routes
(2.5 boardings per trip)

More than 1 min early

• Complex alignment — with multiple one-way
segments — makes two-way travel challenging

6% Early
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AVG SATURDAY
BOARDINGS

• Low ridership north of Tully & Main stop, except
at Roger K. Fall Transit Center
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6 DIAL-A-RIDE SERVICES ANALYSIS
This chapter explains how Turlock Transit Dial-A-Ride
service works and how it is used.
Dial-A-Ride is a demand-response service in Turlock and the surrounding area. It
provides trips for people who are unable to use the fixed-route system, and for
other individuals who meet eligibility requirements.
This chapter includes seven sections:
Section

Description

Eligibility

Who is able to use Dial-A-Ride and under what circumstances

Fares

What it costs to ride

Service Area

Where riders can use Dial-A-Ride

Service Availability

When riders can use Dial-A-Ride

Ridership

Trends in how many Dial-A-Ride trips are provided

On-Time Performance

How often paratransit trips arrive as scheduled

Trip Cancellations

How often trips are cancelled, and for what reasons

CHAPTER 5 KEY POINTS


Ridership has been relatively stable over the past several years.



Dial-A-Ride provides slightly more passenger trips per day in the winter
and autumn than in the summer.



Four out of five trips (80%) are made by 12% of unique passengers.



ADA eligible riders make 80% of Dial-A-Ride trips.



Ridership is concentrated in the morning and afternoon, with few trips in
the middle of the day or at night. Approximately 73% of trips occur during
the five busiest hours of the day.



Most delivered trips occur within 15 minutes of the requested time (73%).
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Turlock Transit

Short-Range Transit Plan 2020-2024



Taking Stock

Dial-A-Ride Services Analysis

A notably large share of scheduled trips (approximately 28%) result in
cancellations or no-shows.

ELIGIBILITY
Turlock Transit fixed-route bus service is open to all. However, to use Dial-ARide, individuals must meet certain criteria. Individuals who qualify include:


ADA paratransit eligible persons



Medicare cardholders



Adults aged 65 years or older



Students in Kindergarten through 6th grade who live within the service
area who are traveling to or from school

To determine ADA paratransit eligibility applicants must be approved by MOVE
Stanislaus, a regional non-profit organization responsible for coordinating
transportation programs for older adults, people with disabilities and low-income
populations in Stanislaus County.
The eligibility application process includes an in-person assessment where the
applicant is evaluated based on transit use skills, abilities and limitations. If
determined to be eligible, an applicant may use paratransit services offered by
Turlock Transit, Stanislaus Regional Transit, Modesto Area Express and Ceres
Area Transit.
The general public is eligible to use Dial-A-Ride in certain circumstances, based
on their origin and destination. This is described below.

SERVICE AREA
Turlock Transit’s Dial-A-Ride services surpass the minimum federal requirement
of offering a demand response option within three-quarters of a mile of all fixedroutes during the times that fixed-route service operates. The Dial-A-Ride service
operates within Turlock city limits and in some of the outlying areas including
north to Barnhart Road, west to Washington Road and in Denair between
Hawkeye Avenue, the Irrigation Canal, and Taylor Road. Figure 6-1 provides a
map of the service area, including the boundaries between the three zones.
Trips that start and end in Zone 1 are only available to people who meet the
eligibility criteria identified above. Trips that start or end in Zones 2 or 3 are
available to the same groups as Zone 1, as well as the general public.
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Figure 6-1 Dial-A-Ride Service Area

Source: Turlock Transit

SERVICE AVAILABILITY
Dial-A-Ride operates Monday through Saturday year-round. There are six
holidays throughout the year when no service operates.1 There are five other
holidays2 – when they occur on a weekday – that operate Saturday levels of
service. These are the same holidays as those of the fixed-route system.
Rides must be scheduled the day before a requested trip to guarantee
availability, or at least two hours in advance of the trip on a space available
basis. Service in Zones 1 and 2 runs from 6 a.m. to 9 p.m. on weekdays, and

1
2

New Year’s Day, President’s Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day and Christmas Day
Dr. MLK Jr Day, Veterans’ Day, day after Thanksgiving, Christmas Eve and New Year’s Eve
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from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. on Saturdays. Service in Denair (Zone 3) is available from 7
a.m. to 8 p.m. on weekdays and 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Saturdays.

FARES
The Dial-A-Ride fare structure is based on two factors: the zone of travel and the
type of passenger (Figure 6-2). The fares in Zones 1 and 2 are the same and the
fare in Zone 3 is one dollar more. ADA eligible passengers, Medicare
cardholders, older adults, and the general public have a standard fare for a oneway trip ($2.50 or $3.50 depending on origin and destination). Elementary school
students pay $3.00 regardless of zone.
In addition, fares are lower for groups of two or more people with the same trip
origins and destinations: $1.50 for a group of two, or $1.00 for a group of three or
more. All riders in a group must meet eligibility requirements.
Figure 6-2 Dial-A-Ride One-Way Fares





Passenger Type

Zones

Single Fare

ADA eligible
Medicare cardholders
Older adults
General public[A]

Zones
1 and 2

$2.50

Zone 3

$3.50

All zones

$3.00

Elementary school students
traveling to/from school

Group of 2

Group of 3+

$1.50

$1.00

Notes: A: The general public is not eligible for trips within Zone 1.
Source: Turlock Transit

RIDERSHIP
The following section provides an analysis of Dial-A-Ride ridership, in terms of
trends over time, seasonal variation, and fluctuations by day and time.

Did you know?


In 2018, 80% of all Dial-A-Ride trips were made by 39 unique individuals (or
12% of unique passengers throughout the year).



The average trip lasted 28 minutes in 2018, though the most common trip length
was between 10 and 20 minutes – representing one-third of all trips.
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Ridership Trends
Between FY 2009 and FY 2018, annual ridership on Turlock’s Dial-A-Ride has
remained relatively stable, ranging between 10,000 and 12,000 boardings per
year (Figure 6-3). Although the two lowest ridership years were recent (FY 2016
and FY 2017), ridership increased in FY 2018 back to levels experienced in prior
years. This increase is partly due to an overhaul in the customer service
environment and overall communication through a change in contractors. Fixedroute ridership over this same period increased, suggesting Dial-A-Ride trips
represent a decreasing share of Turlock Transit’s overall system ridership.
Figure 6-3 Dial-A-Ride Annual Ridership (FY 2009 to FY 2018)
14,000
12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
0
2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

Source: Turlock Transit

Seasonal Ridership Variation
Ridership on Dial-A-Ride is relatively constant throughout the year, though is
slightly higher at the beginning of the calendar year and in the autumn. An
average weekday during the busier months tends to have 40 or more trips per
day. Summer months (June through August) tend to have the fewest boardings –
when there are approximately 30 to 40 trips per weekday. Figure 6-4 shows the
average daily trips by month for weekdays and Saturdays in 2018.
Fixed-route services also experience less ridership during the summer, but the
difference is much greater than for Dial-A-Ride.
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Figure 6-4 Average Daily Dial-A-Ride Trips by Month (2018)
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Weekly and Daily Trends
The majority of Dial-A-Ride trips are delivered on weekdays. On a typical
weekday in 2018, Dial-A-Ride provided between 35 and 45 trips. On Saturdays,
approximately 10 trips were provided, on average.
The majority of weekday trips (73%) occurred in the morning (between 7 a.m.
and 9 a.m.) and in the afternoon (between 1 p.m. and 4 p.m.). This suggests
most trips are related to work or school schedules. During the two busiest hours
– 8 a.m. and 3 p.m. – Dial-A-Ride provided more than eight trips each hour.
During most other hours in the day, Dial-A-Ride provided approximately two trips
each hour (Figure 66-5). Although service begins at 6 a.m. and extends to 9
p.m., there very few trips prior to 7 a.m. and few trips beginning after 5 p.m.
There were no trips provided during the 8 p.m. hour in 2018.
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Figure 66-5 Average Daily Weekday Trips by Hour of the Day
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Source: Turlock Transit; January 2018 through December 2018

Ridership by Passenger Type
Between December 2017 and January 2019, four out of five (80%) of trips were
for ADA eligible passengers. The remaining 20% were split among older adults
(12%), the general public (7%), and unclassified trips (1%). Figure 6-6 breaks
down Dial-A-Ride trips by passenger type.
Figure 6-6 Dial-A-Ride Trips by Passenger Type
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ON-TIME PERFORMANCE
Turlock Transit tracks the requested and actual pick-up times of each Dial-A-Ride
trip. Trips that arrive more than fifteen minutes prior to the requested pick-up time
are considered early, and trips that arrive more than fifteen minutes after the
requested pick-up time are late.
Based on more than 10,000 trips in 2018, approximately 73% were considered
on-time. Approximately 14% of trips arrived early, and 13% arrived late. Figure
6-7 shows the distribution of trip arrivals relative to the scheduled time (rounded
to the nearest five minutes). It shows a slight skew toward early arrivals, with a
very small number of trips arriving more than 30 minutes early or late.
Approximately 96% of all trips arrived within 30 minutes of the scheduled pick-up
time.
Figure 6-7 Dial-A-Ride On-Time Performance
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Source: Turlock Transit; January 2018 through December 2018
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TRIP CANCELLATIONS
Not all scheduled Dial-A-Ride trips end up delivering a ride. Some are cancelled
by the passenger, and others involve passengers that don’t show up. These noshows and cancellations can disrupt scheduling and reduce the efficiency of DialA-Ride.
Across a 14-month period between December 2017 and January 2019, there
were 4,240 trip cancellations and approximately 500 no-shows (Figure 6-8). Noshows, late cancellations and same-day cancellations together represent
approximately 61% of trips that are not delivered. In relation to scheduled trips
during this same period of time, there was approximately one no-show or
cancelled trip for every two to three delivered trips.
Figure 6-8 Summary of No-Shows and Trip Cancels
Cancellation Type

Trips

% of Cancelled Trips

% of All Scheduled Trips

Cancellation

4,240

89%

25%

Advance

1,870

39%

11%

767

16%

5%

Late

1,603

34%

10%

No-shows

499

11%

3%

4,739

100%

28%

Same-day

Total

Source: Turlock Transit; December 1, 2017 through January 27, 2019
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7 PEER REVIEW
This peer review compares Turlock Transit with four other
transit systems in California.
The purpose of the review is to determine where Turlock Transit performs well,
and where it can learn from other transit providers.

Data sources and notes
This review uses data from the National Transit Database (NTD) for 2017, as
well as publicly available fare and schedule information. It focuses on fixed-route
transit operations, not demand-response services (e.g. Dial-A-Ride or
paratransit). It is worth pointing out that—for the purposes of comparison—this
review does not use state-based data, which is why there may be differences
between this review and any other chapters.

Four peer transit systems
The peers in this review are:


City Coach in the City of Vacaville



Lodi Transit (GrapeLine) in the City of Lodi



Porterville Transit in the City of Porterville



Redding Area Bus Authority (RABA) in the City of Redding

Peer systems were selected based on similarities across various characteristics,
including service area population, ridership, location, and system type. Figure 7-1
provides demographic information for Turlock Transit and the four peer agencies.
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Figure 7-1
System
Name

Peer Review

Peer Review Agencies
City

Service Area
Population

Service Area

Population Density

Square Miles

Persons per Square Mile

Turlock
Transit

Turlock

87,867

22

3,994

City Coach

Vacaville

93,141

27

3,450

GrapeLine

Lodi

64,058

16

4,004

Porterville
Transit

Porterville

75,691

49

1,545

RABA

Redding

117,731

71

1,658

Source: NTD 2017 Transit Agency Profiles
Note: All transit providers are in California.

How this chapter is organized
This chapter includes two main sections: service characteristics and productivity.
Figure 7-2 lists the indicators examined in each section.
Figure 7-2

Peer Review Sections and Indicators

Section

Indicators

Service Characteristics

 Service Span
 Fares

Productivity
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Ridership per Revenue Hour
Ridership per Capita
Operating Cost per Passenger Trip
Operating Cost per Revenue Hour
Farebox Recovery
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CHAPTER 7 KEY POINTS
Figure 7-3 summarizes the key findings from this chapter.
Figure 7-3

Peer Review Key Points

Topic

Key Points

Service
Characteristics

 The amount of transit service available in Turlock is relatively low. Turlock
Transit has the lowest revenue hours per capita among the peers (0.21
hours, roughly half the peer average of 0.40).
 Turlock’s weekday service span is high relative to peers (15 hours). Only
Porterville Transit has a higher span (17 hours). However, Turlock’s
Saturday service span is the lowest among its peers.
 Turlock transit collects the same base single ride fare ($1.50) as three of
its four peers. GrapeLine offers a lower fare at $1.25 per trip.

Productivity

 Among the peers, Turlock Transit has the lowest average trips per
revenue hour (6.3). The peer average is 11.6 trips per revenue hour.
 Turlock Transit has the lowest average ridership per capita, with 1.3
riders per capita compared to the peer average of 4.9 riders per capita.
 Turlock Transit has the highest operating expenses per passenger trip
among its peers, at $8.63. This is about 40% above the peer average
($6.20) and twice the amount of City Coach ($4.21), which is the lowest
peer.
 At $54.25, Turlock Transit has the second lowest operating expenses per
revenue hour compared to its peers.

Note: All NTD values
are for FY 2016-17

SERVICE CHARACTERISTICS
This section assesses the service characteristics of Turlock Transit compared to
its peers. It examines the span of service, fares, and the overall availability of
transit relative to service area populations.

Span of Service
Service span calculates the daily duration of transit availability. It is measured
from the earliest departure at the first bus stop until the latest arrival at the last
bus stop. This measure provides an understanding of how much service is
present.

Weekday Service
On weekdays, Turlock Transit has the second longest span of service among the
five peer agencies, operating from 6:00 a.m. to 8:55 p.m., or about 15 hours.
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Porterville Transit operates for the longest period of time with nearly 17 hours of
service. RABA, City Coach, and GrapeLine each operate between 13 and 14
hours per weekday (Figure 7-4).
Turlock Transit operates all of its routes for the entirety of the system’s 15-hour
span. This is somewhat unique compared to some of its peers that only operate
their highest performing routes for their full hours of service. For instance, RABA
only operates one of its routes for its full span of 14 hours; it operates the
remaining routes for slightly less time: 12 to 13 hours.
Figure 7-4

Weekday Service Span Comparison
Porterville Transit, 16:49
Turlock Transit, 14:55
RABA, 13:55
City Coach, 13:13
Grapeline, 13:09

2:00 AM 4:00 AM 6:00 AM 8:00 AM 10:00 AM 12:00 PM 2:00 PM 4:00 PM 6:00 PM 8:00 PM 10:00 PM 12:00 AM
Source: System specific websites, accessed January 2019

Saturday Service
Turlock Transit provides the shortest span of service on Saturdays among the
peers: 9 hours and 45 minutes between 9:10 am and 6:55 pm. Porterville has the
highest service span with just under 15 hours of service on Saturdays. This is
followed by GrapeLine (14 hours), RABA (11 hours), and City Coach (10 hours).
Figure 7-5 displays the Saturday service span for the five transit agencies.
Figure 7-5

Saturday Service Span Comparison
Porterville Transit, 14:49
GrapeLine, 13:52
RABA, 10:55
City Coach, 10:15
Turlock Transit, 9:45

2:00 AM 4:00 AM 6:00 AM 8:00 AM 10:00 AM 12:00 PM 2:00 PM 4:00 PM 6:00 PM 8:00 PM 10:00 PM 12:00 AM
Source: System specific websites, accessed January 2019
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Fares
The base single ride fare for Turlock Transit is $1.50, which is the same as most
of the peer agencies, including City Coach, Porterville Transit, and RABA.
GrapeLine has a slightly lower fare at $1.25 per trip. Figure 7-6 presents the
single ride base fares for all five peer transit systems.
Figure 7-6

Single Ride Base Fare

$1.50

$1.50

$1.50

$1.50
$1.25

Turlock Transit

City Coach

Porterville Transit

RABA

GrapeLine

Source: System specific websites, accessed January 2019

PRODUCTIVITY
This section explains how well-used Turlock Transit is relative to its peers. Figure
7-7 shows the key variable inputs that go into the calculations for performance.
Figure 7-7

Transit
Provider

Key Performance Variables

City

Ridership

Revenue
Hours

Operating
Expenses

Annual Unlinked
Passenger Trips

Annual Vehicle
Revenue Hours

Annual Operating
Expenses ($)

Annual Fare
Revenues ($)

Fare
Revenues

Turlock
Transit

Turlock

117,295

18,653

1,011,912

65,549

City Coach

Vacaville

432,670

37,059

1,822,083

326,292

GrapeLine

Lodi

272,990

22,511

1,944,395

156,811

Porterville
Transit

Porterville

620,420

50,183

3,270,987

524,987

RABA

Redding

685,793

43,998

4,091,736

696,197

Source: NTD 2017 Transit Agency Profiles
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The key inputs presented in Figure 7-7 are used to calculate the following
measures of productivity:


Ridership per revenue hour describes the number of transit boardings
taken relative to the amount of service, in hours, an agency provides.



Ridership per capita describes the number of transit trips taken per
person on average within the system’s service area.



Operating expenses per passenger trip describes how much it costs to
provide one passenger trip.



Operating expenses per revenue hour spell out how much it costs to
run one bus-hour of service.



Farebox recovery explains the proportion of operating costs recovered by
fare revenues.

Ridership per Revenue Hour
Turlock Transit provides the lowest number of boardings per revenue hour (6.3),
which is about half of the average of the other peer transit agencies (11.6). RABA
carries the most people per revenue hour (15.6) followed by Porterville Transit
(12.4), GrapeLine, and City Coach (11.7). Figure 7-8 presents the trips per
revenue hour for all five transit agencies.
Figure 7-8

Ridership per Revenue Hour

15.6
12.4

12.1

11.7

Average: 11.6
6.3

RABA

Porterville Transit

GrapeLine

City Coach

Turlock Transit

Source: NTD 2017 Transit Agency Profiles

Ridership per Capita
The ridership per capita for Turlock Transit the lowest (1.3) and just under a
quarter of the average for all five systems (4.9). Porterville Transit rises to the top
according to this metric at 8.2, followed by RABA (5.8), City Coach (4.6), and
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GrapeLine (4.3). Figure 7-9 shows ridership per capita for each of the five transit
systems.
Figure 7-9

Ridership per Capita

8.2
5.8

4.6

4.3

Average: 4.9
1.3

Porterville Transit

RABA

City Coach

GrapeLine

Turlock Transit

Source: NTD 2017 Transit Agency Profiles

Operating Cost per Passenger Trip
Operating expenses per passenger trip estimates the cost to provide one transit
trip per passenger on average. Among the five peer agencies, Turlock Transit
has the highest operating expenses per trip at $8.63, which is about 40% higher
than the peer average ($6.20). Turlock Transit is followed by GrapeLine ($7.12),
RABA ($5.96), Porterville Transit ($5.27), and City Coach ($4.21). Figure 7-10
displays the operating expenses per passenger trip for the five agencies.
Figure 7-10

Operating Expenses per Passenger Trip

$8.63
$7.12

$5.97
$5.27

Turlock Transit

GrapeLine

RABA

Porterville Transit

Average: $6.20
$4.21

City Coach

Source: NTD 2017 Transit Agency Profiles

Operating Cost per Revenue Hour
Operating expenses per revenue hour evaluates how much an agency spends to
provide one vehicle-hour of transit service. Without consideration for the number
of passengers on board, this metric sheds light on the efficiency of the system’s
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operations. A low value usually results from a combination of lower labor costs
and route scheduling efficiency.
Turlock Transit has the second lowest operating expenses per revenue hour at
$54.25, which is about 80% of the average of the peer agencies ($69.59). City
Coach is the only peer agency with lower operating expenses per revenue hour
at $49.17. RABA has the highest ($93.00), followed by GrapeLine ($86.38), and
then Porterville Transit ($65.18). Figure 7-11 illustrates the operating expenses
per revenue hour for the five transit agencies.
Figure 7-11

Operating Expenses per Revenue Hour

$93.00

$86.38

Average: $69.59

$65.18
$54.25

RABA

GrapeLine

Porterville Transit

Turlock Transit

$49.17

City Coach

Source: NTD 2017 Transit Agency Profiles

Farebox Recovery
Farebox recovery is the proportion of a transit system’s operating costs covered
by fare revenues. According to NTD, this is a simple calculation. Turlock Transit
has the lowest farebox recovery of the five systems, at 6.5% based on national
guidelines. This is just under half the peer average (13.1%). City Coach boasts
the highest farebox recovery (17.9%), followed by RABA (17%), Porterville
Transit (16%), and then GrapeLine (8%). Figure 7-12 presents the farebox
recovery for the five peer agencies.
Note that in California, there are certain operating cost exemptions that affect
how farebox recovery is calculated. Although Turlock Transit is considered to
have higher farebox recovery ratio for purposes of state funding (16%), that is not
reflected in the chart below.
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NTD Reported Farebox Recovery

17.9%

17.0%

16.0%

Average: 13.1%
8.1%

City Coach

RABA

Porterville Transit

GrapeLine

6.5%

Turlock Transit

Source: NTD 2017 Transit Agency Profiles
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8 COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Community engagement is central to the SRTP process.
This chapter explains how we listened and what we heard.
What is community engagement and why is it important?
Community engagement is a dialogue between Turlock Transit and the public.
Broadly speaking, the purpose is to both disseminate information to the public,
and gather feedback from the public. Ultimately, it results in better plans, with
more buy-in, and smoother implementation.

How is this chapter organized?
This chapter includes two sections:


How did we engage the community? This section explains how we
engaged the community over the course of the SRTP.



What did we hear? This section presents key findings from the
community engagement, for each touchpoint.

In addition to this chapter, detailed engagement findings are available in:


Appendix A: On-Board Survey



Priorities identified by the community in Chapter 8: Service Plan



Figure 10-6 spotlight in Chapter 10: Marketing Plan
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HOW DID WE ENGAGE THE COMMUNITY?
We engaged the community during four touchpoints over the course of the
project. All rounds of engagement were publicized using printed posters, social
media, and the Turlock Transit website.
Raw data and surveys are available to the Turlock Transit team for reference, in
digital formats.

On-board survey (February 2019)
The on-board survey (Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference.) was
administered between February 11-13, 2019 and gathered responses from 237
transit riders on all routes (30-50 respondents per route).
Figure 8-1 On-Board Survey Instrument

Image of the English on-board survey (February 2019). A Spanish language survey was also available.
Source: Nelson\Nygaard and Turlock Transit

Round 1: in-person and online engagement (March 2019)
During Route 1, we held three in-person pop-up meetings on March 11 and 12,
2019—at the CSU Stanislaus Quad, Roger K. Fall Transit Center, and Turlock
Sales Yard—as well as one formal public meeting at Turlock City Hall on March
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11. A corresponding online survey was also available from March 4 to 31, 2019,
which received 214 unique responses.
The purpose of the first round of outreach was to better understand the
strengths, challenges, and opportunities associated with the existing Turlock
Transit system.

Round 2: in-person and online engagement (May 2019)
During Round 2, we held three pop-up meetings on Wednesday, May 8, 2019 at
the Roger K. Fall Transit Center, CSU Stanislaus Quad, and Monte Vista
Crossings, as well as a formal public hearing at Turlock City Hall on Tuesday,
May 7, 2019. A related online survey was available in both English and Spanish
from May 5 to June 30, 2019, which received 46 unique responses.
The purpose of Round 2 was to gauge reception to various strategies under
consideration for the SRTP.

Photos from Round 2 in-person engagement
Source: Nelson\Nygaard and Turlock Transit

Round 3: SRTP presentation (February 2020)
The Round 3 engagement consisted of a public hearing at Turlock City Hall on
February 25, 2020.
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WHAT DID WE HEAR?
Each engagement touchpoint yielded several insights from the community.
Figure 8-2 summarizes the findings.
Figure 8-2 Summary of Findings from Community Engagement
Engagement

What did we hear?

On-board
survey

 High satisfaction. Satisfaction with Turlock Transit is very high (90% of
respondents).
 A typical Turlock Transit rider is a student (46%), with a smartphone
(76%), without access to a private vehicle (75%), traveling to school (34%) or
shops (20%). They make several transit trips per week, and use Facebook
(33%) and Instagram (27%).
 Fare payment. By a wide margin, the most common fare payment methods
are cash (48%), CSU Stanislaus student IDs (23%) and Turlock Transit
monthly passes (18%). However, the survey took place prior to Token Transit
being implemented.
 Information materials. Riders are most likely to find information about
Turlock Transit through a search engine (30%), a smartphone app (20%), or
the paper rider guide (14%). The survey took place prior to Turlock Transit
being available in the Transit app.
 Desired improvements. The most desired improvements are span-related
(Sunday service, more Saturday service, later service), as well as real-time
information. The survey took place prior to Swiftly and Token Transit
implementation.

Round 1
engagement

 Wish statement themes. Open ended wish statement key themes: extend
hours (later, Sunday), bus stop amenities, better marketing/promotion of
Turlock Transit, clearer schedules, service to new areas (movie theater,
library, Costco, Amtrak), more frequent service
 Challenges among riders. Among riders, key challenges included: span of
service; app-based information; bus stop and vehicle comfort; the Turlock
Transit website; and transfers between Turlock Transit and other providers.
 Benefits that resonate. The three most appealing benefits of transit among
all respondents were: (1) not having to worry about parking (61%), (2) being
environmentally friendly (48%), and (3) being able to multitask, e.g., read a
book (46%).
 Special events as key opportunities to attract new riders. People who
didn’t currently or hadn’t ever used Turlock Transit indicated that they would
most likely use it for a special event, e.g., the County Fair.
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Engagement

What did we hear?

Round 2
engagement

 Service to the library would be appreciated. Direct service to Turlock
Public Library was mentioned explicitly in open-ended questions, and many
people supported fixed-route modifications that would make this possible.
 General approval for two-way service. Multiple open-ended comments
exhibited appreciation for more two-way service—on one proposed two-way
Route 6 alignment in particular, which was ultimately found to be unfeasible.
 Concept routes: lukewarm reception. There was modest enthusiasm about
the three concept routes (Tegner, Turlock-Denair Express, Tuesday Shuttle).
 More service on Route 1 and Route 2. When asked which routes should
have more service, respondents largely selected Route 1 and Route 2.
 Sunday Service Span. People who want Sunday service thought it should
have the same span as Saturday service.
 Transit-on-demand key findings. For a hypothetical transit-on-demand
service: affordability is more important than convenience; later service would
be preferable if feasible; limited support for replacing fixed-route with transiton-demand.
 App- and web-based information. Real-time bus arrival information and
app-based fare payment would both be nearly universally appreciated. Note
that the survey took place before implementation of Swiftly and Token
Transit.
 Low response rate. There was a low response rate (n=46) for the Round 2
survey. This should be taken into consideration when analyzing the results.

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020
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9 SERVICE PLAN
Service planning is about where and when the bus comes.
This chapter explains how to fine-tune Turlock Transit
service to better meet community needs.
What is service planning?
Ultimately, service planning includes two levers: where buses operate, and when
they operate. By adjusting these two elements—or leaving them unchanged—we
can build transit that better suits community needs.

Where Buses Operate

When Buses Operate

This is about route design, or alignments:
the streets that buses drive on and the
neighborhoods they serve. Ultimately,
the purpose of route design is to serve
high densities of homes, jobs, and other
destinations—and to do so as directly
and quickly as possible.

Schedules determine when buses
operate. This includes frequency and
span. Frequency is about how often the
bus comes: for example, every 15, 30,
or 60 minutes.

The service guidelines section lays out
principles of good route design.

Span is about when bus service starts
and ends each day. For example, the
current Turlock Transit span on
weekdays is 15 hours on all routes—
from 6:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

How is this chapter structured?
This chapter begins by setting a foundation: the vision, priorities, and
guidelines that help to frame service planning. These draw on community
engagement, prior planning, staff input, and professional good practice.


Vision principles are overarching principles that have guided Turlock
Transit service since the 2016-2017 network redesign.
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Priorities and goals explain what is front-of-mind—both to the community
and to the Turlock Transit team. In other words, what do we want this
Service Plan to accomplish?



Service guidelines are universal good practices in planning for fixedroute services, in order to make sure transit is as useful as possible to the
greatest number of people.

The chapter then provides a list of strategies based on this foundation, as well as
opportunities for regional integration. The strategies each tie back to the goals,
and include suggested phasing and farebox implications.


Service strategies outline how to modify Turlock Transit service to better
serve the community. A summary of service priorities is available on p. 97.



Opportunities for regional integration are ways that Turlock Transit can
better coordinate with other transit providers in the region.

VISION PRINCIPLES
Turlock Transit confirms three core principles identified as part of the vision for
the 2015 SRTP: sustainability, excellence, and innovation. These guide Turlock
Transit toward solutions that are in line with shared values.
Figure 9-1
Principle

Vision Principles (2015 SRTP)
Description

Sustainability1 Be financially and environmentally sustainable.
 Ensure service is financially sustainable.
 Use transit as an alternative to single occupant vehicles, thereby reducing
vehicle emissions and traffic congestion.
Excellence2

Continually improve service delivery and the rider experience.
 Improve the experience of riding the bus.
 Expand and refine service to best meet the needs of future riders.

1 2015 SRTP text: “Sustainability as a guiding principle relates to both environmental and financial sustainability. From
an environmental standpoint, transit service can be an effective tool for attracting riders who would otherwise drive
alone, thereby reducing emissions and congestion. In order to continue expanding and offering a quality of service that
will attract and retain riders, the City must set and maintain a financially sustainable path.”
2 2015 SRTP text: “Upcoming route changes, service improvements, and rebranding efforts will give the City a prime
opportunity to raise the bar of excellence for local transit service. In turn, the public will come to associate this improved
quality of service with riding the bus. Excellence encompasses a wide range of attributes that comprise service delivery
and customer information. In the long term, excellence means expanding and refining service to best meet the needs of
future riders.”
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Principle

Description

Innovation3

Collaborate and adapt to change.
 Take advantage of changes in: funding, congestion, demographics,
development, emerging mobility, and regulations.
 Evaluate and adjust system performance.
 Collaborate with other agencies, governments, private developers, and
organizations.

PRIORITIES AND GOALS
We have compiled two sets of priorities for the 2020 SRTP – one from Turlock
Transit staff and one from the community.
The items in bold are particularly relevant to service planning, while the
others belong largely to other parts of the SRTP, e.g., marketing, fares, capital
planning, and regional collaboration.
It is worth pointing out that many aspects of the system work well. If an item
doesn’t show up on the list, this doesn’t mean it isn’t important. Rather, it is not a
priority warranting changes during this SRTP.

Priorities Identified by Turlock Transit
Based on the study efforts for this project, Turlock Transit’s top goals include:


Improve reliability. Do not compromise gains in on-time performance
since 2016-2017 service changes—particularly the drop in late departures.



Increase the farebox recovery rate to ensure a sustainable business
model under current funding sources (through a combination of service
productivity and fare collection)



Improve the transit rider experience (fare payment, real time information)



Build awareness of Turlock Transit through marketing

3 2015 SRTP text: “Innovation is a vital tool for operating a transit system that is both sustainable and excellent. In the
coming years, the City may likely face changes and opportunities related to funding, congestion, shifting demographics,
new development patterns, competing/complementary transportation services, and new regulations. Innovation will
require ongoing evaluation of system performance and customer expectations. Innovation requires taking advantage of
opportunities to attract new riders, increase funding, and serve new destinations. Examples of innovation often come in
the form of collaboration and partnerships: inter-agency coordination to improve connections, pass programs to increase
transit mode share, and arrangements with private developers to ensure access to transit. As transit services grow and
evolve, it is vital that City staff continue to explore opportunities to innovate.”

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020
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Priorities Identified by the Community
The community provided input on Turlock Transit during three outreach
touchpoints: one on-board survey, and two rounds of in-person outreach with
corresponding public surveys. Key priorities identified from outreach include:


Extend hours



Provide service to key unserved destinations4



Provide app-based information and an easier-to-use website



Improve bus stop amenities (seating, shade, lighting, information)



Increase marketing and awareness



Make connections to and from other transit providers more intuitive

Service Planning Goals
Four goals specific to service planning emerge from the bold priorities above, in
this order:
1. Improve Reliability. Reduce early departures from
scheduled timepoints and late departures from the transit
center.
2. Grow Ridership. Implement measures to ensure Turlock
Transit is both (1) well-used by riders, and (2) financially
sustainable. Focus on ridership with a view to increase
the farebox recovery rate.
3. Expand Coverage. Fill in gaps in service, where
anticipated ridership is sufficient. In particular, provide
service to the library, and identify opportunities for service
west of SR-99 and to Amtrak Denair.
4. Increase Service Span. Make transit available for a
wider range of hours, when ridership can support it.

4 There is vocal support for service closer to the library, as well as to a lesser extent Costco, Ten Pin, and Village Fresh.
Apart from these locations, however, increasing coverage does not seem to be a high priority.
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Four Things to Keep in Mind About Service Planning Goals
1. Sometimes the goals are in tension
The service planning goals listed above can be in tension. This is normal: transit
planning is a balancing act with tradeoffs. For example, increasing coverage and
span (Goal 3 and Goal 4) tend to reduce frequency, which typically reduces
ridership (Goal 2).
As such, the order of the goals is important: improving on-time performance is
the most important—including maintaining a very low percent of late departures.
Increasing ridership and farebox recovery are the second-most important,
followed by filling gaps in coverage, followed by increasing span.
If a strategy accomplishes a lower-level goal but substantially compromises a
higher-level goal, then it should not be pursued.

2. Reliability issues have changed but remain critical
Late departures decreased dramatically following the 2016-2017 service
changes. However, two major on-time performance issues have emerged since
then:


Early departures from timepoints caused by schedule slack



Late departures from the transit center due to driver break scheduling

For the first issue, it is worth remembering: a bus that is two minutes early is
equivalent to a bus that is 32 minutes late (or 37 minutes late midday). That level
of wait time makes walking competitive with the bus, which is a threat to
ridership. For the second issue, late departures from the transit center tend to
confuse and frustrate riders, which may push them away from transit.

3. There was a recent successful service redesign
A service redesign took place in 2016-2017, which resulted in a 24% increase in
ridership. As such, major changes to route alignments would not be advisable, as
riders continue to become accustomed to the new system.

4. Some priorities do not relate to service planning
Several priorities identified by the community and by Turlock Transit staff do not
relate to service planning. These are addressed in other parts of the SRTP.
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SERVICE GUIDELINES
In addition to the priorities and goals, strategies in this chapter draw on service
planning guidelines established during the 2015 SRTP (Chapter 10):
Figure 9-2
Principle

Service Guidelines (2015 SRTP)
What is it?

Why is it important?

Headways Make service as frequent as
(frequency) possible. For Turlock Transit,
headways are 30-35 minutes
depending on the time of day.

 More frequent service is one of the most
important ways to attract more ridership.
 Clock face headways—e.g., service every
15, 30, or 60 minutes—increase ridership
and the rider experience.

Route
directness

Design routes as directly as
possible to maximize average
speed for the bus and minimize
travel time for passengers.

 Fast and direct routes tend to be useful to
more people than circuitous routes.

Route
deviations

Do not deviate from the most
direct alignment unless there is a
compelling reason. When
deviations are necessary, weigh
their benefits against the
inconvenience to passengers.

 Deviations increase running times and
reduce speed, which reduce ridership (and
in turn farebox recovery).
 Deviations with low ridership frustrate riders.

Route
alignment

Operate along the same
alignment in both directions.
Exceptions can be made for
one-way streets or turn
restrictions.

 Service in both directions makes it easy for
riders to return to their trip origin.
 One-way loops increase transit coverage but
also increase out-of-direction travel that is
not intuitive or attractive to potential riders.

Arterial
streets

All routes should operate on
major roadways.

 The operation of bus service along arterials
and collectors makes transit service faster
and easier for riders to understand and use.

Route
length

Design routes an appropriate
length to gain ridership and
reduce operational issues.
Maintain a pulse-based system
when frequencies are 30minutes or higher.

 Excessively long routes are more prone to
on-time performance issues.
 Routes of roughly equivalent length enable
Turlock Transit’s pulse system to function.

Service
span

Span is the number of hours per
day that a route operates.
Establish spans that make
transit available when riders and
potential riders need it.

 Longer service spans enable riders to use
transit for more trip types, e.g., work,
school, groceries, social activities.

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020
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SERVICE STRATEGIES
This section outlines the recommended strategies for Turlock Transit service
over the next five years. Most strategies are implementable by July 2020.
However, some require additional time and effort. The strategies are broken
down into phases. They are:


Phase 1: year one



Phase 2: years two and three



Phase 3: years four and five

Service Summary
This summary provides a high-level overview of the service strategies presented
in detail in this chapter. It covers: (1) service strategy overview and map,
(2) route spans, (3) facilities, and (4) other implementation considerations.

Service Strategy Overview and Map
Figure 9-3

Strategies, Phasing, and Farebox Implications

Goal

Strategy

Phasing

1. Reliability

1.1 Adjust schedules to better reflect travel times
Farebox recovery implications: none or modest increase

Phase 1

1.2 Use interlining to accommodate driver breaks without
increasing headways in the public-facing schedule
Farebox recovery implications: none or modest increase

Phase 1

1.3 Evaluate potential to reduce headways to 30 minutes
while maintaining on-time performance
Farebox recovery implications: increase

When feasible

2.1 Maintain current alignment for routes 1, 2, 3, and 5
Farebox recovery implications: none

Not applicable

2.2 Extend Route 6 to Orange St
Farebox recovery implications: modest increase

Phase 1

2. Ridership

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020
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Goal

Strategy

Phasing

3. Coverage

3.1 Adjust Route 4 to serve Turlock Public Library
Farebox recovery implications: modest increase

Phase 1

3.2 Evaluate transit-on-demand options to serve key
destinations where fixed route transit is not yet costeffective
Farebox recovery implications: to be determined

Action plan:
Phase 1
Pilot: Phase 2
Review: Phase 3

4.1 Lengthen the span on more productive routes and
shorten it on less productive routes
Farebox recovery implications: increase

Phase 1

4. Service
Span

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020
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Summary Map of Service Change Recommended Strategies

Note: Strategy 2.2 describes the alignment change on Route 6 in detail. Strategy 3.1 describes the alignment change on Route 4 in detail.
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Span Recommendation Summary
Figure 9-5

Weekday Span Recommendation Summary
Existing

Route

Start Time

End Time

Recommended
Span

End Time

Span

10 p.m.

16 hours (+1)

8 p.m.

14 hours (-1)

5 Lander

10 p.m.

16 hours (+1)

6 Tully (Soderquist)

8 p.m.

14 hours (-1)

1 Countryside
2 Geer
3 Olive
4 Berkeley (Colorado)

6 a.m.

9 p.m.

Daily weekday fixedroute revenue hours
ADA Paratransit

15 hours

90 hours
(no change)

90 hours
6 a.m.

9 p.m.

15 hours

10 p.m.

16 hours (+1)

Note that this span change is cost neutral for the fixed-route system, but will result in an increase in the ADA
paratransit span. We anticipate this to result in a modest cost increase ($8,000 per year). However, this depends
on the future cost per revenue hour of ADA paratransit service, as well as paratransit ridership between 9 and
10 p.m.

Note on Weekend Service Span
Two commonly requested improvements during our outreach efforts were later weekend service and new Sunday
service. After evaluation, it became clear that this expansion would decrease the farebox recovery ratio. Current
regulatory requirements often require the farebox recovery ratio metric to take precedence over other
considerations. If this regulation is removed, Turlock Transit should evaluate an expansion of service on weekends
to help achieve the goals identified in this chapter.
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Fleet Requirements
This Service Plan does not require any new vehicles to implement fixed-route
changes. For more information on fleet needs over time due to depreciation, see
Chapter 11: Capital Plan.
It is worth pointing out that Strategy 3.2 below may require additional vehicles.
This will depend on the exact structure of the desired pilot.

Facility Requirements
The fixed route changes described in the strategies below will require ten new
bus stops: four (4) on Route 4 (see Strategy 3.1) and another six (6) on Route 6
(see Strategy 2.2). In addition, sidewalks, curb cuts, and safe, high visibility
crossing infrastructure will be helpful to improve transit access and egress.

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020
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Strategies for Goal 1:
Reliability


1.1 Adjust schedules to better reflect travel times



1.2 Use interlining to accommodate driver breaks without increasing
headways in the public-facing schedule



1.3 Evaluate potential to reduce headways to 30 minutes while
maintaining on-time performance

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020
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Strategy 1.1: Adjust schedules to better reflect travel times
Description
Use data from Swiftly to fine-tune schedules based on actual running times. For
most timepoints, departure times will tighten throughout the day as a result.

Rationale
A preliminary analysis of Swiftly-based on-time performance data shows that
buses leave timepoints early at a relatively high rate (7%). Early departures
suggest that schedules are too loose in general and should be tightened. This
means that the bands of 30-minute headways can likely extend for more of the
day than is currently the case.

Phasing
Phase 1

Costs


Operating costs: none



Fleet impacts: none



Capital costs: none



Staff effort: low

Farebox Implications
Modest increase in farebox recovery rate, due to higher ridership

Anticipated Outcomes


Better reliability, including fewer early departures



More rider trust and satisfaction



Higher ridership

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020
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Spotlight 1.1: Early Departures
Early buses may not seem like a major issue at first glance, but in fact they are a
greater problem for riders than late buses. Take for example a bus that is three minutes
early vs. late.
 Late bus. If a bus is late by three minutes, then a rider needs to wait three minutes
before boarding the bus.
 Early bus. If a bus is early by three minutes, and a rider shows up at the stop on
time, then the rider has to wait the full headway for the next bus: typically a full 30
or 35 minutes—despite arriving on time. In other words, up to 33 (or 38) minutes!
The chart below shows how early buses—even those that are early by a relatively small
interval—can result in an outsized delay for passengers.
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Strategy 1.2: Use interlining to accommodate driver breaks
without increasing headways in the public-facing schedule
Description
Identify trips on Route 3 that arrive back at the transit center with enough time to
provide 10-minute driver breaks. Schedule driver breaks at these times, and
assign drivers to operate a Route 3 trip prior to taking their break. (Interlining
does not require drivers to change the vehicle they are driving—only the route.)
This interlining of routes with Route 3 enables breaks to be accommodated
without adjusting public-facing schedule times. Trips on other routes that arrive
early at the transit center can also be used for this purpose.

Rationale
Currently, mandated driver breaks can result in trips departing from the transit
center several minutes late. This is a source of frustration for riders, who have to
wait at the transit center later than expected for a reason that is not apparent.
Based on preliminary on-time performance data from Swiftly, Route 3 most
consistently returns to the transit center early. Scheduling this time for driver
breaks will be better for drivers and accommodate passengers without affecting
the departure time of the next trip.

Phasing
Phase 1

Costs


Operating costs: none



Fleet impacts: none



Capital costs: none



Staff effort: low

Farebox Implications
No change or modest increase in farebox recovery rate, due to higher ridership

Anticipated Outcomes


Better on-time performance (fewer late departures from the transit center)



More rider trust and satisfaction



Higher ridership
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Strategy 1.3: Evaluate potential to improve service frequency to
30 minutes while maintaining on-time performance
Description
Using on-time performance data, determine feasibility of moving toward 30minute service during more of the day, or all day. This may involve further
schedule adjustments, and possibly minor alignment changes.

Rationale
Thirty-minute headways are “clock face.” In other words, they recur at the same
clock face time each trip. For example, the bus may arrive at the same stop all
day at :15 and :45 past each hour. This has the following benefits:


17% increase in frequency without increasing revenue hours



Clock face headways typically increase ridership



Less costly to update, print, and display schedules (Turlock Transit)



Easier to read and remember schedules (riders)

Phasing
When feasible

Costs


Operating costs: none



Fleet impacts: none



Capital costs: none



Staff effort: medium

Farebox Implications
Increase in farebox recovery rate, due to higher ridership and number of trips per
hour, with no change in revenue hours

Anticipated Outcomes


Better rider experience (easier to remember schedules)



More frequent service



Higher ridership

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020
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Spotlight 1.3: Clock Face Headways
in Colorado Springs
What was the challenge?
In 2008-2009, Mountain Metropolitan Metro was in a challenging fiscal situation:
they needed to simultaneously increase fares and cut service.

What did Mountain Metropolitan Metro do?
The agency strategically straightened routes and moved to clock face headways—
from 35 and 70 minutes to 30 and 60 minutes.

What was the result?
 Revenue hours dropped by 13%
 Ridership increased by 13%
It is worth pointing out that fares increased from $1.50 to $1.75 when the clock face
headways went into effect. While Mountain Metropolitan Metro still had many
challenges ahead, it had created a core system that worked for the community.

Mountain Metropolitan Metro increased ridership by 13% despite cuts in service and an increase in fares—as a result of
straightening routes and moving to clock face headways
Image Source: Wikimedia Commons, licensed for reuse
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Strategies for Goal 2:
Ridership5

5



2.1 Maintain current alignment for routes 1, 2, 3, and 5



2.2 Extend Route 6 to Orange St

For more information on reporting on ridership, see the Spotlight on p. 9-21.
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Strategy 2.1: Maintain current alignment for routes 1, 2, 3, and 5
Description
Do not make alignment changes to routes 1, 2, 3, or 5.

Rationale
Systemwide ridership has been increasing since the network redesign in 20162017, and users are still becoming accustomed to the new routes. In particular,
routes 1, 2, and 5 have relatively high and growing ridership. While ridership is
not high on Route 3, it provides a critical link to the Emanuel Medical Center.


For more information on Route 3, see Strategy 1.2



For more information on Route 4: see Strategy 3.1



For more information on Route 6: see Strategy 2.2

Phasing
No action needed

Costs


Operating costs: none



Fleet impacts: none



Capital costs: none



Staff effort: none

Farebox Implications
No change

Anticipated Outcomes


Easier for riders to become accustomed to the 2016-2017 transit network
redesign

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020
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Strategy 2.2: Extend Route 6 to Orange St
Description
Extend Route 6 to Orange St, via West Ave and South Ave. Eliminate all
segments on Soderquist Rd and the segment of South Ave west of West Ave.
Serve Tully Rd in both directions. Keep all other segments unchanged. Rename
the route to Route 6 Tully.
This change in alignment will require:


Bus turning and running time tests



New bus stops on West Main St, South Ave, and Orange St



Move bus stops to the other side of the street on West Ave



Updated system map, schedules, rider guides, and stop maintenance map



Marketing to build awareness of the change

Rationale
Despite systemwide increases in ridership, Route 6 has a persistently low
number of boardings. By extending this route closer to downtown and farther into
the neighborhood southwest of downtown, it may be able to attract more riders.

Phasing
Phase 1

Costs


Operating costs: none



Fleet impacts: none



Capital costs: new bus stops (6)



Staff effort: medium

Farebox Implications
Modest increase in farebox recovery rate, due to higher ridership

Anticipated Outcomes


Modest increase in ridership

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020
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Spotlight: Reporting on ridership
Ridership reporting is critical to transit planning, delivery, and transparency. This
spotlight lists key considerations when reporting on ridership.
 Average daily ridership is more important than total monthly ridership. Average
daily boardings (with weekday and weekends calculated separately) is the most
fundamental ridership information. This should be available by route and
systemwide. By contrast, total monthly boardings can vary substantially due to the
number of weekdays and weekend days that happen fall within the month.
 Ridership by time of day. Calculating ridership by time of day, again separating
weekdays and weekends, helps to understand whether the span could be adjusted.
 Productivity is even more important. An even more useful calculation is
productivity: average boardings per revenue hour, again calculated separately by
weekday and weekend. This is closely related to farebox recovery—almost any
increase in productivity means an increase in the farebox recovery rate, because
the marginal cost of each additional rider is usually zero.
 Automate reporting when possible. For fixed-route ridership at the system, route,
and trip levels, the GenFare fare system provides the requisite raw data. However,
transforming this data into a useful format can be time-consuming. It is possible to
use an Excel Macro, R script, or other tool to automate this process.
 Manually validate GenFare data and collect stop-level data. Periodic validation
is important to have confidence in GenFare numbers. Turlock Transit does this
now—through manual ridership counts, by stop, in buses—and should continue to do
so in the future.
 Use a tool that works. Ridership analysis and reporting can happen using
spreadsheet software (e.g., Excel), GIS (e.g., ArcMap), statistical software (e.g., R),
or traditional database software (e.g., Access). There are advantages and
disadvantages to each, and in many cases they can be combined. The most
important thing is to keep data well-structured and consistent. For example, always
use the same unique identifiers for stops and routes. This makes it easier to combine
and compare data over time.

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020
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Strategies for Goal 3:
Coverage


3.1 Adjust Route 4 to serve Turlock Public Library



3.2 Evaluate transit-on-demand options to serve key destinations where
fixed route transit is not yet cost-effective
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Strategy 3.1: Adjust Route 4 to serve Turlock Public Library
Description
Operate Route 4 as is until Alpha Rd and East Ave. From there, turn the route
left on East Ave (instead of right, skipping the existing stop at East Ave and
Colorado Ave), then run on Minaret Ave, East Main St, Colorado Ave, and back
to Hawkeye Ave. This eliminates the segment on Colorado Ave between
Hawkeye Ave and Canal Dr, including five bus stops.
This change in alignment will require:


Bus turning and running time tests



Roughly four new bus stops: Olive Ave (1, east side of street); Minaret
Ave (2, east side of street); Canal Dr (1, between Main St and Olive Ave).



Updated system map, schedules, rider guides, and stop maintenance map



Marketing to build awareness of the change

Rationale
This change to Route 4 provides front-door access to the Turlock Public Library
on Minaret Ave. It also brings service closer to downtown and provides
bidirectional service on Olive Ave—including safer stops for Dutcher Middle
School. It is expected to reduce running times and increase ridership.

Phasing
Phase 1

Costs


Operating costs: none



Fleet impacts: none



Capital costs: bus stops (4)



Staff effort: medium

Farebox Implications
Modest increase in farebox recovery rate, due to higher ridership

Anticipated Outcomes


Increase in ridership (and farebox recovery rate)



Better on-time performance
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Strategy 3.2: Evaluate transit-on-demand options to serve key
destinations where fixed route transit is not yet cost-effective
Description
Build an action plan for a transit-on-demand pilot project that would provide
access to Amtrak Denair—and other key destinations outside the reach of the
fixed-route network—to and from key fixed-route bus stops including the Roger
K. Fall Transit Center, CSU Stanislaus, and Central Park. For transit-on-demand
information and example cases, see Spotlight 3.2a (p. 9-25). For transit-ondemand planning considerations, see Spotlight 3.2b (p. 9-26).
Depending on the results of the pilot, transit-on-demand service could be
structured to replace non-ADA Dial-A-Ride. Similar dispatching technology could
also be used to improve the ADA paratransit rider experience.

Rationale
Various stakeholders and community members have requested transit service to
places that are difficult to serve with fixed routes. Examples include Costco,
Regal Cinemas, Ten Pin, Turlock Sales Yard, and Amtrak Denair.
The purpose of the service would be to provide transit access to lower-density
and lower-demand destinations. Fixed-route service to these areas isn’t viable
because there aren’t enough jobs, dwellings, and destinations within walking
distance to generate ridership that would make traditional bus routes costeffective. However, an on-demand service may be feasible.

Phasing
Action plan: Phase 1
Pilot: Phase 2
Review and adjust: Phase 3

Costs and Farebox Implications
To be determined. See Spotlight 3.2a for examples.

Anticipated Outcomes


Access to destinations outside of the fixed-route network.
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Spotlight 3.2a: What is transit-on-demand and what
can we learn from other communities?
What is transit-on-demand?
Transit-on-demand, or microtransit, is a transit-like service without fixed routes and
schedules, that uses software to match passengers making similar trips in real time.

What are the main benefits?
 The ability to book trips right away with an easy-to-use app (as well as other
methods)—rather than a day in advance, like traditional dial-a-ride services.
 Automated software that does much of the end-user interfacing, vehicle routing,
driver dispatching, and fare collection, in the background.
 Lower operating costs per revenue hour than traditional fixed-route and
paratransit.

What are the main drawbacks?
 Higher cost per passenger trip than fixed-route service, with the exception of routes
that have extremely low ridership. The thresholds of this depend on the relative
costs per revenue hour of the two types of services.
 The marginal cost per passenger trip increases as ridership increases, unlike fixedroute transit, where the marginal cost per passenger trip is usually zero. In other
words, for transit-on-demand, “success” in terms of ridership can often mean
“failure” in terms of costs. For example, demand dramatically exceeded supply in
the case of GoMonrovia’s partnership with Lyft, resulting in ballooning costs, fare
hikes, and increasing restrictions on usage.
 Given the high cost per passenger trip, it is difficult to set fares in a way that
makes the service affordable while considering farebox ratio requirements. One
case where fares and costs have worked is SouthWest Prime in Eden Prairie, MN.
Sources: https://www.calact.org/assets/Microtransit%20%20Partnership%20with%20TNC%20GoMonrovia%20Presentation%20-%20.pdf
(Go Monrovia); https://mtap.transportation.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/42/2018/08/Simich-Len-and-Fyten-Matt.pdf (SouthWest Prime)

What are some other key considerations?
 Use the right tool for the job. At a minimum, transit-on-demand requires
specialized software. Turlock Transit dial-a-ride software does not have the
necessary functionality as it is currently deployed.
 Avoid overlap. Apart from ADA paratransit, do not provide transit-on-demand
that overlaps with fixed-route service. Where both models operate simultaneously,
any shift in ridership or resources from fixed-route to transit-on-demand will reduce the
farebox recovery rate. This is because of the marginal costs involved in both models.
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Spotlight 3.2b: What does the transit-on-demand
action plan need to include?
For a transit-on-demand pilot to work, the action plan needs to include:
 Goals. Develop refined goals, roles, responsibilities, and quantifiable performance
indicators. In experiences from other transit providers, the most commonly identified
pitfall with transit-on-demand has been not clarifying “what success means.” It is
also critical to specify what would make the service non-viable during planning
stages or how to proceed if a pilot is successful/unsuccessful.
 Service area and cost sharing. Decide on the destinations (or zones) served by the
transit-on-demand service, as well as a mechanism to add destinations. At a
minimum, it would include service between Amtrak Denair and key fixed-route
stops (Roger K. Fall Transit Center, CSU Stanislaus, and Central Park). However,
other destinations (or zones) should be added based on partnerships/cost-sharing
agreements with, for example, Ten Pin, Costco, Sales Yard, or Village Fresh.
Criteria for adding and removing destinations should be clear. Destinations should
not overlap with the existing fixed-route system.
 Equity. Be explicit about equity considerations in order to eliminate barriers to use
among vulnerable populations. Examples include fare payment methods for people
without credit cards, and ride request methods, such as phone, text, and app.
 Fares. Establish a fare structure that makes transit-on-demand financially
sustainable over the long-term. This may relate to a cost-sharing agreement (see
service area and cost sharing, above).
 Demand and vehicle modeling. Build a model to estimate demand and vehicle
needs. Establish cost and vehicle thresholds at which point fares and other
restrictions must change in order to keep service sustainable.
 Data. Establish written requirements for data sharing, privacy, and reporting.
 Needs-based technology specification. Specify technological needs that arise
from goals, e.g., phone-based trip booking and fare payment. Be agnostic about
specific technologies, vendors, and service providers. Importantly, identify ways that
current ADA paratransit service can also use transit-on-demand technologies.
 Transition to fixed-route. Specify a mechanism to move toward fixed-route service
for origin-destination pairs with high levels of demand. Transit-on-demand does not
scale up as well as fixed-route, and has an upper limit of roughly four (4)
passenger trips per vehicle hour. Beyond this number, if there are consistent origindestination pairs, they would be better served by fixed-route.
 Contracting. Develop an RFP and identify potential service providers.
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Strategies for Goal 4:
Service Span


4.1 Lengthen the hours of service on more productive routes and shorten
it on less productive routes
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Strategy 4.1: Lengthen the span on more productive routes and
shorten it on less productive routes
Description
End service later at night on more productive routes and earlier on less
productive routes. In practice this means: two additional trips for routes 1, 2, and
5 (service to 10:00 p.m.); and two fewer trips for routes 3, 4, and 6 (service to
8:00 p.m.).
This change in span will require:


Updated schedules and rider guide



Marketing to build awareness of the change



A one-hour weekday increase in ADA paratransit hours of operation

Rationale
Strategy 4.1 enables Turlock Transit to provide later service without affecting the
farebox recovery rate, despite low evening ridership. It does this by focusing later
service on routes with higher productivity, while keeping the total number of
fixed-route revenue hours constant.

Phasing
Phase 1

Costs


Operating costs: up to $8K per year (for additional paratransit span)



Fleet impacts: none



Capital costs: none



Staff effort: medium

Farebox Implications
Modest increase in fixed-route farebox recovery rate (due to higher ridership and
removing low-productivity trips).

Anticipated Outcomes


Modest increase in productivity (and farebox recovery rate)
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR REGIONAL INTEGRATION
Transportation needs don’t stop at the city limits: Turlock Transit operates within
a regional context. For example, Turlock Transit makes Dial-A-Ride service
available in Denair, and outside transit providers serve Turlock.
Furthermore, the Stanislaus Council of Governments (StanCOG) recently
undertook a Transit Efficiency and Innovations Study (TEIS) to better understand
options for regional integration (see Spotlight, below).
In this context, this section outlines opportunities for regional integration. It
addresses each of the StanCOG TEIS categories—(1) paratransit, (2) fixed-route
service, (3) emerging mobility, and (4) transit provider consolidation—and
provides considerations for Turlock Transit.

Spotlight: About the StanCOG Transit Efficiency and
Innovations Study, 2019
In 2019, the Stanislaus Council of Governments (StanCOG) undertook the Transit
Efficiency and Innovations Study (TEIS). The study makes recommendations that would
impact Turlock Transit, as well as Modesto Area Express, Stanislaus Regional Transit,
and Ceres Area Transit. The TEIS covers paratransit, fixed route service, emerging
mobility, and transit provider consolidation.

Paratransit
ADA paratransit services are one area where integration is possible. The TEIS
presents paratransit recommendations based on three levels of integration:
(1) basic, (2) collaboration, and (3) consolidation.


Level 1: Basic
− Consistent fare structure
− Improved information, including ADA eligibility process
− Improved vendor procurement concepts: contract timing, performance
measurement, non-compliance treatment, insurance provisions



Level 2: Collaboration
− Level 1 vendor procurement concepts, plus
− Single procurement process
− Common technology platform
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Level 3: Consolidation
− Joint governing framework
− Joint vendor procurement process
− Single reservation and scheduling technology system
− Single management structure

Considerations for Turlock Transit


Pursue improved and consistent paratransit information. This has a
relatively low cost and can improve rider comprehension.



Determine whether consistent regional fares will have a neutral or
beneficial impact on farebox recovery and overall financial sustainability
before pursuing this possibility. If not, it should not be pursued.



Pursue integrated vendor procurement, including contract timing,
performance measurement, non-compliance treatment, insurance
provisions. Consider a single procurement process or joint procurement if
feasible. These have the potential to benefit Turlock Transit in terms of
improved overall service quality and lower operating costs.
− One key consideration for vendor procurement changes is the cost and
service delivery model for continuing to provide general public Dial-ARide service in Turlock. See Strategy 3.2 (p. 9-24), Spotlight 3.2a (p. 925), and Spotlight 3.2b (p. 9-26) for additional considerations for nonADA on-demand service.

Fixed-Route
Integrating fixed-route service is another topic in the TEIS. While this section of
the study is extensive, two recommendations are particularly relevant to Turlock
Transit:


Overlapping local service in Turlock. In particular, the report points
out—as this SRTP does in Chapter 4—that StaRT and Turlock Transit
have considerable overlap in Turlock. Specifically:
“StaRT routes 10 and 15 are recommended to stop at CSU
Stanislaus, Emanuel Medical Center, and the Roger K. Fall
Transit Center only, providing an express connection to Turlock
and bypassing many of the local stops that are currently served
by Turlock Transit.” (p. 123).
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Long-distance commuter service. The TEIS suggests that StaRT
should be the sole provider of long-distance commuter service to improve
service legibility, branding, and awareness.

Considerations for Turlock Transit


Encourage the consolidation of StaRT bus stop locations to key
destinations in Turlock. This has the potential to improve Turlock Transit
ridership and simultaneously improve speed and reliability for for StaRT
routes. Also, Turlock Transit should continue to focus resources on
providing local services, while leaving StaRT to provide commuter
services, including service to BART. This minimizes confusion between
different providers’ responsibilities, jurisdictions, branding,
communications, and overall offerings.



Continue to make connections to and from other transit providers more
user friendly by work together on transfer time coordination. This may
involve recurring meetings dedicated to interagency connections.

Emerging Mobility
The TEIS discusses emerging mobility in the context of regional integration.
Specifically, it explores transit-on-demand (referred to as “microtransit” in the
report). The TEIS echoes many of the points made in 3.2 (p. 9-24), Spotlight 3.2a
(p. 9-25), and Spotlight 3.2b (p. 9-26), and also suggests that Route 3 and Route
6 may warrant consideration for on-demand service instead of traditional fixedroute service due to their low levels of ridership.

Considerations for Turlock Transit


Work with regional partners to explore how on-demand service could fill in
service gaps. A long-term transit-on-demand service delivery model is
only feasible if it does not negatively affect the farebox recovery ratio
(under the current transit regulatory environment). A regional partnership
could reduce some of the financial or administrative burdens on Turlock
Transit.



The possibility of replacing Route 3 and/or Route 6 with an on-demand
alternative may be considered as part of the broader transit-on-demand
action plan (Strategy 3.2, p. 9-24). However, immediate implementation is
not recommended due to limitations in existing dispatching equipment and
other issues outlined in Spotlight 3.2b (p. 9-26).
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During public outreach for this SRTP, community members expressed
some interest in on-demand service for areas that are not supportive of
fixed-route service. However, they were also concerned about the
possibility of high fares for on-demand services.

Transit Provider Consolidation
Lastly, transit provider consolidation involves the integration of transit provision
itself, which can range from increased communication at one end, to the creation
of a single regional transit provider that would replace all existing providers on
the other end. The TEIS provides a spectrum of recommendations: (1) basic;
(2) collaboration; and (3) consolidation.


Level 1: Basic (does not affect Turlock Transit)
− Integrate Ceres Area Transit into StaRT or MAX in order to provide
transit service in Ceres



Level 2: Collaboration
− Combined paratransit operations
− Centralized paratransit management (office, functions, operations
oversight)
− Single paratransit operator contract
− Single point of contact for paratransit riders



Level 3: Consolidation
− New Joint Powers Authority (JPA) to include either (1) MAX, Ceres
Area Transit, and StaRT, or (2) all Stanislaus County transit providers
− Central management of all transit services (route structure, public
information, fares, assets)
− Centralized vendor procurement

Considerations for Turlock Transit


Consider Level 2 (Collaboration) which involves the further consolidation
of paratransit services. This has the potential to reduce Turlock Transit’s
demand-response cost per revenue hour without negatively affecting
service.



Evaluate consolidation options against Turlock Transit’s vision principles:
excellence, innovation, and sustainability. Any discussion about changes
to the way service is administered, governed, or operated must take these
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principles into account. To do this, identify and articulate specific priorities
for Turlock Transit and the Turlock community as consolidation is being
considered, in order to facilitate the decision-making process.
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10 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
Capital is necessary for transit: from buses to stops and
maintenance facilities. This chapter explains what capital
investments are needed to make this SRTP a reality.
Alignment with other plans
This Capital Improvement Plan aligns with other recommendations from this
SRTP—including Chapter 9: Service Plan—as well as three additional plans:


City of Turlock 5-Year Capital Improvement Plan



Federal Transit Administration Transit Asset Management (TAM) Plan



Federal Transit Administration Agency Safety Plan

The above plans provide guidance for both near-term capital needs and longterm improvements.

Alignment with public outreach
The community provided suggestions for Turlock Transit that would encourage
people to ride or ride more often. Included in recommendations below are the
capital investments the community would like to see in the coming years. This
includes:


More seating at bus stops



Better lighting at and near bus stops



More information about bus service at bus stops



Shade at bus stops
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Structure of this chapter
This chapter is organized into four categories:


Vehicles. How many buses does Turlock Transit need to purchase, based
on useful life estimations, between now and 2032?



Facilities and Infrastructure. What are the existing and planned transit
facilities, including operations facilities, and bus stops?



Technology and Equipment. What technology is available currently?



Strategies. What capital-related recommended strategies are important
for the success of this SRTP?

VEHICLES
This section explains what vehicles Turlock Transit has, when they will need
replacing, and what this will cost. It also describes recent electric vehicle
legislation in California and its implications for Turlock Transit.

Turlock Transit Fleet
Turlock Transit has a fleet of 21 revenue vehicles. This includes 17 vehicles
supporting the fixed route system: 10 are 35 feet long, and six are 26 feet. The
Dial-A-Ride system is operated with five 26 foot vehicles.
Figure 10-1 summarizes the revenue vehicle fleet, including the vehicle make,
model and purchase year (“year”) by which the vehicles are grouped. The
purchase year is the basis for the vehicle replacement plan.
In 2017 Turlock Transit lost three vehicles after a fire in the bus yard, leading to
severe damage. The agency replaced the vehicles in 2018. The four 2019
vehicles expanded the fixed route fleet, allowing the agency to implement service
expansions stemming from the 2016 short range transit plan.
Turlock’s heavy duty 35-foot buses use a compressed natural gas (CNG) fuel
system. The fuel storage and delivery system is housed from the Turlock
maintenance and bus yard facility. This is a slow-fill line, which is not ideal for
operations under high-heat conditions. The City of Turlock has a fast-fill line,
which provides some additional capacity.
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Service

Fixed
Route

Capital Improvement Plan

Turlock Transit Revenue Vehicle Summary
Year of
service

Length

Useful life
benchmark

Quantity

12

2

Make

Model

Orion

VII

2009

35’

Gillig

Standard
Low Floor

2018

35’

Gillig

Standard
Low Floor

2019

35’

Champion*

Transport

2017

26’

5

6

GM 4500

2015

26’

5

5

Dial-A-Ride Arboc

Total

12
12

4
4

21

Source: Turlock Transit
*Turlock Transit does not plan to replace the Champion Transport vehicles with the same size or make.

Vehicle Replacement
Turlock plans for vehicle replacements using useful life benchmarks generally
accepted by the public transportation industry and the Federal Transit
Administration (FTA). Large, heavy duty vehicles (30- to 40-feet long) such as
the Turlock Gillig and Orion buses, have a useful life of 12 years. Light duty
vehicles (25- to 35-feet long), such as the Champion and Arboc buses, have a
useful life of 5 years. The useful life of any vehicle will be based on the vehicle
condition in all cases, and the agency will typically try to extend the useful life as
far as possible while providing safe, comfortable and clean transportation
service.

Replacement Orders
Figure 10-2 summarizes the vehicle replacement count needed by year and
grouped by vehicle size. The vehicle purchases are grouped in cycles due to how
the vehicles were purchased. This will result in significant costs where vehicle
purchases occur in the same year.
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Revenue Vehicle Replacement Schedule (Count by year of expenditure)

Source: Turlock Transit

Replacement Costs
Figure 10-3 estimates total vehicle purchase costs over the next 12 years (the
time frame generally aligns with the next 35-foot vehicle purchase cycle). The
purchases are likely to fall within three years of the dates shown, depending on
vehicle condition and financial resources available at the time, whether through
grants or financial reserves.
Figure 10-3

Estimated Revenue Vehicle Replacement Schedule (Cost)

Source: Turlock Transit
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Note: Cost estimate assumes 26-foot transit vehicles cost $250,000 and 35-foot transit vehicles cost $600,000. The per vehicle costs are based on
estimates presented in Turlock Transit’s 2018-2019 Transit Development Act claim. Electric buses, required for new orders after 2029, will likely cost
$400,000 for 26’ vehicles, and $900,000 per vehicle (in unadjusted 2019 dollars) depending on model and features.

Electric Vehicles
This section describes the implications of California electrification legislation on
Turlock Transit’s fleet.

Legislative Requirements
The California Air Resources Board issued a rule in 2018 requiring all new transit
buses (orders) be fully battery electric by 2029.


Large transit providers must have 25% of new vehicle orders electric by
2023, and 50% by 2026.



Small transit agencies, like Turlock Transit, need 25% of new vehicle
orders to be electric buses by 2026, without the 50% benchmark.

As such, Turlock Transit must plan that at least one vehicle purchase in 2026
and 2027 be electric. This is contingent on whether 26-foot all-electric transit
vehicles are available at that time. The next 35-foot vehicle replacement cycle in
approximately 2030 is estimated to include only electric vehicles. This order
would occur in 2029, roughly, for full purchase and operation in 2030. Turlock
transit assumes electric vehicle prices to be nearly double the average vehicle
cost today, or $600,000 for a 26-foot electric bus, and $900,000 for a 35-foot
electric bus.

Charging Infrastructure and Maintenance Facilities
Turlock Transit will need to develop new electric charging infrastructure sites and
maintenance facilities, and address the additional cost of electric vehicles. This is
one of the major investments and challenges to converting to an electric transit
fleet.
Turlock will install electric vehicle charging infrastructure in the new transit
operations facility (see Transit Operations Facility, below) rather than the existing
one—in order to avoid the risk of being unable to cost-effectively move the
equipment.

Vehicle Types
Today only large transit vehicles such as Turlock Transit’s 35-foot heavy duty
vehicles are broadly available with fully battery electric systems.
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Transit vehicles less than 30 feet in length, such as Turlock Transit’s Arboc and
Champion 26-foot vehicles, have not been fully brought to production scale and
tested through the relevant vehicle certification programs. In general, the smaller
vehicles don’t have sufficient space for energy storage relative to the weight of
the loaded vehicle.
Should battery electric technology be broadly available and reliable ahead of the
2026 or 2029 deadlines, Turlock Transit must purchase at least one 26-foot
electric vehicle by 2026.

Contracting
Purchased service contractors are likely to pass vehicle cost increases through
contract budgets, if those contractors are responsible for vehicles. Today,
however, Turlock Transit only contracts operations.

FACILITIES AND INFRASTRUCTURE
This section describes Turlock Transit’s existing and planned facilities and
infrastructure, including the Roger K. Fall Transit Center, the transit operations
facility, and bus stops.

Transit Center
Turlock Transit recently built the Roger K. Fall Transit Center at 1418 North
Golden State Boulevard. The transit center provides a central hub for the transit
system, with bus bays, customer waiting areas, and administrative offices (to be
completed December 2019). The transit center was funded through Federal and
State grant sources. The total design and construction costs totaled about $7.5
million. Ongoing costs include maintenance, security and general operations and
upkeep.

Transit Operations Facility
Turlock Transit also has a transit operations facility, which in 2019 entered the
preliminary design phase to be updated and relocated north of the existing
Corporation Yard. The new operating facility will include vehicle fueling and
charging infrastructure, bus parking, canopies, solar power technology, and
additional land for future expansion. This facility is expected to cost around $7.0
million (design, environmental, right-of-way, and construction).
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Bus Stops
This section describes amenities for existing stops, as well as the approximate
stop needs for changes to routing recommended in Chapter 9: Service Plan.

Existing Stops
Turlock transit maintains over 100 bus stops across the city with customer
amenities ranging from signposts to shelters, benches and lighting. In 2017
Turlock Transit invested in bus stops by purchasing 20 new bus shelters for highuse locations. The City will assist in installing the shelters in 2020. Bus shelters,
signs and related equipment have a general lifespan of about 10 years, requiring
ongoing cleaning and routine maintenance. These purchases are addressing
customer comments identified in public outreach.
Bus stops should have the following amenities:
Figure 10-4

Bus Stop Amenities by Stop Type

Stop Type

Criteria

Amenities

Basic Bus
Stop

 Fewer than 15 daily boardings

 Pole and sign
 Lighting

Bus Stop
with Seating

 15-25 daily boardings

 Pole and sign
 Seating
 Lighting

Bus Stop
with Shelter

 25 or more daily boardings, and/or
 Located within 0.25 miles of:
− Medical, senior, social service, public, or special
needs facility
− Major grocery store
− Apartments, dorms, or senior housing with 100+ units
− High schools, colleges, or universities







Pole and sign
Lighting
Seating
Shelter
Waste bins

Note that lighting can be either specific to the stop, such as in-shelter solar
lighting, or from nearby streetlights. For streetlights, pedestrian-oriented lighting
is preferable over car-oriented “cobra”-style lights.

Proposed Stops
In addition to existing stops, the Service Plan strategies recommend the addition
of 10 stops: four (4) stops on Route 4, and six (6) stops on Route 6. An additional
three (3) stops need to be moved across the street on Route 6 (West Ave). The
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precise location of the new stops is still to be determined. At the same time, six
(6) stops can be removed on Route 4 and five (5) stops can be removed on
Route 6. Figure 10-5 identifies which segments need new and relocated stops,
and where stops can be removed.
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Segments Needing New Stops and Stop Removal/Relocation
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TECHNOLOGY AND EQUIPMENT
Technology and equipment include app-based fare collection, real-time vehicle
location, and onboard fare collection and ridership reporting.

App-Based Fare Collection
Turlock Transit has recently invested in fare collection and customer information
equipment and related software. Token Transit provides a turnkey mobile fare
payment solution that is expected to increase convenience for customers,
increase ridership, and reduce the agency’s fare handling and reconciliation
costs. The agency installed the system in October 2019. Each bus will require
about $11,000 in equipment installations or upgrades. Token Transit’s fee comes
to 10% per purchase.

Real-Time Vehicle Location
Turlock Transit recently implemented Swiftly technology, which provides realtime vehicle location, customizable reports and enhanced customer information
applications. The system requires vehicle equipment, installation and
maintenance, along with software installation and updates.

Onboard Fare Collection and Ridership Reporting
Other equipment includes onboard fare collection with GenFare Fast Fare
fareboxes, which allows for enhanced fare receipt and ridership reporting through
the existing network. Security and safety is enhanced by REI camera and
recording systems.

STRATEGIES
The following strategies will help Turlock Transit implement this SRTP.


Consider electric vehicle purchase timing with other capital funding needs.
At the time of publication, Turlock Transit will be required to purchase at
least one 26-foot electric vehicle in the year 2026, provided the technology
is readily available in this vehicle size.



Invest in and test electric bus charging equipment at the maintenance
facility and other locations to facilitate efficient service delivery. Turlock
transit will start now to prepare facilities, staff, and customers for the
transition to new vehicle technology.
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Support technology investments with policies such as operations
requirements, service disruption resolution, and customer privacy to
ensure the most efficient and effective use of investments.



Continue to invest in bus stop infrastructure and active transportation
infrastructure to ensure safe transit access and egress.

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020
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11 MARKETING PLAN
This chapter outlines how to encourage people to
understand, use, and support Turlock Transit.
Marketing is a critical part of public transit: it bridges the gaps between transit
(the product) and riders (the customers). Successful transit marketing can:


Attract new riders



Make transit more convenient and easier to use



Improve communication with existing customers



Explain existing and planned services to the community



Increase community support for transit

Inputs for the Marketing Plan
This chapter uses as its inputs the results of two rounds of community
engagement, as well as an on-board survey—each of which took place during
the first half of 2019. It also incorporates field observations and staff knowledge.

Building on Success
The 2016-2017 service changes included a rebranding from BLAST to Turlock
Transit. This included a new name, logo, bus liveries, website, and social media
presence. As such, we do not recommend branding changes at this time.

Structure of the Marketing Plan
This chapter includes three main components: (1) transit markets; (2) a
marketing assessment; and (3) marketing priorities.


Transit markets summarizes the key markets for transit in Turlock.



Marketing assessment takes stock of current marketing efforts.



Marketing priorities presents goals and strategies to improve Turlock
Transit marketing as part of this SRTP process.
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TRANSIT MARKETS
This section puts Turlock into demographic context. It outlines six markets to
consider when marketing transit to the community.
Turlock, the second-largest city in Stanislaus County after Modesto, has a
population of nearly 75,000 according to the 2017 Census estimate. It’s home to
California State University-Stanislaus, with a student population of 10,214
(Fall 2018 enrollment).
In Turlock, we see six key markets to consider when making transit decisions:
(1) existing riders, (2) CSU Stanislaus students, faculty and staff, (3) high school
students, (4) workers, (5) people shopping and using other services, and
(6) older people and people with mobility challenges. It is worth pointing out that
these markets are neither comprehensive nor mutually exclusive: it is possible to
be part of multiple markets at once, and there are markets not included in this
list. Nonetheless, these are the markets with the highest likelihood of benefitting
from transit.
Figure 11-1

Summary of Transit Markets

Who is it?

Why is transit marketing important?
Existing
riders

CSU
Stanislaus
students

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020







Retain riders
Improve the transit experience
Keep riders up to date
Understand rider demographics
Solicit feedback

 Continually attract new riders,
because the student population
changes regularly
 CSU Stanislaus students are more
likely to use an app for trip planning
than paper schedules
 CSU Stanislaus students are more
likely to rely on transit than most
other markets

The Market in Numbers

577
Average daily boardings
Source: Turlock Transit GenFare boarding
data, January 1, 2018 through December
31, 2018, excluding July

10,214
CSU Stanislaus students
(Fall 2018)
Source: California State University
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Why is transit marketing important?

The Market in Numbers

 Develop community support for
transit
 Promote the transportation
independence that transit can
provide
 Inform parents of travel options for
students

4,508

Workers
and
employers

 Inform workers of commute options
 Explain cost and other benefits of
transit vs single occupant vehicle
trips and parking
 Explain connections to other transit
systems

25,900

People
shopping
and using
other
services

 Explain how to use transit for
$1.7M
shopping trips
Quarterly sales tax revenue
 Identify key shopping destinations on from general retail and food
transit print materials
products
 Explain parking benefits of taking
Source: MuniServices 2017Q3
transit

High
school
students

 Explain how transit works and where
Older
it goes
adults and
people with  Provide information in multiple
mobility
formats to increase accessibility
challenges

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020

Number of high school
students (2019-2020)
Source: Public School Review

Jobs in Turlock
Source: LEHD 2015

9,600
Number of people in
Turlock aged 65 and over
Source: 2013-2017 ACS five-year
estimates
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MARKETING ASSESSMENT
This assessment takes stock of Turlock Transit’s current marketing assets and
efforts. This includes branding, information materials, communications and
engagement, transit vehicles, and transit stops.

Branding
Turlock Transit has a very strong brand, which was implemented at the same
time as the service changes in FY 2016-17.

Logo
The Turlock Transit logo is the symbol of the
service and sets the visual tone for the agency. It
has the following characteristics:


Green chevrons pointing forward (rightward)



Turlock Transit written in capital letters

Figure 11-2

Turlock
Transit logo

Style and Consistency
Figure 11-3 describes the fonts and colors that
make up the Turlock Transit style.
Figure 11-3

Source: Turlock Transit

Summary of Fonts and Colors

Brand element

Description

Opportunities

Fonts

Website: Helvetica/Arial (title); Unite (heading);
Helvetica/Arial (body)
Print and bus stop information materials: Gotham
Logo: Gotham
Internal documents: Franklin Gothic

More consistent font
usage.

Colors








Green/Route 3: 9-158-67
Red/Route 1: 210-35-42
Yellow/Route 2: 226-193-37
Blue/Route 4: 49-132-193
Orange/Route 5: 244-162-71
Purple/Route 6: 133-96-168

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020
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Information Materials
Information materials available to Turlock Transit riders include: (1) a system map, (2) route maps, (3) timetables,
(4) a print rider guide, (5) the Turlock Transit website, (6) app-based GTFS information, and (7) Token Transit-based
fare information and payment. The table below summarizes each type of information material, as well as its strengths
and challenges.
Figure 11-4

Summary of information materials

Item
System map
The system map is a 14x17” color
document displaying all routes, stops,
and scheduled timepoints. It also shows
streets, SR 99, schools, and several
points of interest. An inset map shows
which bus bays serve which routes at the
Roger K. Fall Transit Center.
The system map exists on the website, in
print rider guides, at the transit center,
and at several other stops.
An interactive system map is available on
the website as well.

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020

Strengths

Challenges

Color-coded routes
Stops are visible
Points of interest provide context
Important elements are labeled
(streets, points of interest, Turlock
Transit routes)
 System is easy to understand at a
glance
 Mileage bar shows average walking
time as well as distance

 Bus stop terminology may not be
clear to riders, e.g., “scheduled time
point”
 Connections to other transit providers
are small and unclear (inset map
only)
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Strengths

Challenges

Timetables
Timetables show departure times at
timepoints for each route. They use gray
shading to indicate Saturday service, and
bold typeface to indicate PM departure
times.
Timetables are available on the website,
in print rider guides, at the Roger K. Fall
Transit Center, and at several other bus
stops.

 Color-coded by route
 In print materials, consistent visual
cues differentiate weekday/Saturday
service, as well as AM/PM service
 Timepoints are written horizontally
 Major destinations and landmarks
identified above timepoints

 On website-based timetables,
Saturday service and AM/PM service
is not differentiated in the same way
as the print timetables
 It is not clear at a glance that there is
no Sunday service
 It is not clear whether times listed
correspond to arrival or departure
times

Rider guide brochure
The rider guide brochure is a 17.5x18.5”,
two sided, full color document that shows
a system map and fare information on
one side and timetables on the other.
It also lists rules, the agency’s vision,
holidays, and Title VI civil rights
documentation.
The printed version is folded into five
horizontal panels and two vertical panels
(10 total per side).

 Color coded routes
 Contact information is available
 All critical information is available
and comprehensive
 For the most part, panels contain
discrete pieces of information

 Map and schedules are on different
sides, making it difficult to flip
between a route’s alignment and its
timetable
 Connections to regional transit
systems and destinations are not
clear

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020
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Item
Website
The Turlock Transit website is separate
from the City of Turlock website, and its
homepage shows news items in reverse
chronological order.
The top menu provides these links:
 Home is a blog showing news items.
 Live shows a Swiftly-based map of
Turlock with real-time bus departures.
 Routes provides schedules for each
route, as well as route maps and an
interactive system map.
 Schedules provides schedules for
each route. These are the same as the
links available under “Routes”.
 Fares presents fare information for
fixed-route and Dial-A-Ride service.
 Dial-A-Ride provides comprehensive
information on Dial-A-Ride service, and
the Dial-A-Ride rider guide (PDF).
 Fair explains how special County Fair
service works.
 SRTP is a repository of planning and
community engagement information.
 More includes an FAQ, a defunct news
page, and a defunct Spanish-language
home page.

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020

Marketing Plan

Strengths

Challenges

 System map, timetables, and
contact information are available
and relatively easy to access
 Swiftly-based live bus map is
relatively easy to use

 Route maps are available from both
“Routes” and “Schedules” sections
 The purpose of “Live”, “Fair”, and
“SRTP” are not clear in the top menu
 Limited styling makes it not
immediately apparent that the
website is an official Turlock Transit
website
 Homepage image does not feel fresh
or convey meaning
 There are no photos of bus service or
Turlock anywhere on the site.
 There is no information about
connections to other transit systems
 Top menu organization (and overall
content organization) could be better
suited to the needs of prospective or
existing riders
 Certain pages are out of date or
defunct, e.g., “Casa”, “News” (under
“More”), and “Fair”
 There are several system maps,
each of which have slightly different
appearances: “Live”, “Routes”, and
“Rider Guide”
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Strengths

Challenges

App-based GTFS information
General Transit Feed Specification
(GTFS) data is the information required
for Google Maps and other third party
applications to provide transit information
to users.
In addition to the Turlock Transit website
“Live” page, real-time arrival information
is available via Google Maps and the
Transit app.

 Bus stop, route, and real-time arrival
information is available via the
Turlock Transit website and widely
used applications
 Trip planning information is available
via widely used applications

--

Token Transit
Token Transit provides fare-based
information and purchase options from
any smartphone with the app installed.

 Possible to purchase fares from a
smartphone using any credit or debit
card

 For people who use Token Transit
for multiple agencies, it is not clear
how to switch between them, and
this step is not explained on the
Turlock Transit website

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020
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Communications and Engagement
Turlock Transit communicates externally through several channels, including
utility bill inserts, social media, the Turlock Transit website, informal connections
with stakeholders, marketing campaigns, and in-person community engagement.

Utility Bill Inserts
Turlock Transit periodically puts transit-related materials into utility bill inserts—
mailed to all households who live in Turlock—in order to disseminate key
information such as special event service. For example, a utility bill insert in 2019
included information about the shuttle to the County Fair from the Roger K. Fall
Transit Center.
Opportunities


Further leverage utility bill inserts to provide regular updates to the
community about Turlock Transit.

Social Media
Turlock Transit engages with the community on social media using the Turlock
Transit Facebook page, the Turlock Transit Twitter account, and the Turlock
Transit Instagram account.
Figure 11-5 describes existing social media accounts available to Turlock Transit,
as well as their strengths and challenges.
Figure 11-5

Summary of Social Media Accounts

Platform

Description

Strengths

Challenges

Facebook

Turlock Transit has a Facebook
page that is managed in house. It
has 517 “likes”, which is a strong
number. The page is frequently
updated.

 517 page “likes”
 Actively updated
 Information is
helpful and
pertinent

--

Twitter

Turlock Transit has a twitter
account. It has 16 followers, but
because Twitter content is public,
its presence provides critical
information about service alerts,
which can be accessed by anyone.

 Actively updated  Low number of
followers
 Publicly
accessible venue
for service alerts

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020
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Platform

Description

Strengths

Challenges

Instagram

 Opportunity for
Turlock Transit manages an
engagement:
Instagram account. It has 31
one-third of
followers, is not following any other
riders use
users, and has 21 posts. The page
Instagram
is updated regularly, but less
frequently than the Facebook page.

 Low number of
followers

YouTube

Although YouTube isn’t a social
media site in the traditional sense,
Turlock Transit does have a
YouTube channel.
The channel has three videos: a
guide to mobile ticketing using the
Token Transit app (7 views), and
two videos from community
engagement activities (19 and 34
views respectively).

 Repository for
Turlock Transitrelated videos,
including live
streaming
 Easy to share
video content

 No Turlock
Transit channel
logo
 Comment
moderation is
difficult, which
makes
community
dialogue
challenging on
this platform
(comments are
currently turned
off)

Opportunities


Publicize Instagram on information materials including the Turlock Transit
website.



Continue using existing social media accounts to communicate with the
public.

Stakeholders
Although Turlock Transit maintains informal connections with several key
community and regional stakeholders—e.g., CSU Stanislaus, StaRT, social
service providers—there is no formal Turlock Transit mechanism for information
sharing between key parties.
Opportunities


Consider establishing an email list and regular meetings with stakeholders
for whom transit would be relevant.



Establish regular, ongoing communications with CSU Stanislaus, Turlock
High School, and Pitman High School.

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020
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Marketing Campaigns
Turlock Transit conducts regular marketing campaigns during specific occasions
during the year, in order to encourage people to try taking the bus. These
include:


Go Green Week (March)



Earth Day (April)



Bike to Work Week (May)



Dump the Pump Day (June)



Stanislaus County Fair (July)

Example of a Turlock Transit marketing campaign during the County Fair in July
Source: Turlock Transit

Opportunities


Monitor and record the impacts of marketing campaigns. For example:
How much social media engagement took place? How many people did
Turlock Transit staff talk with in person? How much did ridership increase?

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020
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Community Engagement
During transit planning efforts, Turlock Transit interfaces directly with the
community via in-person engagement activities in addition to using online
surveys and social media content. Typically, these involve pop-ups at the Roger
K. Fall Transit Center or other locations, as well as at City Hall.

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020
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Spotlight: What can community engagement from the
2019 SRTP tell us about transit marketing
opportunities?
During the 2019 SRTP planning process, we gained insight into transit marketing from
three community engagement touchpoints: two rounds of in-person engagement
activities, and an on-board survey. Key marketing related findings include:
 Website ease of use. During the first round of outreach, a relatively low proportion
of respondents said they found the Turlock Transit website easy to use (51%).
 Connections to other transit providers. During the first round of outreach, less than
half of respondents said that connections to other transit providers was easy.
 Smartphone usage and real-time information. During the on-board survey, threequarters (76%) of respondents had access to a smartphone with a data plan.
Related to this, real-time information at stops or in apps was the fourth most
requested improvement (11% of responses) during the on-board survey. As such,
services like Swiftly and Token Transit should help to increase ridership.
 Facebook and Instagram. According to the on-board survey, most riders used
either Facebook (33%) or Instagram (27%) or both. Very few riders used Twitter
(12%) or any other social media networks (8%).
 Awareness is a hurdle among nonriders. During the second round of in-person
outreach, by far the most common hurdle for using Turlock Transit among
respondents who had never used it, was that “it doesn’t come to mind as an option”
(47 out of 123 respondents).
 Stop comfort. During the first round of outreach, relatively few respondents who
used Turlock Transit agreed that “bus stops and vehicles are comfortable” (61%).
 Special events as opportunities. During the first round of outreach, people who
didn’t currently or hadn’t ever used Turlock Transit indicated that they would most
likely use it for a special event, e.g., the County Fair. This suggests that special
service should be further leveraged as an introduction to Turlock Transit for those
who are not accustomed. For example, transit training may be a helpful activity to
include as part of the special Fair service.
 Benefits that resonate. During the first round of outreach, the three most appealing
benefits of transit among all respondents—whether current riders or not—were:
(1) not having to worry about parking (61%), (2) being environmentally friendly
(48%), and (3) being able to multitask, e.g., read a book (46%).

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020
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Transit Vehicles
Turlock Transit has a fleet of 17 transit vehicles dedicated to fixed route service,
with a mix of 35’ low-floor buses and 26’ buses. Their appearance and amenities
are described below. Figure 11-6 shows what a typical Turlock Transit vehicle
looks like.
Figure 11-6

Example Turlock Transit Vehicles

Example of a 35’ bus (left) and 26’ bus (right)
Source: Nelson\Nygaard



Full wrap livery with green Turlock Transit logo on the left, right, and back
side of each vehicle, as well as the front of large buses



Phone number and website URL feature prominently on the sides of the
bus



Headsigns display the route number and name, e.g., “4 Colorado”



Air conditioning



35’ buses have bike racks with capacity for two bikes



35’ buses have low floors with ramps for wheelchairs and other mobility
devices

Opportunities


Automatic voice announcements for approaching bus stops
(“annunciators”)

Transit Stops
Bus stops are important places for both information—e.g., maps, route
numbers—and amenities, such as benches, shelter, artwork, and waste bins.

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020
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A bus stop inventory in 2017 identified the information and amenities available at
each stop, as well as ADA compliance. At a minimum, all Turlock Transit bus
stops include a Turlock Transit sign. Several stops with higher ridership or at key
locations also have a shelter, benches, system map, schedules, and waste bins.
This is true of the Roger K. Fall Transit Center.
Figure 11-7 shows four Turlock Transit bus stops, including the transit center.
Figure 11-7

Example Turlock Transit Bus Stops

Examples of different types of Turlock Transit bus stops
Source: Nelson\Nygaard

Opportunities


Bus stop signs do not clearly differentiate between Turlock Transit routes
based on route colors.



The Roger K. Fall Transit Center is relatively isolated, with almost no
adjacent pedestrian-oriented businesses or land uses. As such, it may not
feel safe for riders, particularly at night.

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020
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Most stops do not have physical maps or schedules available to consult.



Most stops do not have seating or shelters.



Shelters do not feature artwork.

MARKETING PRIORITIES
Based on the marketing assessment, we identify two primary transit marketing
priorities for Turlock Transit: (1) build awareness and support, and (2) improve
the rider experience.

1. Build Awareness and Support
This priority includes four strategies: (1) Establish regular communication among
key stakeholders; (2) Evaluate the effectiveness of promotional campaign
strategies; (3) Develop specialized transit guides and training; (4) Further
harness utility bill inserts
Figure 11-8

Strategies to Build Awareness and Support

Strategy

Rationale

Phasing

Effort

1.1 Establish regular
communication among key
stakeholders
Build a formal Turlock Transit list of
key stakeholders including contact
information. Use this list to develop
regular communication about Turlock
Transit in the form of an email
newsletter, recurring meetings, or oneon-one calls.
This strategy also includes maintaining
an inventory of non-stop locations that
have information materials—including
high schools—to ensure they remain
stocked and up to date.

Regular
communication with
key stakeholders
helps to:
 Boost the reach of
messaging and
promotion
 Keep apprised of
community goingson
 Identify and
respond to shared
community needs

Phase 1
(immediate
term)

Low

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020
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Strategy

Rationale

Phasing

Effort

1.2 Evaluate the effectiveness of
promotional campaign strategies
Use promotional campaigns to test
different strategies and measure their
impact.
For example, perhaps Facebook ads
are more effective at increasing
awareness than in-person activities.
But perhaps in-person activities result
in higher ridership gains.

Promoting transit
takes effort. This
strategy makes it
possible to:
 Learn from transit
promotion
 Increase the
benefits of transit
promotion
 Report tangibly on
promotion
outcomes

Phase 1
(immediate
term)

Low

1.3 Develop specialized transit
guides and training
Develop transit guides and training
tailored to groups that are more likely
to consider transit, notably incoming
CSU Stanislaus students, high school
students, and people who use transit
during the County Fair.

Transit guides—such Phase 2
as a guide to car-free (short term)
student living—help to
improve the visibility
of Turlock Transit
among the groups
most likely to benefit
from transit.

Medium

1.4 Further harness
utility bill inserts
Send out an annual Turlock Transit
update to the community, as a way to
highlight accomplishments from the
previous year, and key objectives for
the coming year.

Among non-riders,
awareness of Turlock
Transit as a viable
transportation option
is relatively
undeveloped.

Medium

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020

Phase 2
(short term)
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Spotlight: Who are key Turlock Transit stakeholders?
There are mutual benefits to maintaining regular communication with key
stakeholders. For instance, some represent groups that would benefit
disproportionately from transit. Others may be groups that Turlock Transit would like
to target for a specific transit marketing campaign. Examples of transit stakeholders
include:
 CSU Stanislaus students and staff
 Turlock High School and Pitman High School students, staff, and parents
 Other City of Turlock departments (Parks, Recreation & Public Facilities; Planning)
 Turlock Chamber of Commerce
 Social service providers: Valley Mountain Regional Center (VMRC), Stanislaus
County Health Services Agency (HSA), Stanislaus County Community Services,
United Samaritans Foundation, The Salvation Army Turlock Corps
 Emanuel Medical Center patients, employees, and visitors

2. Improve the Transit Rider Experience
This priority includes four strategies: (1) rebuild the Turlock Transit website; (2)
activate Roger K. Fall Transit Center; (3) refresh information materials; and
(4) invest in bus and stop amenities.
Figure 11-9

Strategies to improve the rider experience

Strategy

Rationale

2.1 Rebuild the Turlock Transit
website
Rebuild the Turlock Transit website,
including online information materials,
and the overall structure and user
experience.
Ensure that the updated website is
accessible with screen readers.

Community members Phase 2
have identified the
(short term)
Turlock Transit
website as not easy
to use.
Although all critical
information is
available currently,
the website could be
more intuitive and
stylistically consistent.

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020
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Strategy

Rationale

Phasing

Effort

2.2 Activate Roger K. Fall Transit
Center
Establish the Roger K. Fall Transit
Center as a mobility and activity hub.
Activities could include things like a
farmers market, food carts, or other
pop-up events/retail.
The availability of multiple transit
routes, bike parking, EV charging, car
parking, and open space, make the
transit center an ideal place for
temporary activities.

Despite having very
high ridership due to
transfer activity, the
Roger K. Fall Transit
Center does not have
any adjacent
pedestrian-oriented
land uses. As such, it
may not feel safe and
comfortable to many
types of riders.
Activating the transit
center space would
increase its visibility,
perceived safety, and
strategic importance
—rather than simply
serving as a transfer
point.

Phase 2
(short term)

Medium

2.3 Refresh information materials
In general, information materials have
been well-received by the community.
However, there are some
opportunities for improvement:
 Create an official style guide so that
web, print, and ad-hoc information
look consistent
 Clearly define “time point”
 Provide more information about
regional connections
 Add route number labels to routes
on the system map

Phase 2
The reasons for
refreshing information (short term)
materials are:
 Fonts and colors
used in print, web,
and ad-hoc
information aren’t
always consistent
 “Time point” is not a
self-evident term
 During outreach, a
common request
was clearer
information on
regional transfers
 Route number
labels improve
accessibility for
people with visual
impairment

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020
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Strategy

Rationale

Phasing

Effort

2.4 Invest in bus and stop amenities
This strategy involves four main
components: (1) color-coded route
labels on bus stop signs (Figure
11-10), (2) audible stop information on
buses, and (3) a local bus stop art
program.
 Add color-coded route labels to bus
stop signs (see image below)
 Identify options for adding automatic
voice announcements on buses
 Consider establishing a program to
partner with local artists to develop
unique bus stop art

During outreach, a
commonly requested
improvement involved
bus stop and vehicle
amenities.

Phase 3
(medium
term)

High

Figure 11-10

Existing and Suggested Bus Stop Route Color-Coding

Example of current black-and-white bus stop route labels (left) and suggested color-coded bus stop route labels (right)
Source: Turlock Transit and Nelson\Nygaard

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020
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12 STAFFING PLAN
Transit takes teamwork. This staffing plan describes the staff
resources Turlock Transit needs to continue delivering top
notch service.
Ridership is on the rise, and Turlock Transit will need to invest in specific skills to
help evolve with the changing technological and planning landscape. The
Staffing Plan explains how to get this done.
This chapter includes three sections: (1) summary of staffing strategies; (2) who
does what, and (3) key challenges and recommended solutions.


Summary of staffing strategies presents a high-level summary of
strategies from this chapter.



Who does what outlines Turlock Transit’s organizational structure.



Key challenges and recommended strategies identifies existing staffing
issues and how to address them.

SUMMARY OF STAFFING STRATEGIES
This Staffing Plan lays out three strategies: (1) develop in-house geographic
information systems (GIS) capacity; (2) invest pragmatically in design; and (3)
invest in technical training and workshops.
1. Develop in-house GIS capacity. GIS analysis is a core, ongoing need for
Turlock Transit.
2. Invest pragmatically in design. Use either external or in-house
resources to develop and update graphical items, such as information and
marketing materials.
3. Invest in technical training and workshops. Technical training for
internal staff will make it easier to do regular service planning and harness
investments in new technology, such as Swiftly and Token Transit.
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WHO DOES WHAT?
Turlock Transit is a division of the Development Services Department, which in
turn reports directly to the City Manager. In different organizational charts, the
division appears as “Transportation & Transit” as well as “Traffic / Transit”. We
refer to it as “Turlock Transit” throughout this document. Figure 12-1 presents the
City of Turlock organizational chart for FY2017-18 and FY2018-19, with Turlock
Transit outlined in green (“Transportation & Transit”).
Figure 12-1

Organizational Chart for the City of Turlock

Turlock Transit includes four City of Turlock staff:


Transit Manager, full-time



Transit Planner, full-time



Staff Services Technician, full time



Transit Assistant, part-time

In addition, Storer Systems operates Turlock Transit vehicles, including drivers
and dispatchers. Vehicle maintenance staff are not exclusive to Turlock Transit.

Adoption Date: February 25, 2020
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Mechanics work on all city vehicles. This staffing plan, however, focuses
primarily on City of Turlock transit planning staff.

Spotlight: Building on the 2015 SRTP
The 2015 SRTP recommends a structure that has by-and-large been implemented,
with one main exception: GIS analysis remains a missing skill among planning staff.
However, a citywide GIS needs assessment was underway in 2019, which may lead
to new capacity building and software acquisition.
Figure 12-2 shows the recommended staffing structure from the 2015 SRTP.
Figure 12-2

Recommended staffing structure, 2015 SRTP

Position

Reports to

Duties

Transit Manager

Director of
Development
Services








Budget development and administration
Procurement and grants
Service provider contract management
Regional coordination/partnerships
Capital projects
Active transportation integration

Transit
Planner/Analyst

Transit Manager







Performance monitoring
State and Federal reporting requirements
Route/schedule adjustments
GIS analysis
Google Transit Feed Specification (GTFS)
updates

Transit
Technician

Transit Manager







Bus stop database management
Point checks
Customer comments
Riders notices
Website and social media updates

Figure 12-3 presents the organizational chart for the Development Services
Department of the City of Turlock. Turlock Transit is outlined in green. It is worth
pointing out that an additional full-time role—the Staff Services Technician—was
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added to Turlock Transit in 2019. This position is not yet visible on the
organizational chart.
Figure 12-3

Organizational chart for the Development Services Departments

KEY CHALLENGES AND RECOMMENDED STRATEGIES
Based on communications with the team, Turlock Transit faces three key staffing
challenges: (1) GIS capacity; (2) graphic design capacity; and (3) new
technological and service planning opportunities.


GIS capacity: Capacity to develop and manipulate digital maps—whether
for routes, demographics, or any other geographic analysis. This includes
the datasets that underly typical GIS layers.
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Graphic design capacity: Capacity to design and update information
materials as well as marketing and external communications materials.



New technological and service planning opportunities: Turlock Transit
is taking advantage of new technologies such as Swiftly real-time
information and Token Transit to help customers pay more easily. As new
technology continues to help users and the system, it will be important to
have staff who can analyze the increasing amounts of data available to
ensure efficient operations.

Recommended Strategies


Develop in-house GIS capacity. GIS is a core, ongoing need for Turlock
Transit. All Turlock Transit staff would benefit from training in GIS and
having access to the requisite software.1 The findings from the GIS needs
assessment will help to shed light on what is possible from a software
licensing perspective. Ideally this person will also have a basic
understanding of Adobe Illustrator to help translate GIS mapping into
easy-to-read maps for the public and elected officials. See the Spotlight,
on p. 12-6, for more information on GIS for transit planning.



Invest pragmatically in design. Unlike GIS, graphic design is an
intermittent (or “lumpy”) task for a small transit agency. It tends to become
more important during key moments during the year, such as the
beginning of class for CSU Stanislaus students. As such, there are a few
options: (1) continue to use an external design contractor for designrelated needs; (2) build graphic design capacity internally, as part of an
existing role; or (3) establish a communications and design role that
covers several different departments, in order to pool resources.



Invest in technical training and workshops. This means having staff
available to take the lead on the technical side of implementing new
systems, such as Swiftly and Token Transit—as well as the service
planning implications of the newly available data and insights. In so doing,
Turlock Transit will be better positioned to translate new technology into
ridership and increased rider satisfaction.

The most common GIS software used by transit planners is ESRI ArcMap. However, alternatives exist, such as Pitney Bowes
MapInfo and QGIS. Also, Remix provides specific transit planning features, but is not a general GIS solution.

1
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Spotlight: Using Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
As mentioned above, GIS is a critical tool for transit planning. In particular, it is useful
for asset management, analysis/planning, and reporting.
 General-purpose GIS software. When determining which GIS software to use, be
agnostic about providers and first identify needs. The most common generalpurpose GIS software used by transit planners is ESRI ArcMap. However other
options exist, such as QGIS (free and open source), and MapInfo. General-purpose
GIS software is often useful for several municipal departments—e.g., planning,
public works—so licenses and GIS expertise can be shared. This is particularly
useful if a full-time GIS position is not feasible or warranted for any given
department.
 Specialized GIS software. In addition to general-purpose GIS, some transit
providers also use specialized transit planning GIS software, such as Remix. These
types of software can make transit planning much faster and more intuitive.
However, the cost of software like Remix can be prohibitive. Also it is not usually
relevant to other municipal departments. As such, sharing of resources is rarely
possible.
 Asset management. GIS should be used to assist with asset management. For
transit, this means maintaining a record of stops, route alignments, and other
facilities such as the Roger K. Fall Transit Center, in shapefile or geodatabase
format. Additional information, like the fields currently available in the stop
maintenance spreadsheet, should also be joined to GIS files in any general-purpose
GIS software.
 Analysis and planning. GIS is useful for conducting analysis and planning. For
example, it enables transit providers to understand how many people and jobs are
within walking distance of stops.
 Reporting. GIS—usually in combination with Adobe Illustrator—provides transit
planners with the ability to develop public-facing maps that can help to present
information, such as route deviations or service planning intentions.
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13 FINANCIAL PLAN
This chapter examines revenues and expenditures over the
past five years, and projects future funding (10 years).
The Financial Plan includes five parts:


Expenditures by Service Category provides an overview of
expenditures for fixed-route service and demand-response service.
“Demand-response” refers to Dial-A-Ride, including ADA paratransit.



Operating Revenues and Expenditures explains how Turlock Transit
gathers and invests funding on transit operations.



Capital Revenues and Expenditures explains capital funding and
expenses, including vehicles, facilities, and stops.



Projections: Future Revenues and Expenditures projects revenues and
expenditures ten years into the future.



Strategies highlights strategies for Turlock Transit to pursue based on
findings from this chapter.

Financial Plan Reporting and Data Sources
Turlock Transit provided annual financial reports submitted to Stanislaus Council of
Governments (StanCOG), as required in the regional funding allocation process. The
process allocates public transportation funding from the state Local Transportation
Fund (LTF) and State Transit Assistance (STA) programs. The reports include the
agency’s expenditures and revenues for two past years (actuals for the previous year
and an estimate for the current year) and one upcoming year.
This chapter summarizes data existing at the time of the report and may not directly
reference new funding sources. This is especially true for capital funding programs
that may offer one-time or near-term opportunities. Turlock Transit will continue to
monitor new funding opportunities to implement strategies identified in this plan.
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EXPENDITURES BY SERVICE CATEGORY
Figure 13-1 and Figure 13-2 show the capital and operating expenditures for
fixed-route and demand-response transit services over the past five years. Key
points include:


Roger K. Fall Transit Center construction and vehicle purchases. The
chart is notably skewed by large capital expenditures for vehicles and the
regional transit center design and construction between FY2016-17 and
FY2018-19, resulting in over $7 million in expenditures per year during
FY2017-18 and FY2018-19.



Recent network redesign. Changes in fixed-route expenditures have the
largest effect on total agency revenue and expenditures. Significant
service changes starting in FY2017-18, along with other changes in
expenditures increased the fixed-route share by 10 percentage points.

Figure 13-1

Capital and Operating Expenditures by Service Category, FY2014-15 to
FY2018-19 (Chart)
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Source: Turlock Transit Development Act Claims, FY2015-16 to FY2018-19
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Capital and Operating Expenditures by Service Category, FY2014-15 to
FY2018-19 (Table)

Fiscal Year:

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

$715,770

$882,645

$938,840

$1,686,598

$1,997,404

23%

6%

80%

18%

$610,070

$852,999

$6,082,127

$5,126,000

77%

40%

>200%

-16%

$1,060,139

$1,492,715

$1,791,839

$7,768,725

$7,123,404

$403,521

$396,877

$472,726

$489,537

$565,660

-2%

19%

4%

16%

$886,342

$21,520

$17,284

$36,502

>200%

-98%

-20%

111%

$1,283,219

$494,246

$506,821

$602,162

Fixed-Route
Operating
Year to year change
Capital

$344,369

Year to year change
Total
Demand-Response
Operating
Year to year change
Capital

$6,338

Year to year change
Total

$409,859

Source: Turlock Transit Development Act Claims Fiscal Years 2015 to 2020

Figure 13-3 summarizes operating expenditures by mode. Major service changes
starting in FY2017-18, along with other changes in expenditures, increased the
fixed-route share by 10 percentage points and increased the total operating
expenditures from approximately $940,000 to over $1.6 million. The costs reflect
system-wide route improvements and changes in service procurement. These
actions resulted in a 23% increase in ridership in fiscal year 2017-2018.
Figure 13-3
$3,000,000
$2,500,000
$2,000,000
$1,500,000
$1,000,000
$500,000
$0

Operating Expenditures by Service Category, FY2014-15 to FY2018-19

$566,000
$490,000
$397,000

$473,000

716,000

883,000

939,000

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

$404,000

Fixed Route

1,687,000

2017-18

1,997,000

2018-19

Demand Response

Source: Turlock Transit Development Act Claims Fiscal Years 2015 to 2020. Figures rounded for clarity.
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OPERATING REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES
This section describes operating revenues and expenditures for Turlock Transit,
by category, between FY2014-15 and FY2018-19.

Operating Revenues
Turlock Transit’s operating revenues are based on federal and state funding
sources, which accounted for about 80% of total revenues in fiscal year 20182019. Other revenue sources include fares, transfers from unspent California
Local Transportation Fund (LTF) revenues, advertising, and a student transit
pass program with California State University Stanislaus. Starting in fiscal year
2017-2018 Turlock Transit also added Measure L funds to the revenue mix,
accounting for 3% total revenues to date. Fares have accounted for about 11% to
15% of total operating revenue1. Figure 13-4 illustrates five years of fixed-route
operating revenues by dollar amount and the share of revenue by category.
Figure 13-4

Fixed-Route Operating Revenue, FY2014-15 to FY2018-19

$2,200,000
$2,000,000
$267,000

$1,800,000
$1,600,000
$1,400,000

$178,002

$1,200,000
$1,000,000

$257,000

$800,000
$600,000

$76,100

$262,000

$806,000
$788,000

$204,890
$770,000

$200,000

$850,000

$825,000

$252,000

$247,380

$400,000

$844,000

$932,000

$911,000
$870,000

$0

$890,000
$(117,888)

-$200,000
2014-15
Federal

2015-16
LTF

LTF Transfers

2016-17
Measure L (tax)

2017-18
Fares

2018-19
Other

Source: Turlock Transit Development Act Claims Fiscal Years 2015 to 2020

1 California transit funding rules allow for other local funds to be included with passenger fare revenue when calculating local
farebox recovery. The required farebox recovery rate is 20% in urbanized areas.
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Demand-response operating revenues show greater variation by year than fixedroute revenues. In general, the federal and state (LTF) revenues account for
about 45% and 42%, respectively (LTF revenues assumed to include both direct
share and transfers and carryovers). Fare revenue has accounted for about 6%
to 10% of total revenues over the past five years.
Figure 13-5

Demand-Response Operating Revenue, FY2014-15 to FY2018-19

$600,000
$22,800
$37,000

$500,000
$400,000
$300,000

$38,375

$43,824
$30,165

$204,219
$173,618

$20,518
$34,441
$21,748

$24,362
$26,367

$192,111

$192,935

$189,875

$52,531

$200,000
$100,000

$182,573

$0

$164,216

$212,180

$214,579

2016-17

2017-18

$255,230

$(42,143)

-$100,000
2014-15
Federal Grants

LTF

2015-16
LTF Transfers

State Transit Assistance (STA)

Fares

2018-19
Other (interest, ads)

Source: Turlock Transit Development Act Claims Fiscal Years 2015 to 2020

Operating Expenditures
In fiscal year 2018-2019 purchased transportation accounted for 58% of the total
fixed-route operating costs. This has been generally consistent over the past
three years, but a higher total share than fiscal years 2014 to 2016 by roughly
10%. This is not uncommon with transit operations across the region, as labor
and materials costs continue to rise due to inflation and an increase in service
hours by about three hours per day. The Storer Transit Systems contract with
Turlock Transit was also more expensive than the previous contract with First
Transit.
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Other major cost types include labor and fringe benefits and material and
supplies, which account for about 20% and 12% of total expenditures. The fixedroute operating expenditure types are summarized in Figure 13-6.
Figure 13-6

Fixed-Route Operating Expenditures by Category, FY2014-15 to FY2018-19
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$200,000
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46%
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$600,000

5%
9%
9%
18%

58%

60%
59%

$0
Purchased Transportation

Labor and Fringe

2016-17

2017-18
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2018-19
Services

Other

Source: Turlock Transit Development Act Claims Fiscal Years 2015 to 2020

Demand-response operating expenditure categories show a distribution with City
labor and fringe benefits accounting for a greater share of total costs, as shown
in Figure 13-7. The labor and fringe costs in the past five years range from
$140,000 to over $190,000, having decreased about 15% in 2018-2019. Given
the smaller scale operating costs, adding staff to right-size the administration and
compliance functions increased labor costs that account for a larger share of
overall operating expenditures.
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Demand-Response Operating Expenditures by Category, FY2014-15 to
FY2018-19
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CAPITAL REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES
This section describes Turlock Transit’s capital revenues and expenditures, by
category, for FY2014-15 through FY2018-19.

Capital Revenues and Expenditures
Capital revenues and expenditures have greater variability by year compared to
operating expenditures, because of the intermittent purchases capital items
require. Turlock’s capital transit revenues are relatively broadly allocated across
different sources, including federally appropriated funds, California Proposition
1B funds, and the state LTF, with occasional local financial support (fiscal years
ending 2017 and 2018). Federal funds accounted for about $7.5 million dollars
used for the transit center design and construction.
The transit center has had the greatest impact on capital expenditures in the past
two years, which was also driven up over the past three years, with over $3.3
million for vehicle purchases. Capital expenditures also reflect significant recent
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investments in equipment and materials, which includes a mobile ticketing
service (Token Transit) and vehicle location equipment and software to support
service operations and planning (Global Positioning System and Swiftly).
Figure 13-8

Fixed-Route Capital Revenue and Expenditures by Year

Fiscal Year:

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

Federal

$208,921

$47,725

$211,661

$4,461,789

$3,500,000

Proposition 1B

$417,527

$235,854

$49,762

$550,462

$606,835

Local Transportation
Fund

$163,243

$663,119

$553,044

$434,410

$808,902

LTF Transfers

$(96,389)

$(336,628)

$38,532

$613,859

$210,263

$349,234

$220,025

Revenue

Local funds
Total

$1,767
$344,369

$610,070

$1,202,233

$6,280,545

$5,126,000

$265,372

$84,674

$269,763

$5,073,197

$2,135,000

$10,374

$243,329

$8,000

$986

$343,906

$547,788

$2,450,000

$352,335

$137,164

$77,125

$335,000

$44,256

$102,894

$39,000

Expenditures
Facilities
Bus Stops
Revenue Vehicles
Equipment and
Materials

$55,137

Non-Revenue
Vehicles
Planning

$204

$150,553

$46,026

$1,535

$100,000

Other

$23,656

$21,522

$1,510

$36,259

$59,000

Total

$344,369

$610,070

$852,999

$6,082,127

$5,126,000

Demand-response revenues and expenditures are focused primarily on revenue
vehicles. These purchases are linked directly to funds from Proposition 1B.
Other expenditures account for about $20,000 per year, as shown in Figure 13-9.
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Demand-Response Capital Revenue and Expenditures by Year

Fiscal Year:

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

$173,088

$20,000

$(164,104)

$16,502

$8,300

$0

$21,520

$17,284

$36,502

$79

$17,196

Revenue
Proposition 1B

$872,586

Local Transportation Fund
LTF Transfers

$4,818

$13,756

Local funds

$1,520

Total

$6,338

$886,342

$6,000

$6,000

$21,520

Expenditures
Facilities
Revenue Vehicles

$872,586

Equipment and Materials
Other (incl. Transit Center)
Total

$15,376
$338
$6,338

$878,586

$6,502

$6,065

$88

$30,000

$21,520

$17,284

$36,502

PROJECTIONS: FUTURE REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES
Turlock Transit is in good financial position looking towards the next decade of
providing transportation services. Historical funding data provides a basis from
which to project future revenues and expenditures. This information is intended
to support the city’s financial sustainability and provide context and information
for annual budgeting procedures and funding applications to federal, state, and
regional transit programs.

The financial projections reflect several assumptions:


Based on historical data. They are a snapshot of an ongoing process.
Figures are based on historical data. Funding program targets, allocations,
and revenues may change over time, and should be adjusted and revised
as needed. Proposition 1B funds were awarded for one-time capital
expenditures such as the Transit Center; these funds are nearly all
expended, and are therefore not included in the projection.



Revenue growth of 2.3%. Operating revenues are expected to grow at
2.33% annually between 2020 and 2030. This reflects expected growth in
funding apportionments based on population and ridership, and
background economic growth as reflected in the US Bureau of Labor
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Statistics’ Consumer Price Index, considering rates for all goods, the
transportation sector, and gasoline. The annual adjustment rate does not
reflect major service or funding changes, but rather a “business as usual”
growth rate.


Varying fixed-route expenditure growth rates. Fixed-route expenditures
are expected to grow at different rates by category, also based on the
Consumer Price Index. Labor and services are assumed to grow 2.33%
annually, as described above. Purchased transportation is expected to
increase by 2.1% annually, reflecting the index for the transportation
sector. Materials and supplies is assumed to grow by 2.0% annually,
reflecting the index for gasoline prices.



Additional fare revenue. Implementing recommendations from the 2019
Fare Analysis Final Report is expected to increase revenue by 22% in
2019-2020, or about $28,000 in additional annual fares.



Zero-emission buses and charging. Zero-emission buses and charging
infrastructure will not require significantly larger capital expenditures than
what is currently budgeted for CNG vehicles. When Turlock Transit needs
to transition to zero-emission vehicles in 2029, there may be price
reductions in the California market as more agencies purchase battery
electric vehicles. Furthermore, there may be statewide funding
opportunities to support implementing the zero-emissions requirements.

The following figures summarize the operating and capital revenues and
expenditures, for both fixed-route and demand-response service.
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Projections for Fixed-Route Operations
Figure 13-10
Fiscal Year:
Revenue
Federal
LTF
Measure L
Fares
Misc/ Other
Total
Expenditures
Purchased
Transportation
Labor and
Fringe
Materials &
Supplies
Services
Other
Total

Fixed-Route Transit Operations Revenue and Expenditure Projections
2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

2023-24

2024-25

2025-26

2026-27

2027-28

2028-29

2029-30

$870,000
$819,000
$51,200

$890,000
$838,000
$52,400

$911,000
$858,000
$53,600

$932,000
$878,000
$54,800

$954,000
$898,000
$56,100

$976,000
$919,000
$57,400

$999,000
$940,000
$58,700

$1,022,000
$962,000
$60,100

$1,046,000
$984,000
$61,500

$1,070,000
$1,007,000
$62,900

$252,000

$257,000

$262,000

$267,000

$272,000

$277,000

$282,000

$287,000

$292,000

$297,000

$35,800

$36,600

$37,500

$38,400

$39,300

$40,200

$41,100

$42,100

$43,100

$44,100

$2,028,000

$2,074,000

$2,122,100

$2,170,200

$2,219,400

$2,269,600

$2,320,800

$2,373,200

$2,426,600

$2,481,000

$1,184,000

$1,209,000

$1,234,000

$1,260,000

$1,286,000

$1,313,000

$1,341,000

$1,369,000

$1,398,000

$1,427,000

$425,000

$435,000

$445,000

$455,000

$466,000

$477,000

$488,000

$499,000

$511,000

$523,000

$224,000

$228,000

$233,000

$238,000

$243,000

$248,000

$253,000

$258,000

$263,000

$268,000

$130,000
$77,000
$2,040,000

$133,000
$79,000
$2,084,000

$136,000
$81,000
$2,129,000

$139,000
$83,000
$2,175,000

$142,000
$85,000
$2,222,000

$145,000
$87,000
$2,270,000

$148,000
$89,000
$2,319,000

$151,000
$91,000
$2,368,000

$155,000
$93,000
$2,420,000

$159,000
$95,000
$2,472,000

Notes: All figures in 2019 dollars.
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Projections for Demand-Response Operations
Figure 13-11
Fiscal Year:
Revenue

Demand-Response Operations Revenues and Expenditures
2019-20

2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

2023-24

2024-25

2025-26

2026-27

2027-28

2028-29

2029-30

Federal Grants

$256,000

$262,000

$268,000

$274,000

$280,000

$286,000

$293,000

$300,000

$307,000

$314,000

$321,000

LTF

$235,000

$240,000

$246,000

$252,000

$258,000

$264,000

$270,000

$276,000

$282,000

$288,000

$295,000

State Transit
Assistance
(STA)

$10,000

$10,000

$10,000

$10,000

$10,000

$10,000

$10,000

$10,000

$10,000

$10,000

$10,000

Fares

$38,000

$39,000

$40,000

$41,000

$42,000

$43,000

$44,000

$45,000

$46,000

$47,000

$48,000

Other (interest,
ads)

$24,000

$25,000

$26,000

$27,000

$28,000

$29,000

$30,000

$31,000

$32,000

$33,000

$34,000

Total
Expenditures
Purchased
Transportation
Labor &Fringe
Materials
Services
Other
Total

$563,000

$576,000

$590,000

$604,000

$618,000

$632,000

$647,000

$662,000

$677,000

$692,000

$708,000

$306,000

$312,000

$319,000

$326,000

$333,000

$340,000

$347,000

$354,000

$361,000

$369,000

$377,000

$184,000
$58,000
$10,000
$5,000
$563,000

$188,000
$59,000
$10,000
$5,000
$574,000

$192,000
$60,000
$10,000
$5,000
$586,000

$196,000
$61,000
$10,000
$5,000
$598,000

$201,000
$62,000
$10,000
$5,000
$611,000

$206,000
$63,000
$10,000
$5,000
$624,000

$211,000
$64,000
$10,000
$5,000
$637,000

$216,000
$65,000
$10,000
$5,000
$650,000

$221,000
$66,000
$10,000
$5,000
$663,000

$226,000
$67,000
$10,000
$5,000
$677,000

$231,000
$68,000
$10,000
$5,000
$691,000
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Projections for Fixed-Route and Demand Response Capital
Figure 13-12
Fiscal Year:
Revenue
Grants or Other
Funds2
LTF

Transit Capital Revenue and Expenditure Projection
2019-20

2020-21

2021-22

$1,200,0003

$375,000

$450,000

$450,000

$300,000

$0

$450,000

$1,950,000

$825,000

$450,000

$450,000

$25,000

$25,000

$25,000

$25,000

$25,000

$1,950,000

$750,000

$450,000

From Reserve
Total
Expenditures
Facilities & Stops
Revenue Vehicles
Non Revenue
Vehicles

2022-23

2023-24

$425,000

Total

$450,000

1,975,000

Reserve Balance

$425,000

$125,000

2025-26

2026-27

2027-28

2028-29

2029-30
$2,100,000

$450,000

$450,000

$50,000

To reserve

2024-25

$450,000

$450,000

$450,000

$450,000

$450,000

$450,000

$300,000

$775,000

$450,000

$750,000

$1,225,000

$450,000

$450,000

$3,625,000

$25,000

$25,000

$25,000

$25,000

$25,000

$25,000

$750,000

$1,200,000

$1,075,000

$3,600,000

$50,000

$50,000
$375,000

$425,000

$425,000

$425,000

$375,000

$825,000

$450,000

$450,000

$450,000

$775,000

$1,225,000

$450,000

$450,000

$3,625,000

$125,000

$550,000

$975,000

$1,350,000

$1,050,000

$275,000

$650,000

$1,075,000

$0

Note: All figures in 2019 dollars and are used for estimating and planning purposes only.

2
3

Grants and Other Funds amounts represent revenues needed to cover planned expenses shown in this table. The actual source has not been determined.
The capital funds in 2021 include a $600,000 grant from Federal CMAQ funds, and a $600,000 State Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities grant.
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STRATEGIES
This section presents six recommended strategies for Turlock Transit (Figure
13-13): (1) consider grant programs for vehicle replacement; (2) explore new
funding sources; (3) purchase vehicles off cycle; (4) explore partnerships; (5)
extend the useful life of vehicles; and (6) coordinate paratransit contracting with
other Stanislaus County transit agencies
Figure 13-13

Strategies to Reduce Expenditures and Increase Revenue
Financial
Impact

Strategy

Rationale

1. Consider grant
programs for vehicle
replacement

 Vehicle replacement costs near
the year 2030, when the 26-foot
and 35-foot buses reach the
end of their useful life and must
be replaced by electric vehicles,
will require over $3 million.

Increase
revenue

Continuous

2. Explore new funding
sources

 Federal, state, and local
programs that offset operating
and capital expenses can mean
an improved experience for
riders.
 Grants for sidewalk or roadway
improvements can help improve
access to transit.

Increase
revenue

Continuous

 To reduce the effort to turn the
fleet over in a short amount of
time.
 To reduce the need to purchase
several vehicles at the same
time—and the associated
financial impact.

Decrease
expenditures

As needed

Note that in addition to
traditional funding sources,
carbon credits, such as Low
Carbon Fuel Standard credits
are a potentially relevant new
funding source.

3. Purchase vehicles off
cycle
This means purchasing
vehicles incrementally, when
possible and given funding
availability.
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Financial
Impact

Strategy

Rationale

4. Explore additional
partnerships

 Local organizations and
Decrease
businesses can help provide
expenditures
financial support that can come
in the way of cost sharing, and
marketing and messaging.
 Partnerships with other local
transit agencies provides the
potential to reduce the
operating costs where programs
overlap such as marketing and
paratransit policies.

Continuous

5. Extend the useful life
of vehicles

 Extending the useful life of
vehicles can help spread
replacement costs over time
and reduce the annual need to
hold funds in reserve.

Decrease
expenditures

Continuous

6. Coordinate
paratransit contracting
with other Stanislaus
County transit agencies

 Turlock Transit’s Dial-A-Ride
(demand-response) operating
costs are considerably higher
than its peers and other
Stanislaus transit providers.
Coordinated contracting is one
way to bring demand-response
costs in line with other
providers.

Decrease
expenditures

Phase 1
(immediate
term)
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INTRODUCTION
In February 2019, Nelson\Nygaard conducted a rider survey on board the fixedroute system. The purpose was to paint a picture of current riders, and better
understand how they use and perceive Turlock Transit.
This section summarizes the results of the survey. It is organized into four
sections: (1) information about data collection, (2) respondent demographics, (3)
respondent trip characteristics, and (4) respondent satisfaction and desired
improvements.

INFORMATION ABOUT DATA COLLECTION


Surveys were administered on February 11, 12, and 13, 2019 on all six
bus routes, covering all time periods across the three days.



The survey had 19 questions, and was available in English and Spanish.



There were 237 respondents who filled out the survey. This is nearly half
of the average weekday ridership for the entire system.



Although there is no way to verify whether sampling was representative,
the response rate was sufficient for statistical significance systemwide,
within a 5% margin of error, 19 times out of 20.



All findings in this section are aggregated and anonymized in order to
maintain confidentiality.

RESPONDENT DEMOGRAPHICS
Respondent demographic information includes age, gender, frequency of transit
use, language spoken at home, student and employment status, income, vehicle
access, smartphone use, social network preferences, and accessing Turlock
Transit information.

What is your age?
The age distribution of surveyed riders is shown in Figure 1. Respondents were
most likely to fall into the 30-64 age range. However, this range has the largest
number of years within it. As such, when normalizing by the number of years
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within each age range1, respondents were more likely to fall into the “18-29” and
“under 18” age ranges.
Figure 1

Age (%)
38%

40%

34%

30%
17%

20%

11%
10%
0%
Under 18

18-29

30-64

65+

n=211

What is your gender?
Approximately 57% of respondents were female, while 43% were male. No riders
identified as non-binary (Figure 2).
Figure 2

Gender (%)

43%

Female
57%

Male

n=210

How frequently do you use Turlock Transit?
The majority of respondents were frequent transit riders, with more than threequarters (77%) taking transit three days a week or more (Figure 3).

1 The “Under 18” range assumes that only people aged 11-17 filled out the survey (middle and high school age). The
“65+” age range assumes a life expectancy of 78, which is the average for Stanislaus County.
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Frequency of Riding Transit (Days per Week) (%)
32%

35%
30%
25%
20%
13%

15%
10%

6%

5%

15%

14%

3

4

16%

4%

0%
Less than once
a week

1

2

5

6

n=214

What language do you speak at home?
Approximately four out of five (78%) of respondents speak English at home, with
the balance being Spanish (18%) and other (3%) (Figure 4). Other stated
languages included Farsi, Punjabi, German, Portuguese, and “Indian”. While the
survey did not ask about English language proficiency, many people who speak
Spanish at home chose to take the survey in English. Figure 5 shows the ratio of
surveys received by language.
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Language Spoken at
Home (%)

Figure 5

Survey Response
Language (%)

3%
7%
18%

78%

English

Spanish

93%

English

Other

Spanish

n=237

n=212

Are you a student?
Non-students made up 54% of respondents, while college and university
students accounted for 28% of respondents. The remainder (18%) were middle
school and high school students. The total number of student riders is relatively
large (46%). Figure 6 presents the share of respondents by student status.
Figure 6

Student Status (%)

Not a student

28%

54%
18%

Middle or high school
student
College or university
student

n=207

Are you employed?
Nearly one-third (29%) of respondents were employed full- or part-time, while the
same proportion is either “not employed” or “retired or semi-retired” (Figure 7).
The remainder were only students (42%). For the purposes of Figure 7, working
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students were counted as “employed full time” or “employed part time”
respectively.
Figure 7
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Employment Status (%)
42%

16%

Student only

Employed full time

18%
13%

Employed part time

11%

Not employed

Retired or semi retired

n=207

What is your income?
Nearly half (47%) of respondents made less than $1,000 per month (Figure 8).
Among those who specified an income level, only 5% made $3,000 a month or
more.
For context, the 2019 federal poverty guideline is $12,490 for a one-person
household, which is roughly $1,000 per month. The median household income in
Turlock was $53,661 according to the 2013-2017 ACS. The survey did not ask
how many people were in the respondent’s household.
Figure 8
50%

Monthly Before-Tax Income (%)
47%

40%
27%

30%
20%

15%

10%

6%

5%

$2,000 - $2,999

$3,000+

0%
Under $1,000

$1,000 - $1,999

Did not answer

n=237
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Do you have access to a vehicle?
Exactly three-quarters of respondents (75%) did not have access to a vehicle. An
additional 19% had only occasional access to a vehicle (Figure 9).
Figure 9

Access to a Vehicle (%)

7%
19%

No
Yes, but not always
Yes, for myself
75%

n=213

Do you use a smartphone?
More than three-quarters of respondents (76%) had access to a smart phone
with a data plan (Figure 10). The remainder (24%) did not.
Figure 10

Use of Smartphones with a Data Plan (%)

24%
No smartphone access
Own a smartphone with
data plan
76%

n=209

What social networks do you use?
Respondents were more likely to use Facebook (33%) and Instagram (27%) than
Twitter (12%). Very few respondents used other social media networks, and
nearly one in five (19%) did not use any social media. Snapchat was mentioned
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eight times as an “other” social network. Figure 11 presents the share of
respondents who use each social media network.
Figure 11

Use of Social Networks (%)
33%

35%

27%

30%
25%

19%

20%
12%

15%
10%

4%

4%

Reddit

Other

5%
0%
Facebook

Instagram

Twitter

Do not use social
media

n=290 (multiple responses permitted, n=193 unique respondents)

Where do you get information about Turlock Transit?
Figure 12 shows how respondents access information about the system.
Respondents were able to select multiple responses. The most common
responses were “search engine” (30%) and “smartphone app” (20%). While the
survey asked respondents to fill in the smartphone app they used to get transit
information, Google Maps was the only app specified by respondents. Notably,
the paper rider guide received 14% of responses.
Figure 12

Methods of Accessing Information about Turlock Transit (%)

40%
30%
20%

30%
20%

10%

14%

10%

0%

9%

6%

4%

3%

0%

3%

n=268 (multiple responses permitted, 207 unique respondents)
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RESPONDENT TRIP CHARACTERISTICS
This section provides information about respondents’ trips: time, route, transfers,
trip purpose, and fare payment type.

When did you board the bus?
Survey responses were provided throughout the entire day, although the number
of responses drops considerably after 5:00 p.m. (Figure 13), with the decrease in
evening bus ridership.
Figure 13
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Number of Respondents by Boarding Time
26

24

25

22
18

14

16

13

12

22
13
9

7
1

1

n = 223

Which route are you on?
Between 32 and 47 responses were collected on each route (Figure 14).
Figure 14
50

Number of Respondents by Route
47

43

40

42
36

32

37

30
20
10
0
1: Countryside
(Red)

2: Geer (Yellow)

3: Olive (Green)

4: Colorado (Blue) 5: Lander (Orange)

6: Soderquist
(Purple)

n=237
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Does this trip include a transfer?
Over half of respondents’ trips (54%) involved a transfer, most of which occurred
within the Turlock Transit system (49%) (Figure 15).
Figure 15

Respondents Whose Trip Includes a Transfer (%)

5%
No Transfer
46%
49%

Turlock Transit
Transfer
StaRT Transfer

n=231

What is the purpose of this trip?
Riders were asked the purpose of their trip and were able to select more than
one response, as shown in Figure 16. The highest reason for riding was to go to
school or college (34%).
Figure 16
40%

Trip Purpose (%)
34%

30%
20%

20%

18%
11%

10%

7%

5%

4%

Other

Visiting friends
or family

0%
School or
College

Shopping or
grocery store

Work

Medical or Going out for fun
dental
appointment

n=275 (multiple responses permitted, n=224 unique respondents)

How did you pay your fare?
The vast majority of riders pay their fare with cash (48%), a CSU Stanislaus
student ID (23%), or a monthly pass (18%) as shown in Figure 17.
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Fare Payment Type (%)

48%

23%

Cash

18%

CSU
Turlock
Stanislaus
Transit
student ID monthly pass

3%

3%

3%

Turlock
Transit
transfer

Other

Turlock
Transit day
pass

2%

2%

Turlock
Turlock
Transit
Transit
single trip stored value
pass
card

1%
StaRT
transfer

n=233

RESPONDENT SATISFACTION AND DESIRED
IMPROVEMENTS
This section examines respondents’ level of satisfaction with Turlock Transit, as
well as desired improvements.

How satisfied are you with Turlock Transit?
Respondents rated their overall satisfaction with Turlock Transit by selecting a
smiling face, a neutral face, or a frowning face. Nine out of ten respondents
chose the smiling face (90%), indicating a broad level of satisfaction with Turlock
Transit. In Figure 18, we translated the pictorial responses into “Good,” “Fair,”
and “Poor”.
Figure 18

Overall Rating of Turlock Transit (%)
1%
9%
Good
Fair
Poor
90%

n=232
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What improvements are important to you?
Respondents were asked to pick up to three improvements to Turlock Transit,
the results of which are shown in Figure 19. The most popular response was
“Sunday service” (18%), followed by “more Saturday service”, “later service”, and
“real-time information, at stops or in an app,” at 11% each. All other potential
improvements had less than 10% of responses. Notably, seven respondents
went out of their way to provide positive comments about Turlock Transit in the
“other” field.
Figure 19
20%

Desired Turlock Transit Improvements (%)

18%

15%
11%

11%

10%

11%
9%

9%

8%

8%
6%

5%

3%

3%

3%

1%

0%

n=506 (multiple responses permitted, n=215 unique respondents)

Service to New Areas
For the question above, 8% of respondents included “service to new areas.” For
this answer, respondents were asked to specify where they wanted new service.
More than half of those who specified suggested west of Highway 99, particularly
Costco and Regal Cinema. Figure 20 presents the areas specified by
respondents. It is worth pointing out that 33 out of 237 respondents desired
service to new areas – not a high number relative to other desired improvements.
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Desired Service to New Areas (%)

80%
60%

58%

40%
18%

20%

6%

6%

Amtrak Station

Flea Market

12%

0%
West of 99 (Costco,
Regal Cinemas)

Other Cities

Other

n=33
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Turlock Transit Fare Analysis is a comprehensive analysis of Turlock
Transit’s current fare system, including fare structure, policies, and technologies
for both fixed-route and dial-a-ride services. This report is a stand-alone
document accompanying the larger Short Range Transit Plan (SRTP) planning
effort. This report includes a comprehensive analysis of Turlock Transit’s existing
fare structure, pricing, and policies, a review of peer agencies fare-related
practices, a summary of industry best practices related to fares, estimated
impacts on ridership and revenue related to potential fare changes, and
recommendations for changes to the existing fare structure and fare policies.
Pursuant to the Transportation Development Act (TDA), Turlock Transit must
maintain a farebox recovery ratio of at least 20% for fixed route services and
10% for complementary ADA paratransit services to qualify for state funding.
This Fare Analysis seeks to assess the potential impacts of a fare adjustment on
reaching this farebox recovery goal, as well as the potential impacts to overall
ridership and revenue.
This report provides recommendations for fare pricing and structure, fare policy
changes, and fare-related technology for Turlock Transit. Fare recommendations
incorporate results from reviewing peer agency best practices, evaluation of fare
scenarios, and refining concepts with Turlock Transit staff. Key recommendations
include adjustments to base fare and pass pricing; pursuing regional consistency
in fare policy, structure, and technology; integrating transfer policies with other
regional agencies; and expanding bulk pass programs with employers and
institutions in the region.

FARE ANALYSIS GOALS
The overall purpose of this analysis is to evaluate the current condition of Turlock
Transit’s fare structure and policies and to develop recommendations to
encourage ridership growth, improve farebox recovery, and evaluate regional
fare structure options.
A series of identified goals for the fare analysis include the following:
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Encourage ridership growth. To the extent feasible, the analysis should
review ways for the fare structure to encourage ridership growth.



Meet mandated farebox recovery goals. Turlock Transit increased
revenue hours by 44% from 2016 to 2017, significantly increasing
operating costs and decreasing the farebox recovery ratio. While ridership
growth is important, Turlock Transit must comply with statewide farebox
recovery mandates, and this analysis will investigate feasible options for
increasing farebox recovery.



Evaluate considerations for a regional fare structure. Existing fares
and fare payment systems are largely uncoordinated, resulting in a
confusing rider transition from local to regional transit and vice versa. This
fare analysis is an excellent opportunity for Turlock Transit to consider
options for improved regional coordination, including the fare structure,
fare technology, and interagency transfers. Recent opportunities related to
mobile ticketing initiatives will also be evaluated.



Consider impacts to low-income riders. Much of Turlock Transit’s
current ridership base is low-income, and the fare analysis should
consider impacts for these riders when considering price increases. This
evaluation should also review impacts of past “Fare Free July” promotions.



Review and update relevant fare policies. The fare analysis should
evaluate existing fare policies, as well as making suggestions for
guidelines such as when future fare increases should be considered.
Suggestions for future fare agreement contracts and re-negotiations
should also be provided.

REPORT ORGANIZATION
This Final Report is a presentation of the findings and recommendations from the
Turlock Transit SRTP Fare Analysis. In addition to this Introduction, the report is
organized into five chapters:


Chapter 2 Existing Conditions. This chapter summarizes the key
findings from the evaluation of the existing fare structure and policies,
ridership, and general operating context.



Chapter 3 Peer Review. This chapter summarizes an assessment of peer
agency fares, fare structure, policies, and distribution network to
determine best practices and alignment with Turlock Transit.
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Chapter 4 Best Practices. This chapter provides an evaluation of fare
policies and best practices across the transit industry that are of particular
interest to Turlock Transit. Topics addressed include implementing fare
adjustments, bulk pass programs, and fare technology adoption.



Chapter 5 Fare Scenarios. This section introduces a range of fare
scenarios to demonstrate the ridership and revenue impacts of potential
fare structure and policy changes.



Chapter 6 Recommendations. The final chapter provides fare
recommendations that incorporate results from reviewing peer agency
best practices, evaluation of fare scenarios, and refining concepts with
Turlock Transit.
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2 EXISTING CONDITIONS
This chapter summarizes the key findings of the existing conditions analysis,
including takeaways regarding Turlock Transit’s fare structure and policies,
ridership, and regional connections and opportunities.

FARE STRUCTURE
Turlock Transit offers single ride fares and unlimited ride passes for fixed-route
transit services. The current Turlock Transit fixed-route fare structure, including
fare type, fare category, and price, is detailed in Figure 2-1.
Figure 2-1

Turlock Transit Fixed-Route Fare Structure

Rider

Single Trip

Day Pass

31-Day Pass

Fixed-Route
Regular

$1.50

$3.50

$50.00

Discount, applies to:
 Seniors 65 and over
 Persons with disabilities
 Medicare cardholders
 Honorably-discharged military veterans

$0.75

$1.75

$25.00

Student
K-12 students with a valid student ID

$1.20

$2.80

$40.00

Children
Ages 0-5, limited to two per paid adult

Free

-

-

Transfers
Valid for 60 minutes from time of ticket
purchase

Free

-

-

Source: Turlock Transit, 2019
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The dial-a-ride fare structure, shown in Figure 2-2, offers different one-way fares
for ADA eligible passengers, the general public, elementary school students, and
children under 6. Additionally, Turlock Transit offers group rate discounts for
reservations with multiple riders on the ADA eligible service. For example, a
reservation for one rider would cost $2.50 per passenger per trip, but a
reservation for two riders would cost $1.50 per passenger per trip. These group
rate discounts do not apply to trips taken by the general public or elementary
school students.
Figure 2-2

Turlock Transit Dial-a-Ride Fare Structure

Rider

Single
Passenger

Two
Passengers

Three (or more)
Passengers

Dial-a-Ride
 Seniors 65 and over
 Persons with disabilities

$2.50

$1.50

$1.00

General Public (outside Zone 1)

$3.50

--

--

Elementary School Students

$3.00

--

--

Children ages 0-5

Free

--

--

Source: Turlock Transit, 2019

Turlock Transit dial-a-ride service is organized around three service zones, as
shown in Figure 2-3. For trips staying inside the fixed-route service area (Zone
1), dial-a-ride service is available only to passengers who have received ADA
paratransit eligibility, 65 years of age or older, Medicare card holders, and
elementary school students. Dial-a-ride trips traveling outside of Zone 1 are
available to the general public.
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Turlock Transit Dial-a-Ride Zones

Source: Turlock Transit, 2019
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Service and ridership significantly increased between 2016 and 2017.
Revenue hours of service, as shown in Figure 2-4, were relatively consistent
between 2007 and 2011, ranging between about 14,000 and 13,000 revenue
hours per year. Revenue hours decreased to about 11,000 between 2012 and
2014 before beginning to increase again. There was a significant increase in
revenue hours between 2016 and 2017, increasing from 13,000 to 18,600, a
roughly 44% increase. This increase in revenue hours has also contributed to
higher annual operating costs.
Figure 2-4

Turlock Transit Annual Revenue Hours, 2007-2017

20,000

Annual Revenue Hours

18,000
16,000

Average 13,238

14,000
12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Source: NTD (2007-2017)
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Similar to revenue hours, ridership was relatively flat between Fiscal Year (FY)
2009-2010 and FY 2016-2017. During this period, Turlock Transit was called
BLAST and the service included four one-way loops. Starting in 2017, Turlock
Transit’s routes were restructured to their current configuration, with a large
increase in levels of service. Total annual ridership increased by 23% between
FY 2016-2017 and FY 2017-2018. Figure 2-5 presents total annual ridership for
the past ten years.
Figure 2-5

Annual Boardings, FY 2009-2010 to FY 2017-2018

160,000

144,648

140,000
120,000
100,000

99,802

104,332

100,899

108,401

106,256

106,831

111,040

117,370

80,000
60,000
40,000
20,000
2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018
Source: Turlock Transit, fiscal year ridership

Farebox recovery ratio has been around 15% since 2011, short of the
20% needed to qualify for state funding.
Farebox recovery ratio has fluctuated between 2007 and 2017 with an average of
about 15 percent, shown in Figure 2-6. Farebox recovery reached a high of 18%
in 2008 following a significant fare increase before declining for two consecutive
years as ridership decreased. Farebox recovery increased in 2011, following
another fare increase, and was consistently in the range of 14% to 16% since.
Despite the significant increase in ridership, farebox recovery ratio has remained
relatively unchanged following the service increase in 2016-2017. It appears that
the increase in operating costs associated with the service expansion has offset
additional revenue generated by the increased ridership.
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Turlock Transit Fixed-Route Farebox Recovery Ratio, 2007-2017

20%

Farebox Recovery Ratio

18%

Average, 15%

16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Source: NTD (2007-2017), Turlock Transit TDA Claims (2015-2017)

The majority of trips (54%) required a transfer and nearly half of riders
(48%) pay with cash.
In February 2019, a rider survey was conducted on board the fixed-route system.
The purpose was to paint a picture of current riders, and better understand how
they use and perceive Turlock Transit. Surveys were administered on February
11, 12, and 13, 2019 on all six bus routes, covering all time periods across the
three days. The survey had 19 questions and was available in English and
Spanish. There were 237 respondents who filled out the survey.
Over half of respondents’ trips (54%) involved a transfer, most of which occurred
within the Turlock Transit system (49%) (Figure 2-7). The vast majority of riders
pay their fare with cash (48%), a CSU Stanislaus student ID (23%), or a monthly
pass (18%), as shown in Figure 2-8.
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Respondents Whose Trip Includes a Transfer (%)
StaRT Transfer
5%

No Transfer
46%
Turlock Transit
Transfer
49%

n=231

Figure 2-8

Fare Payment Type (%)

60%
50%

48%

40%
30%

23%
18%

20%
10%

3%

3%

Turlock
Transit
transfer

Other

3%

2%

2%

1%

0%
Cash

CSU
Turlock
Stanislaus Transit
student ID monthly
pass

Turlock
Turlock
Turlock
StaRT
Transit
Transit
Transit
transfer
day pass single trip stored
pass value card

n=233
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A Fare Free Service pilot project significantly increased ridership.
In July 2018, ridership increased dramatically on Route 2 (Figure 2-9Error!
Reference source not found.). This was largely due to promotional measures
taken by Turlock Transit during the 2018 Stanislaus County Fair, when service
on Route 2 Geer (yellow) came twice as often (approximately every 15 minutes),
remained running later at night, and was free to use.
The fare free promotional program has been generally regarded as a success
that will continue in the future as long as funding is available. The results of this
promotional pilot program demonstrate the impacts of fares and service
frequency on ridership—lower fares and more frequent service generally result in
higher ridership.
Figure 2-9

Total Monthly Boardings, By Route, Calendar Year 2017 and 2018

20,000
18,000
16,000
14,000
12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
2017

2018
1

2

3

4

5

6

Source: Turlock Transit GenFare boarding data, January 1, 2017 through December 31, 2018
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REGIONAL CONNECTIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Turlock Transit provides fixed-route service within Turlock only. Other transit
agencies provide regional services for residents, students and employees who
are traveling between Turlock and other communities. The interactions between
Turlock Transit and other agencies in the region provide an opportunity to align
fares, foster regional cooperation, and integrate fare policies.

Stanislaus Regional Transit (StaRT)
StaRT is the regional transit agency for Stanislaus County. Four of StaRT’s fixedroutes serve Turlock (10, 15, 45E and the Commuter Route), and the area is also
served by the Turlock/Modesto Shuttle, a general public demand-response
service that operates at select times each day. All routes provide service Monday
through Friday, with fewer trips on Saturdays, and no service on Sundays.
StaRT’s fare structure and policies are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3.
Additional detail is provided in Figure 2-10 and Figure 2-11.
Figure 2-10

StaRT Service in Turlock

Route

Cities

Monday-Friday

Saturday

Route 10

Turlock – Modesto via CA-99

16 roundtrips

-

Route 15

Turlock – Ceres – Modesto

12 roundtrips

8 roundtrips

Route 45E

Turlock – Patterson

8 roundtrips

4 roundtrips

Commuter

Turlock – Patterson –
Dublin/Pleasanton BART

1 roundtrip

-

Turlock/Modesto
Shuttle

Modesto, Ceres, Keyes, Turlock
and Denair

4 roundtrips

3 roundtrips
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StaRT System Map

Source: Stanislaus Regional Transit
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Each StaRT route has a different alignment in Turlock. Figure 2-12 displays the
alignments for routes 10, 15, and 45.
Figure 2-12

Turlock Route Alignments, StaRT Routes 10 (Left), 15 (Center), and 45
(Right)

Merced Regional Transit System (The Bus)
The Merced Regional Transit System (“The Bus”) provides regional transit within
Merced County, south of Turlock. In addition to providing local service within
several of the county’s cities, The Bus operates several intercity routes.
One of those routes—known as the Turlock Commuter—provides service
between Merced and Turlock, with service through Atwater, Livingstone, and
Delhi. Service operates seven days a week, approximately every hour. On
Saturdays and Sundays, there are four trips to Turlock and three trips to Merced.
The Turlock Commuter serves four stops in Turlock:


Monte Vista Avenue and Countryside Drive (Target)



Monte Vista Avenue and Crowell Road (near CSU Stanislaus)



Roger K. Fall Transit Center



Fulkerth Road and Countryside Drive (Walmart)

Additional detail about The Bus service is provided in Figure 2-13 and Figure
2-14.
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Merced The Bus Turlock Commuter Schedule
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Merced The Bus Turlock Commuter Route Map
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3 PEER REVIEW
Peer reviews are a useful technique to understand the “state of the practice”
regarding fare levels, structures, and policies. The peer agencies were selected
based on various attributes, including service area, service population, operating
characteristics, and feedback from Turlock Transit staff. All peer agencies,
including Turlock Transit, are located in California’s Central Valley region. The six
agencies included in the peer review are:


MAX, Modesto, CA



StaRT, Stanislaus County, CA



City Coach, Vacaville, CA



Grapeline, Lodi, CA



Porterville Transit, Porterville, CA



RABA, Redding, CA

The base fare for a single ride, as well as fares for common pass products and
their multipliers are shown in Figure 3-1. Base fares are generally consistent
between the agencies, ranging from $1.25 to $2.00. Four of the seven agencies,
including Turlock Transit, have base fares of $1.50, suggesting that Turlock
Transit is in line with peer agencies in terms of base fares.

Turlock Transit’s base fares and pass multipliers are consistent with peer
agencies.
Turlock Transit’s $1.50 per trip is in line with peer agency fares, which range from $1.25 to
$2.00 (
Figure 3-2). Peer agency multipliers for day passes are all relatively consistent—
between 2 and 2.33 times the base fare. Turlock Transit is at the high end of this
range but is still generally consistent with peer agencies. Grapeline in Lodi, CA
and Redding Area Bus Authority (RABA) do not offer day passes.
31-day pass multipliers range between 24 and 35.2 times the base fare for peer
agencies. Turlock Transit is again on the high end of this range, with a multiplier
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of 33.33 times the base fare. In terms of actual cost, Turlock Transit’s 31-day
pass is the third most expensive of the peer agencies, at $50.00.
Figure 3-1

Peer Agency Fare Structure and Multipliers
Day Pass

31-Day Pass

Single
Ride

Fare

Multiplier

Fare

Multiplier

Turlock Transit

$1.50

$3.50

2.33

$50.00

33.33

Modesto Area Express
(MAX)

$2.00

$4.00

2

$58.00

29

Stanislaus Regional
Transit (StaRT)

$1.80

$3.80

2.11

$52.00

28.88

City Coach (Vacaville,
CA)

$1.50

$3.25

2.16

$36.00

24

Grapeline (Lodi, CA)

$1.25

--

--

$44.00

35.2

Porterville Transit

$1.50

$3.00

2

$40.00

26.67

Redding Area Bus
Authority (RABA)

$1.50

--

--

$48.25

32.16

Agency

Source: Nelson\Nygaard (2019)

Figure 3-2

Peer Agency Base Fares – Fixed Route (2017)

$2.50

$2.00

Base Fare

Average $1.58
$1.50

$1.00

$0.50

$0.00
Modesto Stanislaus
Area
Regional
Express
Transit
(MAX)
(StaRT)

Turlock
Transit

Porterville City Coach Redding Grapeline
Transit (Vacaville, Area Bus (Lodi, CA)
CA)
Authority
(RABA)

Source: NTD (2017)
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Turlock Transit’s farebox recovery ratio in 2017 is consistent with peer
agencies.
In terms of 2017 farebox recovery ratio, Turlock Transit is in line with the peer
agency average of 15%. StaRT and Grapeline are below average in terms of
farebox recovery ratio according to NTD data. These agencies may have higher
farebox recovery ratios after accounting for TDA exemption claims.
Figure 3-3

Peer Agency Farebox Recovery Ratio – Fixed Route (2017)

Fare Box Recovery Ratio

20%
18%

Average 15%

16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

City
Modesto Redding Porterville Turlock Stanislaus Grapeline
Coach
Area
Area Bus Transit
Transit Regional (Lodi, CA)
(Vacaville, Express Authority
Transit
CA)
(MAX)
(RABA)
(StaRT)
Source: NTD (2017), Turlock Transit TDA Claims (2017)

Turlock Transit’s transfer and discount policies are in line with peer
agencies; however, there is very little coordination at the regional level.
Transfer policies, as shown in Figure 3-4, vary across the peer agencies, with
three agencies offering free local transfers, two offering no transfers, two offering
no local transfers but upcharges for interagency transfers, and one agency
offering transfers for $0.15.
The lack of regional coordination on transfer policies makes interagency travel
more difficult and confusing for the passenger. For example, Turlock Transit
riders are able to transfer to a StaRT route for free but must pay $0.25 to transfer
from a StaRT route to a Turlock Transit route. Additionally, there are no regional
passes available which allow passengers to ride multiple services. Integrating
pass products and transfer policies across the region would simplify the transfer
process and make regional travel easier for passengers.
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Peer Agency Transfer Policies

Agency

Transfer Policy

Turlock Transit

Free transfers for up to 2 hours1

Modesto Area Express (MAX)

No free transfers

Stanislaus Regional Transit (StaRT)

No free local transfers, $0.25 transfer to MAX,
Ceres, Turlock Transit, and eTrans

City Coach (Vacaville, CA)

$0.15 paper transfer slips

GrapeLine (Lodi, CA)

Free transfers

Porterville Transit

No free local transfers, $0.50 transfers to TCAT

Redding Area Bus Authority (RABA)

Free transfers for up to 30 minutes

Peer agency discount policies are relatively similar, with a few minor exceptions.
All agencies provide free service to children with the exception of StaRT, which
charges full fares. Additionally, City Coach in Vacaville, CA is the only agency
that provides discounts to youth ages 13 to 18. All peer agencies offer roughly
50% discounts for seniors and people with disabilities. Offering similar discount
policies is helpful as closer regional fare coordination is considered.
Figure 3-5

Peer Agency Discount Policies

Children are defined as ages 6 and under except for MAX (5 and under), City Coach (5 and under), and
Grapeline (4 and under). Seniors are definied as ages 65 and older except for RABA (62 and older).

1 Transfers may not be used for the same bus route on which the transfer was issued. Local transfers are valid for one (1)
hour from time of issue and regional transfers (to StaRT) are valid for two (2) hours from the time of issue.
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FARE TECHNOLOGY AND PASS DISTRIBUTION
Not all fare payment technologies achieve all of Turlock Transit’s fare goals,
underscoring the importance of providing multiple options (Figure 3-6). Adopting
new technology, including implementation of the Token Transit mobile ticketing
platform in 2019, is a way to provide additional options for fare payment.
A key strategy for improving pass usage and public awareness of different fare
options is to provide online pass sales and distribution. Turlock Transit appears
to be generally ahead of peer agencies in its approach to fare technology and
online pass distribution. MAX is the only other peer agency in the process of
implementing mobile ticketing through the Token Transit application, and
Porterville Transit is the only agency that allows online pass sales. All other peer
agencies only have in-person or mail-in pass sales and distribution.
Figure 3-6

Fare Payment and Technology Summary

Cash
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Smart Card

Mobile
Ticketing





-
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Origin-destination data
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-
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-

-
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account

-

-
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at farebox

-





-
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4 BEST PRACTICES
This chapter provides an evaluation of fare policies and best practices across the
transit industry. Topics addressed include guidelines for implementing fare
adjustments, bulk pass programs, and fare technology adoption.

Key Takeaways
Guidelines for Fare Adjustments


On an annual basis, the average fare, subsidy per passenger, and farebox
recovery ratio should be reviewed when developing the annual operating
budget. If all three ratios are declining and costs to operate the service are
increasing, consider a fare adjustment.

Bulk Pass Programs


Large employers in Turlock (200 employees or more) that are served by
transit represent low-hanging opportunities to expand the bulk pass
program, increase revenue, and boost ridership.



Student Pass program reimbursement strategies can be enrollmentbased, ridership-based, or service-based.

Fare Technology Adoption


Implementing mobile ticketing services across multiple agencies will help
facilitate regional integration.

GUIDELINES FOR FARE ADJUSTMENTS
Turlock Transit is interested in raising farebox revenues in order to reach the
20% farebox recovery ratio threshold required to receive state funding under the
TDA legislation. The agency seeks to increase these revenues in a way that is
both equitable and minimizes the potential for decreasing ridership on the
system.
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Many agencies establish a transparent fare increase policy that enables more
regular fare increases to stay in-line with inflation, farebox recovery, and other
revenue-related trends to address this. Several factors need to be considered
when raising fares, including how fares are perceived by the transit riding public,
whether they are “in-line” with peer agencies, and what is the “appropriate” ratio
between passenger fares and operating costs. When considering a fare change,
an agency may consider:


Farebox recovery: Is there a systemwide goal that will drive future fare
increases?



Fare types: Are there opportunities to simplify or expand fare options
when implementing a fare increase?



Fare collection: Are there opportunities to implement new technologies,
practices, or policies to streamline fare collection?

A new fare policy must balance multiple conflicting goals. Any changes to the
existing fare structure must balance the tradeoff between ridership and revenue.
For example, although an increase in fares would result in higher revenues for
Turlock Transit, it would also result in a decrease in ridership. One option is to
institute a fare increase schedule to implement a fare change over multiple steps
or years to minimize the financial impact on riders and ridership impacts on the
agency.
Likewise, prices for different fare media should be set with the impacts to
revenues and ridership in mind. Price points for different fare media (such as
one-way fare, day passes, and monthly passes) create different incentives for
users and pass buyers. Other considerations for implementing a fare increase
include customer experience, technical operations, timing a change in fares with
a service change, financial processes, system operation, and accessibility to
vulnerable populations.
Ultimately, any changes in fare policy should be practical for Turlock Transit
service and align with systemwide goals. Once agency goals and desired
outcomes have been determined, there are several actions that should be taken
as part of the fare change process. These include:


Involve the public: Proposed fare changes should include extensive
public outreach, to both riders and non-riders, to educate the public about
any changes and obtain valuable public feedback. The rationale for any
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fare increase should be clearly messaged to the public, as well as any
associated improvements.


Revise customer information: Once changes have been agreed upon,
customer information (such as websites, brochures, and apps) should be
updated in a timely manner.



Monitor results: allow opportunity to review and fine-tune the fare
structure following implementation.

Figure 4-1 provides an overview of an agency’s approach to fare changes.
Figure 4-1

Plan overall
fare change
program in
phases

Phased Approach to Implementing Larger Fare Changes

Implement
initial phases

Take
customer
feedback,
observe
ridership
trends

Adjust fare
change
program

Implement
additional
phases of
fare change
program

BULK PASS PROGRAMS
In recent years, growing numbers of transit agencies have teamed with
universities, employers, or residential neighborhoods to provide bulk transit
passes. These passes typically provide unlimited rides on local or regional transit
providers for low monthly fees, often absorbed entirely by the employer, school,
or developers.
A bulk pass program provides a participating organization free or deeply
discounted transit rides for a financial guarantee. These programs are slightly
different than pass sales since they often assume that 100% of an organization’s
members are eligible for the program whether or not they regularly use public
transportation. The benefit to major institutions is that a well-designed program
provides a simple, packaged solution to help solve transportation access issues
to their organization. These types of programs can be implemented in different
ways, but the most common financial contribution approaches include the
following:


Contribution determined by current employees, residential units, students,
etc. as reported by the participating organization (fee may be different for
students, faculty, or staff at a university)
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Contribution determined by ridership



Annual fixed fee (same price, regardless of institution size or usage)

Bulk transit passes provide multiple benefits, as discussed in Figure 4-2. While
bulk pass programs tend to be affiliated with bus service, in most cases they are
part of a broader multi-modal transportation strategy that includes improved bike
programs, carshare programs, carpooling/vanpooling strategies, and often,
increased parking rates.
Figure 4-2
Beneficiary

Bulk Pass Program Benefits
Bulk Pass Benefit
Free access to transit

Transit Riders

Rewards existing riders, attracts new ones
For employees who drive, making existing transit free can effectively create
convenient park-and-ride shuttles to existing underused remote parking areas
Provides a stable source of income

Transit
Agencies

Communities

Increases transit ridership, helping to meet agency ridership goals
Can help improve cost recovery, reduce agency subsidy, and/or fund service
improvements
Reduces traffic congestion and increases transit ridership
Reduces existing, unmet, and future growth in parking demand
Bulk pass programs can benefit developers if implemented concurrently with
reduced parking requirements, which consequently lower construction costs

Developers

Employees/
Employers

Providing free cost transit passes for large developments provides an amenity
that can help attract renters or home buyers as part of a lifestyle marketing
campaign appealing to those seeking a “new urban lifestyle”
Reduces demand for parking on-site
Provides a tax-advantaged transportation benefit that can help recruit and
retain employees

Source: City of Pasadena Traffic Reduction Strategies Study, 2007

Negotiations and Pricing
A review of existing bulk transit pass programs found that the annual peremployee fees are between 2% and 33% of the retail price for an equivalent
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annual transit pass.2 The principle of employee or residential transit passes is
similar to that of group insurance plans—transit agencies can offer deep bulk
discounts when selling passes to a large group with universal enrollment, on the
basis that not all those offered the pass will actually use them regularly. Key to
success is to spread the costs of the trips so that the cost per person remains
low. The reasoning behind the shared cost is that additional transit riders benefit
drivers by reducing traffic and parking congestion.

Federal Tax Incentives
There are potential tax benefits for both employers and employees participating
in employee pass programs. If employers fund the pass, it can be offered as a
benefit that does not require payroll taxes, and it qualifies as a tax-deductible
business expense for the company. If the pass is paid for by the employee, the
payroll amount reserved for the pass is no longer treated as taxable salary. The
IRS limit for the 2019 tax year is up to $265/month per employee for vanpool,
bus, ferry, or rail (all public transportation).

Marketing
For bulk pass programs to be successful, they must be successfully marketed. This is a measure
that costs little in relation to many other strategies but can reap large rewards in increased
ridership and ultimately greenhouse gas reduction. Measuring the effects of marketing campaigns
can be difficult, but in general making sure the public is aware and knowledgeable about available
transit service is a critical step in attracting riders. Marketing should capitalize on the cost benefits
to riders and the environmental benefits associated with the program and should include
information about how to use transit and/or other transportation programs. A variety of marketing
strategies are shown in

2

Sources: King County Metro ORCA Passport Program; AC Transit EasyPass; Denver RTD EcoPass
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Figure 4-3.
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Bulk Pass Marketing Strategies

Marketing Strategy

Program Description

Information Kiosk

An on-site information kiosk provides information on transit routes,
schedules, and fares; carshare and vanpool ride-matching services;
bicycle maps and resources; and other ways to help people travel
by using alternative modes.

Transportation Coordinator

A Transportation Coordinator is a trained, designated employee onsite who is responsible for providing information on transportation
options to employees and facilitating employee surveying.

Individualized Marketing

Individualized marketing campaigns typically target a neighborhood,
corridor, or employment site. These campaigns provide
individualized marketing travel options materials in a designated
area to encourage people to use alternative modes.

FARE TECHNOLOGY AND REGIONAL INTEGRATION
Advances in fare payment technology, including mobile payment systems and
electronic smartcards are providing a mechanism for regional fare integration
between transit agencies. In California’s Central Valley, both Turlock Transit and
MAX have recently implemented mobile ticketing on fixed-route services. This
section provides lessons learned and best practices for adopting new fare
technologies to improve coordination and fare integration between regional
agencies.

King County Metro (Seattle, WA)
King County Metro currently offers cash,
paper tickets, mobile tickets, and smartcard
(ORCA) fare media options. The ORCA
Program provides seamless transfers
between seven different transit agencies in
the region. The ORCA Program greatly
improves the customer experience, but the
fare reconciliation process is complicated for
the agencies. Through the shared smartcard,
revenue is transferred between agencies
based on proportional ridership data, with revenue being allocated based on the
cash fare if each leg of the trip were taken independently.
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In addition to the regional smart card
program, the standardized discount policies
and ID requirements throughout the Puget
Sound region improve the customer
experience and further facilitate regional
integration. The Puget Sound Regional
Reduced Fare Permit (RRFP) offers a best
practice example for a reduced fare program
for seniors and people with disabilities in the
Puget Sound, WA region. RRFP entitles
senior riders aged 65 and older, riders with a
disability, and Medicare cardholders to
reduced fares on 13 different transit
agencies throughout the region.
For Turlock Transit and other agencies in the
Central Valley, implementing mobile ticketing
may be used to facilitate regional integration. By also coordinating and aligning
fare categories, rates, and policies, regional passengers know what to expect
when paying fares for multiple agencies. Agencies can further integrate fares at
the regional level by developing a single regional pass product, made available
through the Token Transit mobile ticketing platform, that allows passengers to
access multiple providers using the same pass. This approach would encourage
regional transit travel, improve coordination between agencies, and could be
accomplished without investing in costly smartcard infrastructure.
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5 FARE SCENARIOS
APPROACH AND ASSUMPTIONS
The fare model developed for this project is based on existing ridership and
revenue data (FY 2018-2019) and assumptions on average fare per passenger
for each fare product. This information is then used as a baseline to understand
order of magnitude changes to fare revenues and ridership as a result of pricing
or structural changes.
Consumption of transit, like other goods and services, reacts to cost. Significant
research over time has examined the sensitivity of transit ridership to fare
increases. In transit, the standard measurement of sensitivity to fare changes
means that for every 10% increase in fares, ridership will decrease by 3% (and
vice-versa).
As such, elasticity factors are common in fare modeling, as they define the price
sensitivity of riders to fare changes. An elastic factor suggests a larger change in
ridership relative to a fare change. An inelastic factor suggests a relatively small
change in ridership relative to a fare change. The model accounts for three
elasticity factors3:


A relatively inelastic factor (-0.33), which is consistent with industry
standards for regular fares



A “reduced” elasticity factor (-0.21) to account for observations associated
with student, elderly, and disabled patrons

Using these elasticity factors, ridership changes (on a fare product basis) are
determined from the proposed fare increase or decrease. A new average fare for
each fare product is also calculated from the percentage change in the fare
product price. Finally, multiplying the new ridership estimate by the new average
fare produces a revenue estimate for that fare product.

3

Source: TCRP Report 95, Chapter 12, Transit Pricing and Fares.
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It should be cautioned that any estimation model is an approximation based on a
set of assumptions and is highly dependent on accurate data inputs to ensure
quality outputs. The fare model bases ridership and revenue changes strictly on
price variation. Qualitative factors such as customer simplicity or other factors are
not considered here but are certainly factors that influence ridership and revenue
levels. Based on the perceived simplicity gains, it is likely that ridership benefits
in each alternative are understated. As a result, the findings from this analysis
are simply estimates but offer a valuable means to compare different alternatives
against one another.
Additionally, this analysis takes a conservative approach to estimating farebox
recovery ratios based only on revenue generated at the farebox through noted
pass products. Turlock Transit is able to count additional revenue, like the
LCTOP grant program used to fund Fare Free July promotions, as farebox
revenue to bolster their reported farebox recovery ratio. However, the
conservative approach of this analysis does not account for these revenues and
instead assumes that any grant funding will not be available in perpetuity.
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INITIAL FARE SCENARIOS
Seven different initial scenarios for fare structure and pricing changes were
developed to evaluate potential impacts to Turlock Transit ridership and revenue.
These fare scenarios are described below:


Scenario 1: Consistent regional fare structure (StaRT)



Scenario 2: Consistent regional fare structure (MAX)



Scenario 3: Optimize fares to increase ridership



Scenario 4: Meet 20% farebox recovery goal



Scenario 5A: Optimize fares to increase fare revenue - $1.75



Scenario 5B: Optimize fares to increase fare revenue - $2.00



Scenario 6: Optimize Dial-a-Ride fares to increase fare revenue - $4.00

Scenario 1: Consistent regional fare structure (StaRT)
This scenario evaluates the ridership and revenue impacts of adjusting the fare
structure to match what is currently offered by StaRT. The goal of this scenario is
to provide a simplified fare structure in which multiple agencies in the region
charge the same fares for their services. This makes regional travel easier to
understand for passengers.
In this scenario, the base fare and day pass price would increase by $0.30. Day
Pass multipliers would be slightly reduced from 2.33 to 2.11 and 31-Day Pass
multipliers would be reduced from 33.33 to 28.88. A comparison of the existing
fare structure and proposed fare structure for Scenario 1 is provided in Figure
5-1.
In addition to the fare increase, free transfers would also be eliminated in
Scenario 1. Over half of the trips on the existing system require a transfer, thus
charging a fare for transfers and increasing the base fare results in an estimated
4% decrease in ridership (7,000 passengers) and 22% increase in farebox
revenue ($21,000), shown in Figure 5-2. Despite this increase in farebox revenue
and aligning fares with a regional partner agency, it is generally not
recommended to charge fares outside of $0.25 increments, which makes it more
difficult for passengers paying with cash to have the exact change for payment.
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Scenario 1 Fare Structure
Existing

Fare Type

Regular

Proposed
Discount

Regular

Discount

Single Ride

$1.50

$0.75

$1.80

$0.90

Day Pass

$3.50

$1.75

$3.80

$1.90

31-Day Pass

$50

$25

$52

$26

Local Transfers

Free

Free

Eliminated

Eliminated

Regional
Transfers

Free

Free

$0.25

$0.25

Figure 5-2

Scenario 1 Ridership and Revenue Impacts
Ridership % Change

Change in Ridership

Farebox Revenue % Change

Change in Farebox Revenue

Scenario 1
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
-5%
-10%

22%

Scenario 1
25,000

$21,000

20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
0
-4%

-5,000
-10,000

-7,000

Scenario 2: Consistent regional fare structure (MAX)
Similar to Scenario 1, this scenario evaluates the ridership and revenue impacts
of adjusting the fare structure to match what is currently offered by Modesto Area
Express. The goal of this scenario is to provide a simplified fare structure in
which multiple agencies in the region charge the same fares for their services.
This makes regional travel easier to understand for passengers.
In this scenario, the base fare and day pass price would each increase by $0.50,
shown in Figure 5-3. Scenario 2 would reduce the Day Pass multiplier from 2.33
to 2 and the 31-Day Pass multiplier from 33.33 to 29. Scenario 2 would also
eliminate free transfers but would align the fares with a regional partner agency.
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Unlike Scenario 1, the base fare of $2.00 in Scenario 2 is simpler for passengers
to pay using cash, despite being more expensive.
Impacts to ridership and revenue resulting from Scenario 2 follow the same
pattern as Scenario 1 but are more pronounced, as shown in Figure 5-4. The
increased fares and elimination of free transfers results in an estimated 6%
decrease in ridership (11,000 passengers) and 29% increase in revenue
($27,000).
Figure 5-3

Scenario 2 Fare Structure
Existing

Fare Type

Regular

Proposed
Discount

Regular

Discount

Single Ride

$1.50

$0.75

$2.00

$1.00

Day Pass

$3.50

$1.75

$4.00

$2.00

31-Day Pass

$50

$25

$58

$29

Local Transfers

Free

Free

Eliminated

Eliminated

Regional
Transfers

Free

Free

Eliminated

Eliminated

Figure 5-4

Scenario 2 Ridership and Revenue Impacts
Ridership % Change

Change in Ridership

Farebox Revenue % Change

Change in Farebox Revenue

Scenario 2
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
-5%
-10%

29%

-6%

Scenario 2
30,000
25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
0
-5,000
-10,000
-15,000

$27,000

-11,000

Scenario 3: Optimize fares to increase ridership
This scenario takes an iterative approach to adjusting fares and pass multipliers
until prices are such that ridership is maximized and no longer increases with
subsequent decreases in fare price. This scenario also assumes that fares would
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not be reduced so low as to provide fare free service and that pass multipliers
must remain within peer agency best practices. Ultimately, the optimized fare
rate was established as a base fare of $1.00, Day Pass of $2.00, 31-Day Pass of
$30, and maintains free transfers, shown in Figure 5-5. This scenario would
reduce the Day Pass multiplier from 2.33 to 2 and the 31-Day Pass multiplier
from 33.33 to 30.
The ridership and revenue impacts for Scenario 3 are shown in Figure 5-6.
These impacts show a large 31% decrease in farebox revenue ($29,000) and a
comparatively small 7% increase in ridership (12,000 passengers).
This scenario is not intended to be a potential approach for new fare pricing;
instead, it identifies the potential maximum ridership increase related to fare
changes for Turlock Transit.
Figure 5-5

Scenario 3 Fare Structure
Existing

Fare Type

Regular

Proposed
Discount

Regular

Discount

Single Ride

$1.50

$0.75

$1.00

$0.50

Day Pass

$3.50

$1.75

$2.00

$1.00

31-Day Pass

$50

$25

$30

$15

Local Transfers

Free

Free

Free

Free

Regional
Transfers

Free

Free

Free

Free

Figure 5-6

Scenario 3 Ridership and Revenue Impacts
Change in Ridership

Ridership % Change

Change in Farebox Revenue

Farebox Revenue % Change

Scenario 3

10%
5%
0%
-5%
-10%
-15%
-20%
-25%
-30%
-35%

7%
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0
-10,000
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-31%
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$29,000
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Scenario 4: Meet 20% farebox recovery goal
The goal of this scenario is to determine what level of fare increase and fare
structure would be required to meet the 20% farebox recovery goal. The fare
structure developed to meet this threshold, as shown in Figure 5-7, is a doubling
of the base fare to $3.00, increasing the Day Pass to $8.00 and the 31-Day Pass
to $105.00, and eliminating free transfers. Scenario 4 would increase the Day
Pass multiplier from 2.33 to 2.66 and the 31-Day Pass multiplier from 33.33 to
35.
The ridership and revenue impacts of Scenario 4, as shown in Figure 5-8, result
in a significant 67% increase in revenue ($64,000) and 22% decrease in ridership
(39,000 passengers).
This scenario is not intended to be a potential approach for new fare pricing;
instead, it shows how large of a fare increase would be required to reach the
20% farebox recovery ratio required by the TDA in order to qualify for state
funding. This scenario assesses the agency’s ability to reach a 20% farebox
recovery ratio through fare structure and policy alone.4 In order to meet this 20%
farebox recovery threshold without suffering a large ridership decrease, it is likely
that other types of revenue or exemptions to lower operating costs would be
required.
Figure 5-7

Scenario 4 Fare Structure
Existing

Fare Type

Regular

Proposed
Discount

Regular

Discount

Single Ride

$1.50

$0.75

$3.00

$1.50

Day Pass

$3.50

$1.75

$8.00

$4.00

31-Day Pass

$50

$25

$105

$50

Local Transfers

Free

Free

Eliminated

Eliminated

Regional
Transfers

Free

Free

Eliminated

Eliminated

4 Revenue assumptions do not include additional farebox revenue associated with the LCTOP grant program used to fund
Fare Free July promotions.
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Scenario 4 Ridership and Revenue Impacts
Ridership % Change

Change in Ridership

Farebox Revenue % Change

Change in Farebox Revenue

Scenario 4

Scenario 4
80%

80,000

67%

60%

60,000

40%

40,000

$64,000

20,000

20%

0

0%

-20,000

-20%

-40,000

-22%

-40%

-39,000

-60,000

Scenario 5A: Optimize fares to increase fare revenue - $1.75
The goal of this scenario is to take an iterative approach to adjusting fares and
pass multipliers in a way that increases fare revenue and minimizes ridership
loss. Ultimately, Scenario 5 was split into two sub-scenarios, 5A and 5B, which
demonstrate the impacts of slightly different fare increases.
Scenario 5A would increase the base fare by $0.25, leave the Day Pass at $3.50,
increase the 31-Day Pass to $55.00, and eliminate free transfers, shown in
Figure 5-9. This would result in the Day Pass multiplier decreasing from 2.33 to 2
and the 31-Day Pass multiplier decreasing from 33.33 to 31.4.
The ridership and revenue impacts associated with Scenario 5A include a
significant, 17% increase in revenue ($16,000), and a relatively small, 3%
decrease in ridership (4,000 passengers).
Figure 5-9

Scenario 5A Fare Structure
Existing

Fare Type

Regular

Proposed
Discount

Regular

Discount

Single Ride

$1.50

$0.75

$1.75

$0.75

Day Pass

$3.50

$1.75

$3.50

$1.75

31-Day Pass

$50

$25

$55

$25

Local Transfers

Free

Free

Eliminated

Eliminated

Regional
Transfers

Free

Free

Eliminated

Eliminated
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Scenario 5A Ridership and Revenue Impacts
Change in Ridership

Ridership % Change

Change in Farebox Revenue

Farebox Revenue % Change

Scenario 5A
20,000

Scenario 5A
20%

$16,000

15,000

15%

10,000

10%

5,000

5%

0

0%
-5%

-4,000

-5,000

17%

-3%

Scenario 5B: Optimize fares to increase fare revenue - $2.00
Scenario 5B takes a similar approach as Scenario 5A, but includes a larger fare
increase. In Scenario 5B, the base fare would increase to $2.00, the Day Pass to
$4.00, and the 31-Day Pass to $60. Despite the larger fare increase, this
scenario provides a simple fare structure with straightforward multipliers of 2 for
Day Passes and 30 for 31-Day Passes. The ridership and revenue impacts of
Scenario 5B follow the same pattern as Scenario 5A but are more extreme, with
a 29% revenue increase ($28,000) and a 6% ridership decrease (11,000
passengers).
Figure 5-11

Scenario 5B Fare Structure
Existing

Fare Type

Regular

Proposed
Discount

Regular

Discount

Single Ride

$1.50

$0.75

$2.00

$1.00

Day Pass

$3.50

$1.75

$4.00

$2.00

31-Day Pass

$50

$25

$60

$30

Local Transfers

Free

Free

Eliminated

Eliminated

Regional
Transfers

Free

Free

Eliminated

Eliminated
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Scenario 5B Ridership and Revenue Impacts
Ridership % Change

Change in Ridership

Farebox Revenue % Change

Change in Farebox Revenue

Scenario 5B

Scenario 5B
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
-5%
-10%

29%

-6%

30,000
25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
0
-5,000
-10,000
-15,000

$28,000

-11,000

Scenario 6: Optimize Dial-a-Ride fares to increase fare revenue - $4.00
Scenario 6 deals only with fare increases to dial-a-ride service, not fixed-route
service. The goal of this scenario is to test offering different fare levels for ADAeligible and general public riders in the dial-a-ride zones provided by Turlock
Transit. In this case, fares and eligibility depend on which zone the riders are
traveling in and how many riders are on a given reservation. The data was not
sufficiently detailed to provide a granular breakdown of these ridership groups.
Instead, the proposed base fare in Scenario 6 represents a 60% increase to the
existing base fare, increasing from $2.50 to $4.00. To account for the differences
in fare categories, the fare model for Scenario 6 takes the existing average fare
per boarding value of $2.84 and applies a 60% increase, resulting in a new
average fare per boarding of $4.54. This approach averages the existing fare
categories together and applies the fare increase to that average in order to
assess ridership and revenue impacts for the collective dial-a-ride fare
categories, rather than assessing each category separately.
The ridership and revenue impacts for Scenario 6, shown in Figure 5-13, include
a 10% decrease in ridership and a significant 45% increase in revenue. Dial-aride service makes up a smaller proportion of Turlock Transit’s service than fixedroute service. As such, this increase in revenue accounts for approximately
$15,000 and the decrease in ridership is estimated at approximately 1,000
passengers.
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Scenario 6 Ridership and Revenue Impacts
Ridership % Change

Change in Ridership

Farebox Revenue % Change

Change in Farebox Revenue

Scenario 6
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
-10%
-20%

45%

-10%

Scenario 6
16,000
14,000
12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
0
-2,000

$15,000

-1,000

Initial Fare Scenario Results
The relative ridership and revenue changes for each fixed-route fare scenario are
shown in Figure 5-14 and Figure 5-15. The fare structure and resulting ridership
and revenue impacts for each scenario are described in further detail below.


Scenario 1, which proposes aligning Turlock Transit fares with StaRT
fares, would charge passengers a base fare of $1.80 per trip and eliminate
free local transfers and resulted in a moderate loss of ridership (-4%) and
a significant increase in revenue (22%).



Scenario 2, which proposes aligning Turlock Transit fares with MAX fares,
would charge passengers a base fare of $2.00 per trip and eliminate free
transfers and resulted in a moderate loss of ridership (-6%) and a
significant increase in revenue (29%).



Scenario 3, which decreased the base fare to $1.00 and reduced the Day
Pass and 31-Day Pass multipliers, resulted in the highest ridership gain
(7%) of any scenario but also the largest revenue decrease (-31%).



Scenario 4 doubled the base fare, increasing it to $3.00 per trip, increased
pass multipliers, and eliminated free transfers resulted in the largest
revenue increase (67%) but also but also had the greatest negative impact
on ridership (-22%).



Scenario 5A increased base fares by $0.25, charging passengers $1.75
per trip, and eliminated free transfers and resulted in a moderate loss of
ridership (-3%) and a significant increase in revenue (17%).
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Scenario 5B increased the base fares by $0.50, charging passengers
$2.00 per trip, increased the cost of pass products, and eliminated free
transfers and resulted in a moderate loss of ridership (-6%) and a
significant increase in revenue (29%).

Figure 5-14

Initial Fare Scenarios Ridership and Revenue Percent Change – Fixed-Route
Service
Change in Ridership
Ridership % Change

Change in Revenue
Revenue % Change

Scenario 1 (StaRT)

-7,000

-4%

$21,000

22%

Scenario 2 (MAX)

-11,000

-6%

$27,000

29%

Scenario 3 (Increase Ridership)

12,000

7%

-$29,000

-31%

Scenario 4 (20% Farebox Recovery)

-39,000

-22%

$64,000

67%

Scenario 5A (Increase Revenue $1.75)

-4,000

-3%

$16,000

17%

Scenario 5B (Increase Revenue $2.00)

-11,000

-6%

$28,000

29%

Figure 5-15

Initial Fare Scenarios Ridership and Revenue Percent Change – Fixed-Route
Service
Ridership % Change

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Farebox Revenue % Change

Scenario 3

80%

Scenario 4 Scenario 5A Scenario 5B
67%

60%
40%

22%

29%

29%

20%

17%

7%

0%
-20%

-4%

-40%

-3%

-6%
-31%

-6%

-22%

INITIAL FARE STRUCTURE RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the results of the initial fare scenario analysis, three recommended fare
scenarios were developed—one that optimizes the existing fare structure and
does not prioritize meeting the 20% farebox recovery ratio required under the
TDA legislation (Recommended Scenario 1) and two that do prioritize increased
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farebox revenue to meet the 20% farebox recovery ratio with recommendations
for the short-term and the long-term (Recommended Scenario 2A and 2B). The
fare structure and resulting ridership and revenue impacts for these scenarios
are described in further detail in this section. Final proposed recommendations
are available in Chapter 6.

Recommended Scenario 1: Optimize Existing Fare Structure
Recommendations in this scenario are to adjust Day Pass pricing to make pass
products more attractive to passengers and align more closely with peer agency
pass multipliers. The base fare and 31-Day Pass pricing would not change,
transfers would remain free, and Day Pass pricing would be reduced from $3.50
to $3.00. This scenario results in an estimated 1% increase in ridership and a 3%
decrease in revenue. However, pricing Day Passes more attractively should lead
to additional increased ridership, which is not reflected in the fare model.
If achieving the TDA required 20% farebox recovery ratio were not a
consideration for this fare evaluation, the final recommendations would be
substantially different, as demonstrated by differences in Recommended
Scenario 1 and Recommended Scenario 2A and 2B below. Turlock Transit’s
base fares, pass multipliers, and transfer policies are already generally
consistent with peer agencies. In this Recommended Scenario, the Day Pass
multiplier is reduced slightly to bring Turlock Transit in closer alignment with peer
agencies and further encourage regional consistency.
A comparison of the existing fare structure and proposed fare structure for
Recommended Scenario 1 is provided in Figure 5-16.
Figure 5-16

Recommended Scenario 1 – Optimize Existing Fare Structure

Existing

Fare Type

Regular

Proposed
Discount

Regular

Discount

Single Ride

$1.50

$0.75

$1.50

$0.75

Day Pass

$3.50

$1.75

$3.00

$1.50

31-Day Pass

$50

$25

$50

$25

31-Day Pass
(Student)

$40

N/A

$40

N/A

Local Transfers

Free

Free

Free

Free

Regional Transfers

Free

Free

Free

Free
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Recommended Scenario2A: Prioritize TDA Threshold – Short-Term
Recommendations in this scenario are to maintain the existing fare structure for
Turlock Transit, but to eliminate free transfers. This recommended scenario
would align Turlock Transit’s transfer policy with MAX, a regional partner agency.
As a short-term recommendation, this scenario would maintain Turlock Transit’s
existing fare structure to reduce the negative impacts on ridership. This
represents the first phase of a two-phase fare structure change intended to
increase the farebox recovery ratio while minimizing ridership loss.
Recommended Scenario 2A would result in an estimated 2% drop in ridership
and 13% increase in revenue. A comparison of the existing fare structure and
proposed fare structure for Recommended Scenario 2A is provided in Figure
5-17.
Figure 5-17

Recommended Scenario 2A – Prioritize TDA Threshold – Short-Term Fare
Structure
Existing

Fare Type

Regular

Proposed
Discount

Regular

Discount

Single Ride

$1.50

$0.75

$1.50

$0.75

Day Pass

$3.50

$1.75

$3.50

$1.75

31-Day Pass

$50

$25

$50

$25

31-Day Pass
(Student)

$40

N/A

$40

N/A

Local Transfers

Free

Free

Eliminated

Eliminated

Regional
Transfers

Free

Free

Eliminated

Eliminated
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Recommended Scenario2B: Prioritize TDA Threshold – Long-Term
Recommendations in this scenario are to increase the base fare to $2.00
Regular/$1.00 Discount, adjust pass pricing to make pass multipliers more
attractive to riders, and continue the elimination of free transfers as a long-term
change. This policy change would make Turlock Transit’s fare structure and
transfer policy consistent with MAX, a regional partner. The 31-Day Pass is
slightly more expensive in this scenario than for MAX, but the even $60 pass
price is easier to understand for passengers. Ultimately, the short-term and longterm recommendations in Scenario 2A and Scenario 2B are intended to prioritize
the TDA threshold while improving regional integration with other agencies. The
Fare structure in Recommended Scenario 2B is the same as the Initial Scenario
5B.
Recommended Scenario 2B would result in an estimated 6% drop in ridership
and 29% increase in revenue5. A comparison of the existing fare structure and
proposed fare structure for Recommended Scenario 2B is provided in Figure
5-18.
Figure 5-18

Recommended Scenario 2B – Prioritize TDA Threshold – Long-Term Fare
Structure
Existing

Fare Type

5

Regular

Proposed
Discount

Regular

Discount

Single Ride

$1.50

$0.75

$2.00

$1.00

Day Pass

$3.50

$1.75

$4.00

$2.00

31-Day Pass

$50

$25

$60

$30

31-Day Pass
(Student)

$40

N/A

$50

N/A

Local Transfers

Free

Free

Eliminated

Eliminated

Regional
Transfers

Free

Free

Eliminated

Eliminated

These estimates are in relation to the existing fare structure, not Recommended Scenario 2A.
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Initial Fare Structure Recommendations Results
The relative ridership and revenue changes for each of the recommended
scenarios are shown in Figure 5-19 and Figure 5-20.
Figure 5-19

Recommended Fare Scenarios Ridership and Revenue Change
Change in Ridership

Recommendation 1

Change in Farebox Revenue

Recommendation 2A

Recommendation 2B
$28,000

30,000
25,000
20,000
15,000

$12,000

10,000
5,000

1,000

(5,000)

-$3,000

(3,000)

(10,000)
(11,000)

(15,000)

Figure 5-20

Recommended Fare Scenarios Ridership and Revenue Percent Change
Ridership % Change

Recommendation 1

Farebox Revenue % Change

Recommendation 2A

Recommendation 2B

35%

29%

30%
25%
20%
13%

15%
10%
5%

1%

0%
-5%
-10%
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6 RECOMMENDATIONS
The final chapter culminates findings from the fare analysis to establish a set of
fare policy, pricing, and product recommendations for Turlock Transit. The
following fare recommendations incorporate results from reviewing national best
practices, evaluation of fare scenarios, and refining concepts with Turlock Transit
staff.
The recommendations in this section are divided into two categories:


Fare Structure and Policy Recommendations: Recommendations to
specific fare products offered to the riding public and pricing of those
products.



Fare Policy Recommendations: Recommendations relate to internally
adopted policies or procedures that relate to fare collection, revised or
new fare policies such as bulk pass sales, eligibility, and technology.

FARE STRUCTURE RECOMMENDATIONS
Implement Recommended Fare Structure
The recommended fare structures for fixed-route transit are provided in Figure
6-1 and Figure 6-2, respectively. It is recommended that dial-a-ride fares
increase correspondingly with fixed-route base fare increases. For future fare
increases, dial-a-ride fares should continue to be twice the base fare. The
recommended fare structures take into account experience across the transit
industry, fare study goals, as well as fare pricing at peer agencies. The
recommended fare structure incorporates the following:
Short-Term (0-1 Years)



Eliminate Free Transfers

Long-Term (1-3 Years)



Increase Base Fare to $2.00



Increase Day Pass to $4.00
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Increase 31-Day Pass to $60

Figure 6-1

Recommended Fixed-Route Fare Structure – Short-Term
Existing

Fare Type

Regular

Discount

Proposed
Regular

Discount

Single Ride

$1.50

$0.75

$1.50

$0.75

Day Pass

$3.50

$1.75

$3.50

$1.75

31-Day Pass

$50

$25

$50

$25

31-Day Pass
(Student)

$40

N/A

$40

N/A

Local Transfers

Free

Free

Eliminated

Eliminated

Regional Transfers

Free

Free

Eliminated

Eliminated

Dial-a-Ride within
service area

$2.50

$2.50

Dial-a-Ride outside
service area

$3.50

$3.50

Figure 6-2

Recommended Fixed-Route Fare Structure – Long-Term
Existing

Fare Type

Regular

Discount

Proposed
Regular

Discount

Single Ride

$1.50

$0.75

$2.00

$1.00

Day Pass

$3.50

$1.75

$4.00

$2.00

31-Day Pass

$50

$25

$60

$30

31-Day Pass
(Student)

$40

N/A

$50

N/A

Local Transfers

Free

Free

Eliminated

Eliminated

Regional Transfers

Free

Free

Eliminated

Eliminated

Dial-a-Ride within
service area

$2.50

$4.00

Dial-a-Ride outside
service area

$3.50

$5.00
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FARE POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
Establish Guidelines for Fare Increases
Several factors need to be considered when raising fares, including when to
initiate a fare increase analysis, how fares are perceived by the transit-riding
public, whether they are in line with peer agencies, and what is the appropriate
ratio between passenger fares and operating costs. In the future, Turlock Transit
should consider a transparent fare increase policy that enables more regular fare
increases to stay in line with inflation and other revenue related trends.
The following guidelines are provided for Turlock Transit’s consideration:


On an annual basis, the average fare, subsidy per passenger, and farebox
recovery ratio should be reviewed when developing the annual operating
budget. If all three ratios are declining and costs to operate the service are
increasing, consider a fare adjustment.



The local consumer price index should be monitored; if increases are
greater than 5% in any given year, consider increasing fares to keep pace
with inflation.



Monitor and track use of all passes and if there is a significant drop in
sales with any fare product, consider a fare adjustment for that product.
Similar to underperforming routes, underperforming fare products should
be evaluated for adjustments or elimination.



For all future fare increases, pass product prices should be rounded to the
nearest dollar. Single-ride prices and/or day pass products should be
rounded to the nearest quarter.



Fuel prices should be considered as part of a fare adjustment policy.
However, given the volatility in fuel prices, it may be difficult to average
cost of fuel as a consistent barometer for a fare increase policy.



Across-the-board fare increases are simple and transparent but will often
create disproportionate impacts. These types of fare increases should be
avoided unless supported by evidence that the strategy meets specific
goals at the time of evaluation.

These guidelines assume that service levels would remain constant. Fare
increases paired with service level increases may be warranted assuming
support exists for both. Fare increases paired with service cuts should be
avoided when possible.
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Initiate Employer Bulk Pass Program
Turlock Transit should continue to explore potential partnerships related to bulk
pass programs, particularly for large employers in Turlock. The benefit to major
institutions is that a well-designed program provides a simple, packaged solution
to help solve transportation access issues to their organization.
In addition to California State University (CSU) Stanislaus, potential major
employers and institutions to explore for bulk pass partnerships include:


Emanuel Medical Center



Stanislaus County



Foster Farms



Turlock Unified School District

It is recommended that the cost of Turlock Transit bulk pass program be based
on the number of trips taken by passholders and the pre-determined cost per trip.
Bulk pass agreements should be formalized with a contract to ensure that
Turlock Transit is adequately reimbursed for ridership. At the same time, the
partner entity can be confident that they benefit from the relationship through
improved access to service for employees and discounted rates associated with
a pre-paid fare. Turlock Transit should consider the following in developing
pricing structure and contracts for bulk pass programs:


Discounted per trip rates. Bulk pass programs almost always offer a
discounted trip rate. The amount of the discount must balance the benefit
of a large, bulk purchase with the actual cost of providing the service.



Actual trips taken by bulk pass holders. The number of trips taken
together with the fare determines the cost of the program, and thus,
agreement on how the number of trips taken is measured is critical.
Depending on the type of fare collection system used by a transit agency,
pass usage may be easily measured at the farebox. In other cases, the
bulk pass program can measure trip levels through surveys.



Escalation rates. Bulk pass programs are nearly always effective in
increasing transit ridership. Consequently, program costs can increase
substantially after the first year. Transit agencies, universities, and large
employers often negotiate escalation rates to ensure program cost
increases are manageable for end users, especially in the early years of
the program. Bulk pass programs with existing institutions like CSU
Stanislaus should be revised, if necessary, to allow for periodic adjustment
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of pricing according to changes in ridership, operating cost, and level of
service provided.


Program marketing. For bulk pass programs to be successful, they must
be successfully marketed. Marketing should capitalize on the cost benefits
to riders and the environmental benefits associated with the program and
should include information about how to use transit and/or other
transportation programs.

Pursue Regional Fare Consistency and Mobile Ticketing
Turlock Transit does not operate in a vacuum. Passengers riding on Turlock
Transit may also use services provided by StaRT, The Bus, or MAX, all of which
have different fare structures, pass products, pricing, and transfer policies.
Developing a consistent regional fare structure or policy makes interagency
transfers easier to understand for the passenger and encourages more
passengers to use transit when traveling regionally, instead of only locally.
Additionally, there are currently no regional passes available which allow
passengers to ride multiple services. Integrating pass products and transfer
policies across the region would simplify the transfer process and make regional
travel easier for passengers. However, developing, acquiring, and negotiating a
regional fare payment system can be a long and complicated process. An
intermediate step toward regional integration is implementing mobile ticketing
throughout the region. Mobile ticketing offers an increase in customer
convenience over paper or smartcard payment, as well as potential operational
savings. Smartphone payments eliminate the need for customers to procure and
carry a physical fare payment media, may reduce delays relayed to fare payment
(by reducing cash in the system), and reduce the volume of passes that must be
processed by the farebox (potentially lowering maintenance costs).
In this day and age of nearly ubiquitous smartphone adoption, mobile ticketing
can make booking and paying for transit a seamless experience for many riders
and help lower the barrier of entry for new transit users. However, while digital
options like mobile ticketing are an easy option for some riders, it can be
intimidating or a non-option for others. Thus, it is recommended that Turlock
Transit continue to offer traditional ticketing options to accommodate all riders –
particularly those with disabilities, older adults, and low-income residents without
smartphones.
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Within the region, Turlock Transit and MAX have already implemented mobile
ticketing with Token Transit. Monitoring the success of this program and
continuing to pursue regional consistency in fare structure, policy, and
technology will encourage additional regional cooperation and improve the
experience of transit users for agencies in the region.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
Fare recommendations for Turlock Transit are comprised of organizational
policies, fare policies, and pricing adjustments. Recommendations are comprised
of policy changes, fare structure changes to increase farebox recovery and
minimize potential ridership loss, and further enhance regional coordination and
fare integration. Figure 6-3 provides a summary of recommendations developed
as part of the Turlock Transit fare analysis.
Figure 6-3

Fare Recommendations Summary

Fare Recommendations
Fare Structure
Recommendations

Fixed-Route Recommendations
 Implement Recommended Fare Structure. The recommended fare
structure incorporates the following:
− Increase Base Fare to $2.00
− Increase Day Pass to $4.00
− Increase 31-Day Pass to $60
Dial-a-Ride Recommendations
 Implement Recommended Fare Structure. The recommended fare
structure incorporates the following:
− Increase base fares correspondingly with fixed-route fares

Fare Policy
Recommendations
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Establish guidelines for fare increases
Initiate employer bulk pass program
Pursue regional fare consistency and mobile ticketing
Explore potential for regional passes or other mechanisms to improve
regional transit connections and fare integration
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